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Abstract 
Fallopza yaponzca (Houtt Ronse Decraene) (syn Reynoutna yaponzca syn Polygonum 
cuspzdatum, Japanese knotweed) IS an aggressively mvasive ahen weed m the Umted Kmgdom 
(UK) and throughout 1ts mtroduced range Its presence can herald considerable costs, both 
m terms of Its ecological Impact as a threat to bwd1versity and economically due to the 
physical damage caused to property and the associated costs of treatment and disposal of 
the plant There Is, therefore, mcreasmg mterest m erad1catmg th1s ahen spec1es and as a 
result many different management techmques have been apphed to try and control1ts spread 
It is Important to ascertam wh1ch of these are most appropnate m any g1ven s1tuatwn and 
so tools that can test the Impact and efficiency of these techmques both qmckly and cheaply 
would be extremely useful 
In this thes1s mathematiCal models are developed for the spatial spread of F yaponzca on 
a local scale m the UK PreviOusly, httle work has been undertaken for th1s problem Ex1stmg 
models for the plant in 1ts native range are not d1rectly apphcable to the UK mvaswn due to 
large d1fferences m the behaviOur of the plant in the differmg locales and the work that does 
ex1st for the domestic problem tends to focus on a regiOnal, national or contmental scale It 
1s, however, at the local scale that modelling of the spread of F. yaponzca would be of most 
use to many of the part1es affected by its presence Thus, the pnmary a1m of th1s thes1s 
IS to develop stochast1c and determmlstJc local-scale models that can pred1ct the spread of 
F yaponzca for stands that are free of antecedent management These may then serve as a 
bas1s for more deta1led models mcorporating management techmques such as herbicides and 
bwcontrol agents 
Parametensatwn of the models 1s ach1eved via extraction and analysis of data from 
fieldwork, the results of which are also used for SimulatiOn output vahdatwn The fieldwork 
1tself and the results thereof are descnbed herein A stochastlc 3D correlated random walk 
model for the development of the subterranean rhizome network of a smgle stand of F 
yaponzca 1s then developed, s1mulatwns of wh1ch allow us to mveshgate the Importance of 
vanous parameters m affectmg crown dens1ty and rates of stand expansiOn The correlated 
random walk model pred1cts quadratic growth m t1me of the stand area, mohvatmg the use of 
a 2D F1sher model as a phenomenolog1cal representation of the spread of aenal stems Fmally, 
the effects of a watercourse on spatial spread 1s mvest1gated usmg a compartmentahsed ID 
model for stand growth along a nverbank and the transport of rhizome/stem fragments m 
the watercourse 
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Chapter 1 
Japanese knotweed ( Fallopia 
japonica) 
The past ts a foretgn country, they do thmgs dtfferently there 
LP Hartley, The Go-Between, 1953 
1.1 Introduction 
Fallopw Japonzca (Houtt) Ronse Decraene (Japanese knotweed) 1s an aggresstvely mvastve 
ahen weed m the Umted Kmgdom (UK) [18, 25] It was mtroduced to the UK m 1825 
[6, 18] from tts nattve range m Japan and followmg 1ts naturah&atwn m 1886 [22] the plant 
has become a maJor problem, both ecologically and economtcally, throughout tts mtroduced 
range As such, the momtormg and predtctwn of tt& spread is of constderable mterest to 
a number of both pubhc and pnvate orgamsatwns Thts work seeks to develop stochastlc 
and determmtstic models for the spattal spread of F Japonzca on a local scale m the UK In 
thts section the plant itself is mtroduced along wtth some of 1ts physwlogy, htstory and the 
problems 1t causes 
1.2 History 
Fallopza Japonzca 1s native to Eastern Asta, particularly Japan, Northern Chma, Tatwan and 
Korea [6, 18] It was first introduced to the UK from tts nattve Japan m 1825 [18] and 
naturalised m 1886 [20] It ts currently found over much of mamland Europe, the USA, 
several provmces m Canada, Austraha, New Zealand and 1s only absent m the UK on the 
Orkney Islands Ongmally the plant was mtroduced to the UK for use as an ornamental 
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garden plant due to 1ts attractive appearance Later 1t was found that the plant's young 
shoots are palatable to cattle, sheep, goats and horses and thus 1t was used as a fodder plant 
and m the USA particularly, but also elsewhere, 1t was used for the stab1hsatwn of sand 
dunes and mme sp01L These and a number of other uses are discussed m [18], mcludmg 
• Fallop1a Japomca's he1ght and dense clumps of shoots make 1t an attractive plant for 
screenmg purposes 
• The Japanese eat the young shoots by st1r-frymg them The Internet holds vanous 
recipes mcludmg Apple and Knotweed P1e, Knotweed Sherbert, Knot soup, Steamed 
Knotweed Sesame and Strawberry-Knotweed Cobbler 
• In the Far East 1t IS commonly used as a med1cme for a vanety of Illnesses It IS also 
an excellent source of v1tamm C and eatmg large quantities can have a gentle laxative 
effect 
• Recently, 1t has been found that the plant contams very h1gh levels of rezveratrol, a 
strong anti-cancer agent [12] 
Even though 1t clearly has 1ts benefits, rt has been Illegal to spread F. Japomca m England 
smce 1981 [19] because of the problems associated w1th 1ts presence (see Sectwn 1.4) 
1.3 Taxonomy, Physiology and Morphology 
Fallop1a Japomca (F1g. 1 1) IS a member of the buckwheat family (Polygonaceae) and goes 
by several different names The scientific name currently m use IS Fallopw Japomca but m 
the past 1t has had others such as Reynoutna Japomca, Polygonum cusp1datum, Polygonum 
s1eboldn, Polygonum Japomcum, Polygonum zuccharzm, Pleuropterus zuccarznu, and Polygo-
rum reynoutna The .Japanese call1t '1tadon', meamng 'strong plant'. F Japomca also has 
a number of different common names across 1ts introduced range, mcludmg Sally rhubarb, 
huzhang, donkey rhubarb, Reynoutna, gypsy rhubarb, Hancock's curse, Pysen saethwr, Ghn-
each bhwrach, Mexican bamboo, Japanese bamboo, Japanese fleece-flower, w1ld rhubarb and 
cnmson beauty [18] 
Fallop1a Japomca IS an upnght, shrub-hke, rh1zomatous, perenmal giant herb [17] Its 
stems can grow to around 3 metres m he1ght and are bamboo-hke w1th archmg branches and 
sprays of small wh1te flowers m the late summer and autumn The stems themselves are 
th1ck, smooth and swollen where the leaf meets the stem at the Jomt Leaves can grow up 
to 120 mm m length and can vary from a tnangular to a broadly oval shape w1th a pointed 
tip [18] (Fig 1 1, nght) 
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Figure I .1: A stand of F. japonica (left ). Note the red. bamboo-like terns and dense canopy 
of leaves. A typical F. japomca leaf (right) has a characteristic Oat base and pointed lip. 
The yellow st ripes on ome leave ar t he r ult of frost damage when the leaves were young. 
The plant has the ability to reproduce both sexually (requiring a male and f male plant) 
and v geLaLively. However, to date all of the recorded F. japonica in Lhe f( has been female 
[1 J, meaning that its primary mode of spread is via vegetative growth of the subterranean 
rhizome system. as well as regeneration from Lcm fragment [25]. Rhizome ( Lrictly under-
ground si ems) . end out roots and shoots from their nodes and can extend up lo 7 m t res 
away from a main stand (group of individual plants growing in close proximity) and up to 2 
metres deep [1 ]. although there are many anecdotal reports of rhizomes growing as deep as 
3 metres below the surface. As lillle as 0.7 grammes of rhizome or crown (th visi ble part 
of a rhizome from which buds erupt annuall '· forming clusters of aerial shoots) is enough to 
produce a new, viable plant in ju l six days [10]. ll is primarily this property that has led 
it to become a growing problem throughout Lhe UI Europe. Austra lia, cw Zealand and 
\Jort h America (see Section 1.1). 
F. japonica al o has a high tolerance of harsh conditions including full shade. high salini ty. 
and drought and can survive floods and a wide range of temperatures. 1L is even a problem 
as far north as Alaska. which is known lo hav f w other invasiv pecies. and tends lo be 
found near water sources. such as along streams and ri vers. in low-lying areas. road ides. and 
around old home sile [1 ]. ee [6] and [1 ] for mor detail on lh physiology of Lhe planl. 
In the l . mo t. if not a lL of the seeds produced by F. japonica are of hybrid origin [ l ]. 
This is becaus all F. japonica plants in Brita in have so far been fou nd to be male sterile 
[20]. f! cnce, Japanese knotweed ha atlained its impressive current range purely through 
veg tat ive means [1 . 20]. mainly via rhizome fragments but al o by cut stems [20]. 
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1.4 Associated Problems 
The problems caused by F. Japonzca are many and vaned It has been descnbed m the past 
as the most mvas1ve plant m Bntam (17, 23] and damages native flora, destroys habitats, 
mcreases flood nsk, causes phy&Ical damage to bmldmgs and property, obstructs public access 
and even affects sites of archaeological mterest (18] The damage that F Japonzca can cause 
m the UK has led to considerable mterest from a wide vanety of parties mcludmg councils, 
pnvate landowners, property developers and environmental groups, particularly m methods 
of managmg the plant On a broader honzon, Its mvas1ve nature throughout 1ts mtroduced 
range has led to the plant becommg a problem throughout Europe, Australia, New Zealand 
and North America. This has resulted m the plant havmg a wealth of legislatiOn passed 
agamst It For example, m the UK It IS an offence under the 1981 Wildlife and Countryside 
Act to (deliberately) cause the plant to grow in the wild (18, 19] 
Figure 1 2 Illustrates some of the mterspecific competitiOn exhibited by F. Japonzca The 
plant's tall bamboo-like stems grow to their full height of 2-3 m m a single growth season 
(18] During the wmter these stems d1e, leavmg the dead stem standing or lymg on the floor 
This debns can take up to three years to decompose but during this time it is remforced by 
the dead canes of subsequent years, bmldmg a thick layer of decaymg matter on the ground 
AdditiOnally, the annual new stems mmgle with the old dead stems that have yet to fall to 
form dense thickets that compound the crowdmg out of other species This effect IS further 
enhanced by the z1g-zag formatiOn of Its leaves which maximises the light It receives from 
the Sun but produces a dense canopy under which few competmg species can survive [6] 
This IS also mentioned m Talmage and Kiviat (55] who state, for an mfestat10n m the USA, 
that 
On extensive reaches of the Batav1a Kill ( e g , generally m the Wmdham to 
Ashland sectiOn), Japanese knotweed covers extensive areas of the banks and the 
floodplam as well as smaller patches m the stream bed Knotweed has altered the 
distnbutiOn and development of npanan plant commumtJes 
Besides this threat to md1genous plant life, local wildlife also suffers as their natural habitats 
are crowded out by F Japonzca and thus It presents a senous threat to biOdiversity 
Smce the plant IS not a native of the UK, It has few predators and pathogens associated 
with It (18], mcludmg no parasitic nematodes, no parasitiC fungi and no recorded diseases 
[6] This has meant that, with little competitiOn for resources, It has become an aggressive 
and successful mvader of the BntJsh countryside and urban areas alike Because there IS 
little to Impede its growth, It is able to grow to a far greater size than Its counterparts m 
Japan who have every part of their structure under attack from vanous msects, fungi and 
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Figure 1.2: Interspecific competition exhibited by F. japonica. Dead stems !iller l he floor 
preventing germina tion of competing species (left). Live and dead stems intertwine forming 
dense thickets that crowd ou t other species (right ). 
paLhog ns. Jn fact is it ra re to se an undamaged leaf in J apan (see [4.]) . 
As well as the ecological costs imposed by t he spread of F. japonica, i l i a lso of con icier-
able conomic cost in terms of physical da mage. ma nagement and disposal. F'. japonica can 
cause damage lo paving and ta rmac. flood defence structures. archaeologica l sites. roads. 
and homes; it can reduce land prices because of lhe difficully associated wilh removing il 
once it has become established; dead stems washed downstream in watercour e pre ent an 
increased risk of flooding a nd removal of waterside infestations can m an that there are no 
other plants on the banks to reinforce their int egrity. thereby making oil erosion easier. 
Careful and considered management of the plant is therefore essenti a l (sec ection 1.5), 
but the costs of management can be prohibit ively la rge. For example. fo r a county council 
in Wales, Ul . lhe estimated annual cost of management was £300.000 in L994. ee [1 ] for 
more de tails on economic costs. ection 3.5 details a case study in which the futu re costs of 
disposal of conta minated soil a r e limalecl ba eel on model predictions. 
1.5 Management Techniques 
The negati ve impact of the presence of F. japonica affect a wide variety of parties includ-
ing those involved in nature conservation , re ·realional and landscape development , river 
ma nagement a nd maintena nce. and prop rty developers [1 ]. As a result. various differ-
ent management technjques have be n applied to lry and control the spread of t he plant 
including: 
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• Mowmg stands with a standard grass-mower can be qmte an effective means of con-
trolling F. Japonzca as long as the mowmg IS regular and cut stems are d1sposed of 
correctly after cuttmg [18] Flmhng IS not recommended, however, smce 1t can re-
sult m further spread of the plant through small cut p1eces bemg strewn about the 
1mmed1ate VICJmty 
• Manual pullmg up of shoots can be very effective where other methods of control are 
1mpract1cal If kept up for 3 or more years, pulhng mature stems from the base complete 
w1th roots can completely kill small patches [18]. Th1s method IS only really smtable 
for small, relatively new patches that have not yet had a chance to fully establish 
• Herbicides, whilst bemg h1ghly successful, do have restnctions on the1r use. Much 
leg1slatwn ex1sts on the type of herbicide that may be used m specific target areas. 
Health and safety leg1slatwn, p!oxJmJty to water-courses, the sensit1v1ty of a s1te (e g 
nature reserve) and the need to replant on the Site afterwards all present problems for 
choosmg the nght herbicide [18] 
• Grazmg as a method of control Is not qmte as effective as some of the other methods 
The plant used to be used as fodder since the young shoots are qmte palatable to 
hvestock Thus, grazmg may be used as cheap management, so long as 1t is kept up 
throughout the growmg season However, even mtens1ve grazing Will not eradicate the 
plant but only suppreos 1t [18] 
• Bwcontrol presents perhaps the most mterestmg and potentially effective management 
techmque In 1ts native range, F Japonzca comes under attack from many different 
pathogens, mvertebrates and nematodes, but m the UK 1t has few natural enem1es 
BwlogiCal control would mvolve 1mportmg one of 1ts natural enemies for release m 1ts 
mtroduced range Whichever spec1es IS eventually selected as the one for release will 
have to pass many stnct quarantme and effect tests The successful candidate will be 
monophagous (meanmg that It will only feed on a smgle type of food), thereby mm-
Jmismg damage to md1genous spec1es from what could otherw1se potentially be another 
mvas1ve pest However, If ouccessful, the biOlogical control agent that IS deemed most 
smtable could come with a vanety of advantages over other management techniques 
[41] 
- It IS relatively cheap smce once the agent JS released 1t needs no further upkeep 
or mput other than t1me. 
- There IS no use of man-made chemicals that may have undesuable consequences 
for the surroundmg ecosystem 
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- The mttial release results m a permanent and contmuous attack on the plant and 
1s therefore mdefimtely sustamable 
- The agent wtll be able to locate and affect most of the populahons of F Japonzca 
m the UK automatically 
- There 1s no need for relandscaping followmg treatment as there may have been m 
the case of dtggmg and chemtcal use. 
Bwcontrol does have some dtsadvantages though m that 1t may not get nd of all of 
the weed and may only be effective m reducmg it to acceptable levels It can also take 
5-10 years to see the destred effects so the timescale 1s an important factor. 
• Ineffective management methods mclude burnmg and deep-dtggmg The latter can 
actually be responstble for constderable mcreases m stem denstty 1f not coupled wtth 
Simultaneous herb1c1dal treatment [18] 
The effectiveness of these management strategtes can vary constderably, from ktlhng a 
stand ( e g herbtctdes) to achvely asststmg tts dtspersal or encouragmg denser shoot growth 
( e g flathng) [18] Each of these techmques also has its own co&ts and vtabthties to consider, 
an example of whtch are the herbtctdes whtch can only be used in certain locatwns or 
condttwns. See [18, 19, 20] for more details on management techmques 
In Swansea, Wales, F Japonzca is a maJor problem and the Ctty and Counctl of Swansea 
estabhshed a strategtc actwn plan m 1997 m order to deal wtth 1t [32] A comprehenstve 
ground survey was earned out m the ctty and surroundmg area m 1992 and again m 1998 to 
obtam a clear tdea of the extent of the problem The results of these surveys were transferred 
to a Geographical Informatwn System (GIS), thereby faethtatmg mterpretatwn of the data 
and allowmg vanous links to be made between dtfferent aspects and 1ssues assoc1ated wtth 
the presence ofF Japomca See [16, 19, 32] for more mformatwn on the use of GIS Some of 
the data from these surveys were to be used m the motivatwn of th1s work and as potential 
benchmarks for use m the vahdatwn of stmulatwn output (see Sectwn 4 4) Thts 1s dtscussed 
later m the text 
1.6 Motivation for Modelling 
Desptte the senous problems F Japomca can create (see Sectwn 1 4), funding for the treat-
ment of sttes mfested wtth F Japonzca remams dtfficult to obtam, as t!lustrated by the 
following example 
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Here [Washmgton State, USA), much of our concern about knotweed has been 
focused on npanan areas One of the many reasons for th1s IS political Salmon 
are one of the 1cons of the Pac1fic Northwest that has nearly achl€ved de1ty 
status Huge amounts of money and political w1ll has been spent on protecting 
th1s spec1es and others like 1t One of the mam sources of fundmg for hab1tat work 
m Washmgton State has been the Salmon Recovery Fund (SRF, pronounced surf, 
Board) Th1s fundmg has been virtually closed to mvas1ve spec1es work Although 
the SRF board strongly supports the concept of LWD [Large Woody Debns] m 
streams and seems to understand the need to protect npanan vegetation, they 
fa1l to see a connectiOn of huge monocultures of knotweed along w1th the nver 
banks to what 1s happenmg m a stream Frankly, one of the b1ggest problems 
I see IS that although knotweed may grow w1thm groves of alders, there are no 
seedlings, or really any plants underneath the knotweed I feel the most s1gmficant 
ecosystem Impacts of knotweed are yet to be felt 
Cathy Lucero, pers comm 
There also ex1sts a need to promote the consequences of procrastinatiOn to owners and 
developers of land m the timely removal of an mfestatwn from the1r property Thus, a tool 
that could demonstrate the future costs of not treating these s1tes Immediately by 1llustratmg 
the plant's aggressive spread or assess the effects of the vanous management techmques (see 
Section 1 5) would be w1dely welcomed m the promotwn of the problem and the pnont1sation 
of s1tes for treatment In th1s study the bas1s for such work IS bmlt by carrymg out fieldwork 
to gather relevant mformatwn on the plant and creatmg models based on the resultmg data 
for the spatial spread of unmanaged stands of F Japomca m the UK 
There ex1sts a large amount of literature on F Japomca Spec1fic areas covered mclude 1ts 
reproductive strategies and capabilities [6, 9, 10, 25, 27, 38, 49], management techmques and 
the1r effectiveness [8, 16, 19, 20, 24, 30, 32, 51], the importance of scale m the interpretatiOn 
of d1stnbution maps and model output [21, 40, 56], 1ts effects on ripanan habitats [24, 50, 57), 
mtrogen uptake and use [15, 34, 35, 36, 37], and 1ts genet1c makeup and hybnd1satwn [6, 39, 
43] There IS also a growmg amount of data on the dJstnbutwn of the plant throughout the 
Bntlsh Isles collected for or by groups such as the C1ty and Council of Swansea, the Cornwall 
Knotweed Forum and the Environment Agency However, desp1te mcreasmg mterest and 
literature on the plant, there are few papers on modellmg the spatial spread of F. Japomca 
Most of these are concerned 1ts advance on a regwnal, natwnal or contmental scale (see, for 
example, [5, 7, 21]) There seems to be only one example of modellmg the spread on a local 
scale, namely Adach1 et al [3), yet 1t IS at th1s scale that the modelling would be most useful 
to many mterested parties AdachJ et al. construct a two-d1menswnal stochastlc model for 
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the development of a rh1zome network m Japanese plants m the1r native range. The1r model 
IS s1m1lar in pnnciple to the one presented in Chapter 3 and uses field data gathered from 
the slopes of Mount Fu]l to bmld a model based on a number of Iterated rules However, 
there are a number of issues that somewhat hm1ts the apphcab1hty of Adach1 et al 's model 
to F Japonzca m the UK· 
1 The work of Adach1 et al was based in Japan on Reynoutrza Japonzca (syn F. Japon-
zca) that was actually closer m nature to F Japonzca var. compacta [1], the morphology 
and physwlogy of wh1ch contrasts markedly to the F. Japonzca var Japonzca cons1dered 
m th1s UK study. 
2 The field work upon wh1ch the1r model1s based was earned out on the slopes of Mount 
Fuj1, at a much greater altitude than the F. Japonzca found m the UK Batley [4] 
has shown that altitude affects the plant's growth s1gmficantly, particularly due to 
a contractwn of the growth penod m Japan Add1twnally, the sml on Mount Fu]l 
cons1sts mamly of volcamc ash and there is a much greater mc1dence of predatwn from 
mvertebrates, such as chrysomehd beetles, sawfiy and Japanese sw1ft moth larvae [4], 
and fung1 such as some Puccznza spec1es and Phyllostzcta rayoutzna [18] Th1s means 
that the environmental cond1twns m Japan are more harsh than the chmate and terram 
m the UK 
3 The s1ze of the plant and 1ts growth hab1t in the UK d1ffer to those m 1ts native range 
In Bntam and Northern Europe F. Japonzca stems may grow up to 3 m tall and form 
densely packed crowns at the1r base However, Japanese stands tend to cons1st of 
sparse, smgle, much shorter stems [4] 
4 A key feature of Adachi et al.'s model is the formatwn of central d1e-back as the plant 
grows, formmg a rough annulus of aenal stems, th1s feature has not been recorded m 
UK plants Adach1 et al. [2] conclude that th1s central d1e-back IS pnmanly dnven by 
the growth pattern of the rhizome system However, it IS well-known that crowns m 
the UK have a hfespan that far exceeds the 5 years assumed m Adach1 et al 's work 
(one poss1ble explanation for the lack of central d1e-back formatwn) It IS clear that 
the UK F Japonzca rh1zome networks develop differently to those of Adach1 et al.'s R. 
Japonzca 
5 Data from th1s study shows that not every rhizome of the UK stram produces a crown. 
6 Rh1zome segments in the UK are not stratght, as assumed in Adach1 et al 's model 
Extreme changes m d1rectwn may be observed m very small sectwns of a segment (see 
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Figure 1.3). 
7. Th rhizomes grow up to 2 m deep [ J J and, acc-ording to anecdotal r ports, someti mes 
even deeper which is one rea on \vhy the plant is so difficult to control. Rhizomes are 
known to grow underneath walls and building foundations causing damag to properly. 
This means that a two-dimensional model such as that proposed by Adachi et al. is 
limited in its usefu lness and is the main reason why a thr e-dimensional approach to 
modelling Lhe rhizome network is adopted in C'haplcr 3. 
Figure 1.3: An example of the extreme changes possible in the direct ion of growth of a 
rhizome segment. Image width approximately 15 cm. 
Given the differences in the plant 's behaviour between its native and introduced range. it 
is neces ary to construct models that are more relevant to the conditions and plant. physiology 
found in the K. In this report the models focus on the spatial spread of unmanaged stands 
of F. jaJ)Oflica lo form t.he basis of potential future models that might incorporate the various 
mauagement techniques. for example. to facilit.ate the prioritisat ion of sites for treatment 
or demons! rate to landowners the consequences of procrastination when deciding wh ther 
treatment i required. Like Adachi et al .. the modelling initially foc11. e. on the growth of Lhe 
subterranean rhizome network since the location and spread of the aeria l shoots is a direct 
con equence of t.he development of this network. However. in order to do so it i nece ary 
lo have a thorough understanding of the network's morphology and physiology. At pre ent 
there exi ls very little data on t.he behaviour of lhe rhizomes benealh the soi l b ides work on 
genetics and chemical content. yet the ·clonal growth parameters· (rhizome egmenl. lengths, 
branching angle and number of daughters) have a critical impact on the way in which 
rh i;::omaLous plant species grow in lerms of size and shape [13J. [l was therefore necessary 
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to obtam some field data for use m the parametensatwn of the models The collectiOn 
and analysis of field data iS discussed m Chapter 2 and a correlated random walk model 
for the development of the rhizome network that uses much of the obtamed field data iS 
then discussed m Chapter 3 In Chapter 4, a Simulatwn of a reactwn-dlffuswn model for 
the spatial spread of the aenal stems iS constructed and the mfluence of watercourses on 
observed spread rates is mvestlgated vm a ID model of stem spread along a nverbank This 
bankside model is then mcorporated mto the ongmal 2D sunulatwn to Illustrate the effects 
of npanan habitats on the spatial spread of F Japonzca Fmally, concluswns and future 
work are discussed in Chapter 5 
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Chapter 2 
Fieldwork 
Nihil est m mtellectu quod non fmt pnus m sensu [Nothmg IS m the under-
standmg, which was not first perceived by some of the senses] 
John Locke 
2.1 Introduction 
A major prereqms1te for modelling a bwlog1cal process IS a detmled qualitative understandmg 
of the process Itself and also of the mternal and external factors affectmg 1t In th1s case 1t is 
known that although F Japonzca 1s functwnally dwecwus and IS able to reproduce sexually 
m 1ts nat1ve habitat, to date all of the recorded plants m the UK have been female [18] 
It has therefore ach1eved 1ts current d1stnbutwn v1a vegetative growth alone As such, the 
rh1zome network of a stand plays an essential role m 1ts dispersal strategy and understandmg 
the development of such a network IS key to any modelling Furthermore, a model that seeks 
to represent the bwlogy as accurately as poss1ble will also reqmre considerable quantitative 
knowledge about the vanous aspects of the 5UbJect Th1s facilitates the parametensatwn of 
the model w1th relevant, empmcally-obtamed parameter values as well as the validatiOn of 
the model 1tself 
Pnor to th1s work, there exJSts very little data on the morphology of the rh1zome networks 
for F Japonzca m the UK beyond that discussed m Section 1 3. Indeed, the only example 
found of such data from further afield was that of Adach1 et al [2, 3] F1eldwork was 
undertaken on two separate SItes to gather such data and to mvestlgate vanous aspects of 
the plant and the structure of the rhizome network For the results to be valid 1t was reqmred 
that the stand be s1tuated m a representative environment and be free of the mfluences of 
management, as discussed m Sectwn 1 5, some management techmques can actually ass1st the 
development of the plant 1f not applied correctly or 1f applicatiOn IS termmated prematurely 
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In this chapter, the fieldwork IS descnbed, results are discussed and some mferences about 
the way m which the network develops are made. 
2.2 Survey 1 
The first survey was earned out on the 23rd February 2004 The purpose of this fieldwork 
was to find out as much as possible about the structure of the rhizome network and to try 
and understand the manner in which It grows A number of surface measurements were 
also taken This work was earned out with the assistance of Dr Lois Ch1ld of the Centre 
for Environmental Studies at Loughborough Umvers1ty and James Macfarlane of Cornwall 
County Council 
Some of the relevant questiOns and data sought mcluded 
• Segment lengths A segment length d1stnbutwn IS a key component of the correlated 
random walk model (to be discussed in Chapter 3) 
• Branchmg angles A probability diStnbutwn for the selectiOn of branchmg angles IS 
another key component of the correlated random walk model 
• PositiOn of shoots/buds Where do stems shoot from? Is it at the apex of a rhizome 
segment (as assumed m Adach1 et al.'s model [3]) or somewhere along Its length? 
• Maximum length of rhizomes An upper hm1t on the total length of a rhizome, mclus1ve 
of all of Its constituent segments 
• Crown separatiOns This mcludes both nearest-neighbour and trans-network separa-
tiOns 
• What IS the maximum depth at which shoot growth occurs? 
• How many daughter rhizomes does each primary rhizome have? 
• What IS the maximum branchmg order of the segments as measured from their parent 
crowns? 
• Is segment length correlated with branching order or directly-connected segments? 
Adachi et al 's model (see [3]) assumes a lmear mcrease m segment length with branch-
mg order 
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• Is 1t possible to gauge the age of rhizome segments, for example by countmg the 
different-coloured nngs m a rh1zome cross-sectwn in a Similar way to the annual rmgs 
m a tree? 
• How do different order rhizome samples compare m age/shape/colour/size of core/nngs 
and so on? 
• How does the spatial d1stnbutwn of new shoots look? 
• How important IS ap1cal dommance m controllmg branchmg or crown formatwn events? 
• Is there a relatwnsh1p between branchmg angles and segment diameters? 
2.2.1 The Site 
General Site Information 
O.S. National Grid Reference SW775180 
Location Penhalhck, Cornwall, UK 
Longitude 5 06 29W ( -5 1081) 
Latitude 50 01 15N (50 0207) 
Altitude Approx 70 m above sea-level 
Habitat Type Woodland/Road verge 
Soil Type Loam plus dumped items mcludmg 
slate, bottles, domestic chma and a 
vanety of metal obJects 
L ___ _:A.:!p~p~r:..::ox. Stand Area 200m2 
Table 2 1 General s1te mformatwn for the first survey 
A s1te m Penhalhck, Cornwall (see Table 2 1) was chosen for the first survey from anum-
ber of possible candidates The s1te consisted of a large stand of F. Japonzca (approximately 
200m2 m area) m a woodland habitat a few metres behmd a road verge (F1gure 2 1, left) It 
contamed a dense thicket of old, dead canes from prevwus years and abundant evidence of 
new shoot growth from that year's growth season The charactenst1c bnght-red/pink buds 
and shoots, rangmg from ground level to over 30 cm m height, could be seen throughout the 
stand Identlficatwn of crowns was relatively ddncult due to the many dead stems already 
havmg fallen and, despite the stand bemg at least 25 years old, few very large crowns were 
found Inotead, 1t seemed that the stand was mamly formed of a large number of smaller 
crowns, mterspersed w1th individual stems W1thm the stand, a number of associated plant 
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Figure 2.1: The stand as seen from Lhe road (left ) and the peripheral area of lhe main stand 
that became the focus of the fieldwork. 
tip "cics w re pre ent including H mlock \i\'aler Dropwort ( Oenanthe crocata). Hart's Tongue 
8 rn (Phyllitis scolopendrium), Ivy (Hedem helix) and Hard Fern ( Blechnum spicant). 
The specific area designated for rhizome extraction was a smaller zone on the periphery 
of the main sLand (Figure 2.1 right ), consisling of several smaller crowns LhaL w 're thought 
lik ly to be inlerlinked by a conlinuou and traceable rhizome network. This precise location 
WHS cho en primarily for its ease of access and nat ural drainage faci lity clue Lo the ground 
lyi ng on a reasonable gradient. This was important for the extract ion technique employed 
(see ection 2.2.2). The topsoil was a loam (soi l consist ing of a mixture of sand. clay. sil t or 
organic matter) but buried within ii was a large quanti ty of slate, rubbl . bottles, domest ic 
china and a variety of metal lic objects. This suggest. that lhe stand may w 11 have originated 
from om dumped household material. a common find in infested ar a . 
2.2.2 Methods 
Given Lhe limited t ime availab le for work on-site. in situ measurements of the rhizome 
n l work were unfeasible. Work therefore consi. t d of precur ory ~urfac, 111 •a ·ure1nenL and 
the rhizome extract ion il elL am ples were Lhen taken back to the laboratory for further 
inve tigalion. 
urface M easurements 
Prior to any rhizome extraction a number of surface measurements were taken from the main 
~land . Fir~;,lly. Lh ree distinct quadral surveys were Laken from different parts of lh main 
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stand (see Figure 2.2) in order lo investigate lhe spa tial di stribution of new shoots. Each 
quadrat (1 m x 1 m) was thrown on Lo the ground a t random loca t.ions within the boundari es 
of the s tand. t he surface litter cleared. and the numb r of new shoots present within t he 
quadrat and their coordina tes with re. pect Lo the quadra t frame were recorded. ~ew shoots 
from pink/ red buds at. s urface lev I up to those tha t were over 30 cm tall were included in 
Lhe count. 
Figure 2.2: One of the quadra t. surveys taken. 
Table 2.2 shows the da ta recorded during t.he quadrat surveys. The three samples yielded 
a mean distance t.o lhe nearest neighbouring shoot. of 10. cm. with a standard dev ia tion of 
7.0 cm. The separations were t.herefore highly variable with some shoots closely clustered 
and others less so. Figure 2.3 illustrat es g raphically how the new shoots were distributed 
within the quadra t samples. It is unclear from these surface measurements whether nearby 
shoot.s a re closely connected by t.he rhizome network or not. 
Figure 2.4 shows the frequency dis tribution of the distance of each new shoot to its 
nearest neighbouring shoot. T he majority of new shoots a re typically formed very close to 
one another, being within L5 ern of each ot.her. Since crown separations are known t.o be 
much la rger tha n this (see Fig. 2.5 and Section 2.3) . this confirms tha t not every new shoot 
will go on to form a crown. This is thought mainly due to int raspecin c competition but may 
also in part be due to such ext ernal fact.ors as weather-induced mortality. 
A line tra nsec t of 10 m in lengt. h was taken a t a random location within the boundaries 
of the main s ta nd . It was assumed tha t t he s tems from the previous year could be dis tin-
gu ished from new growth by their mature a ppearance, texture and height and from older 
remaining stems by their darker colour and residua l suppleness indica tive of lower levels 
of decomposition . The dist.ances along the transect of individual st ms from the previous 
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Distance to Nearest 
Neighbour (cm) 
Sample Quad rat 
Number 1 2 3 
1 4.243 30 083 8 544 
2 4 243 8 000 8 544 
3 5 000 8 000 14 142 
4 8 246 1 000 7 810 
5 12 369 17 493 10 630 
6 3 162 16 763 2 000 
7 3 162 1 000 10 440 
8 12 207 6 708 14 318 
9 3 606 2 000 10 440 
10 21 633 2 000 6 325 
11 15 133 15 264 6 325 
12 3 606 13 038 20 000 
13 20 224 17 464 10 440 
14 20 224 17 464 14142 
15 24 207 13 038 2 000 
16 24 207 - -
17 10 630 - -
Mean Distance to Nearest Neighbour 10 8834 cm 
Median Distance to Nearest Neighbour 10 4403 cm 
Standard Deviation 7 0833 cm 
Table 2 2 Data from the quadrat survey 
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Figure 2 3 Maps of the quadrat survey results showmg the coordmates (cm by cm) of the 
new shoots measured relative to the quadrat frame 
.. 
Hearest .. nelghbour separations (cm) 
Ftgure 2 4 The frequency distnbutwn of nearest ne1ghbounng new shoot separatwns. 
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year withm 1 m perpendicular to the transect were then recorded (see Table 2 3) Similar 
measurements were made for existmg crowns with the additional data on their apprmumate 
dimenswns and the number of constituent stems from the prevwus growth season present 
(see Table 2 4) 
Stem Distance along 
number transect (cm) 
1 40 
2 55 
3 80 
4 100 
5 170 
6 200 
7 280 
8 320 
9 400 
10 490 
11 600 
12 670 
13 730 
14 760 
15 900 
16 910 
Table 2 3 The distances along a 10 m line transect that stems from the prevwus growth 
season were recorded 
Figure 2 5 illustrates the area on the penphery of the main stand from which rhizome 
samples were taken Nearest-neighbounng crown separations were measured, along With the 
height attamed by the old stems 
Rhizome Network Extraction 
In order to obtam as much mformatwn about the structure of the rhizome network, a large 
area on the penphery of the mam stand (see Fig 2 5) was unearthed such that network 
samples could be extracted without damagmg the fragile rhizomes where possible The use 
of a mechamcal digger or spades and shovels presented considerable nsk of damagmg the 
network and so the removal of topsml was achieved Via the novel method of washmg layers 
of sml away with an mdustrial pressure-washer (Fig 2 6, left) Once the surface htter and 
vegetatiOn had been removed, the natural gradient of the site provided dramage for excess 
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Crown Distance along Stems from Approx. crown 
number transect (cm) previous year dimensions (cm) 
1 118 9 48 X 60 
2 300 8 40 x43 
3 430 8 30 X 30 
4 580 7 19 X 18 
5 640 8 46 X 26 
6 673 4 9 X 10 
Table 2 4 D1stances of crowns along the hne transect, the1r approximate d1menswns and 
the number of stems from the prevwus growth season on each 
Periphery (Woodland) 
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F1gure 2 5 An illustration of the area des1gnated for rh1zome extractiOn Crown 0 IS the 
oldest crown m the cham and connects to the mam stand as shown by the dotted hne 
Smgle shoots are marked w1th an 'X' and the feathered arrows mark the downhill d1rect10n 
D1stances of nearby crowns (A-J) were 0 45 m, 0 40 m, 0 27 m, 0.80 m, 0 40 m, 1 60 m, 
1 60 m, 0 60 m, 1 00 m, 0 90 m respectively A-J also represent the network's connectivity 
He1ghts of the prevwus year's stems ranged from 1.3-2 m 
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water and this method proved very effect ive at exposing rhizomes with minimal damage 
(F ig. 2.6, right). 
Figure 2.6: Removal of topsoil using a pr sure-washer (left) and soil cleared to a depth of 
around 30 cm. exposing a porlion of Lhe rhizome nelwork (righL). 
Although il was not possibl lo extract Lhe whole network inLad. a few large sections of 
il and many smaller samples were obta ined (Fig. 2. 7) . These were labelled, their intercon-
necliv ily recorded where possible and the samples were bagged lo be taken back lo the lab 
for cleaning and measurement. Soil was removed by bathing t he networks in water to loosen 
t he compacted soil a nd lhen brushed light ly with a toothbrush for finer cleaning. 
F igure 2.7: An example of a small part of t he network ext racLed . 
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2.2.3 Results 
Followmg the cleansing of samples, the morphological properties of the networks were ex-
ammed. The distmct sections of the network were pieced together where possible and the 
relattonships between mterconnected segments were recorded This was achieved via the 
Identtficatton of a 'parent' segment and Its progeny the 'daughter' and 'contmuatton' seg-
ments (see Fig. 2 8) Hereafter, the termmology 'rhizome' refers to a complete rhizome from 
Its baoe to Its ttp mclusive of all of Its related contmuattons (a+ b m the diagram) whereas a 
'segment' refers to a smgle sectton of a rhizome (a, b or cm the diagram) between branchmg 
pomts or a branchmg pomt and terminus 
Source Crown 
___s---0"----a---t•~-b--
Figure 2 8 Rhizome relattons. Here, the 'parent' segment (a) IS produced by the crown, 
the 'contmuatton' (b) contmues m roughly the same directton as the parent followmg the 
branching pomt, and the 'daughter' segment (c) branches off of the parent at the branchmg 
pomt 
It was assumed that the crown directly connected to the mam stand (Crown 0 m Fig 2 5) 
was the oldest and hence the source of the entire studied network This Idea was supported 
by the much larger diameter m the segment connectmg to the mam stand and serves as 
a basis for decidmg on the branchmg order for each segment (see below) The remammg 
crowns were found to be mterconnected m the manner depicted m F1g 2 5 
Subsequent data obtained (see below for more detail) mcluded 
• Crown number 
• Reference number 
• Relattonship to predecessor 
• Trace code 
• Generatton of segments 
• Segment lengths 
• Branchmg angles 
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• Internode lengths 
• Dmmeter of segments 
• Depth of segments 
• Number of buds on the segments. 
• Bud separatwns 
• Crown diameters 
• Number of old shoots on crowns 
• Distance between shoots on a crown and the1r nearest ne1ghbounng shoot 
• Number of buds on crowns 
Crown number 
Th1s represents a reference number recordmg wh1ch crown each segment directly or md1rectly 
ongmates from These correspond to the numbers g1ven m F1g 2 5 Nme d1stmct crowns 
were recorded m the subject area 
Reference number 
A reference number ass1gned to each rh1zome segment purely for admm1strat10n purposes 
Relationship to predecessor 
Where poss1ble, each segment was labelled as a 'parent', 'contmuatwn' or 'daughter' as de-
scnbed above Th1s was important for the ass1gnment of a trace code (see below) Wh1lst 
th1s was tnvial for those samples wh1ch could be traced directly back to their parent crown, 
some segments and small networks were impossible to trace fully In th1s case, an estima-
tion was made as to the1r relatwnsh1p to connected segments by cxammatwn of associated 
branchmg angles and rh1zome thickness AdditiOnally, some segments were both daughters 
as well as parents, m wh1ch case they were labelled as daughters to faCJhtate the ass1gnment 
of a trace code 
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'!race code 
The formulatiOn of the trace code was essential m the reconstruction of the network Th1s 
code takes the form 'lFx' or '2Fx' wh1ch IS read as 'the first (or second) segment following a 
branchmg pomt from the segment w1th reference number x' Thus, a segment ass1gned a trace 
code IS e1ther a contmuatwn or a daughter segment When coupled w1th the 'relatiOnship to 
predecessor' data the hneage of a segment may be traced and the network reconstructed 
Generation of segments 
The 'generatwn' (branchmg order) of a segment was ass1gned accordmg to a mod1fied Grav-
elms ordenng scheme The Gravehus ordcnng scheme 1s used m the ordermg of stream 
networks and bwlogJcal branchmg networks (see [46]) Here, a 'pnmary' segment IS defined 
as one that has its base at a crown meanmg that 1t was produced by the crown rather than 
generatmg the crown 1tself Then, pnmary segments are the first generatiOn, the1r contmu-
atwns are also first generatiOn and their daughters are considered second generatiOn Thus, 
the crown represents the 'source' rather than the 'mouth' as would be the case m stream 
networks and IS eqmvalent to the 'root' m tree structures Th1s is illustrated in F1g 2 9 
Source Crown 
F1gure 2 9 The modified Gravehus ordenng system Black Circles represent rh1zome tips and 
branching points The numbers shown denote the segment's 'generatwn' (branchmg order) 
The branchmg order was not found to exceed the third generation m th1s study However, 
th1s may be an artifact of the relatively small sample set 
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Segment lengths 
Segment lengths are defined as the distance along the segment from the base (or a branchmg 
point) to the tip or the next branchmg point. Table 2 5 details some statistics for the segment 
length data 
Segment Lengths 
Number of Samples 154 
Mean 12 94 cm 
Modal Group 0-5 cm 
Mode 35cm 
Skew 2 37 
Kurtosis 7.31 
Standard Deviation, IJ 13 90 cm 
Minimum 06cm 
First Quartile 3 58 cm 
Median 8 05 cm 
Third Quartile 16 3 cm 
Maximum 811 cm 
Range 80 5 cm 
lnterquartile Range 12 72 ern 
Table 2 5 Segment length statiStics 
Figure 2 10 shows the relative frequency d1stnbutwn of segment lengths from this study 
Direct companson with those from the work of Adach1 et al [3] IS not possible m this case 
smce a segment length m their work refers to the length of a rhizome from base to tip This 
IS mclusive of all of those segments that are, m this study, called 'parent' and 'continuatiOn' 
segments and are considered individually here The discrete d1stnbutwn shown may be 
closely represented m the least squares sense by the contmuous functiOn y = 64 31c0 0845" 
(R2 = 0 9885) where y IS the relative frequency and x E [2 5, 82 5] IS the segment length 
(cm) Whilst the maximum segment length observed was 81 1 cm, It is clear from F1g 2 10 
that segment lengths tended to be much shorter than this m general with about 95% of the 
data w1thm the 0 6-41 cm range and a modal group of 0-5 ern. 
Figure 2 11 shows the scatter graphs parent segment lengths agamst that of their contmu-
atwns and daughter segments A Pearson product moment correlatiOn coefficient (PPMCC) 
of 0 1991 suggests that there IS no s1gmficant lmear relatiOnship between the length of par-
ent segments and their contmuations Also, a x2 test for mdependence (p < 0 05) between 
the parent segment lengths and that of the continuatiOns yields x2 = 6 8717 ( 4 degrees of 
freedom), meanmg that the null hypothesis that there is no dependence m segment lengths 
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F1gure 2 10. Relative frequency d1stnbutwn of segment lengths 
on whether the subject IS a parent or contmuatwn is accepted Sim1lar companson of parent 
and daughter lengths shows a PP MCC of 0 0649 so ne1ther IS there a hnear relatwnsh1p here 
However, a x2 test for mdependence between the segment lengths of parents and daughters 
w1th p < 0 01 yields x2 = 27 5739 (7 degrees of freedom), meamng that statistically there 
IS almost certamly some dependence exh1b1ted Th1s 1s demonstrated m the mean segment 
length that of the daughters (17 73 cm) 1s larger than that of the parents (10 5 cm), and 
IS also supported by the work of Adach1 et al [3] who mclude longer segment lengths w1th 
mcreasmg branchmg order m the1r model Th1s feature of the morphology could be mcor-
porated mto the model descnbed m Chapter 3 by having separate distnbutwns from wh1ch 
segment lengths may be drawn for g1ven branchmg order However, 1t IS not mcluded m 
th1s case due to lack of mformatwn for the h1gher branchmg orders Instead, the selectiOn of 
segment lengths m the model IS considered as a senes of random draws from the frequency 
d1stnbut10n shown m F1g 2 10 
Branching angles 
Branchmg angles are defined as the smallest angle formed at the base of a daughter rhizome 
between 1t and the contmuatwn of the parent Th1s was measured by usmg a protractor 
where poss1ble or an est1mat10n by eye where the vertex was too maccess1ble Table 2 6 
deta~ls some statistics for the branchmg angle data 
F1gure 2 12 shows the relative frequency d1stnbut10n of branchmg angles from th1s study 
and compares them w1th those from the work of Adachi et al [3] It JS not clear how their 
data was measured so care must be taken w1th direct companson It JS clear that there IS 
conSiderable contrast between the two data sets Data from th1s study shows a much greater 
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Figure 2.11: cat.t.er plots of parent segment lengths and their corresponding continuat ion 
lengths (left) a nd daughter lengths (right). 
Bran ching A ng les 
Number of Samples 98 
Mean 40.87° 
Modal Grou p 5- l5° 
M od e goo 
Skew 0.52 
K ur tosis - 0.76 
Standard D eviation , a 2.1.20° 
Minimum 60 
First Quartile 20° 
Med ian 35° 
T hird Quartile 5 .75° 
Maximum goo 
Range 40 
lnterquartile Range 38.75° 
Table 2.6: Branching angle statistics. 
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incidence of smaller branchmg angles than that of Adach1 et al. [3] w1th around half the 
ratiO of angles m the 30-50° range Also of note IS the large number of 90° branchmg angles 
found m th1s study. 
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F1gure 2 12 Relative frequency d1stnbutwn of branchmg angles Data from this study 
(black) IS compared w1th that of the work of Adaclu et al [3) (grey) for Reynoutna Japonzca 
m Japan 
Selectwns of branchmg angles m the model descnbed m Chapter 3 are considered as a 
senes of random draws from a frequency d1stnbutwn such as m F1g 2 12 
Internode lengths 
The nodes are the often shghtly enlarged, knotty parts of the rhizome at wh1ch buds may form 
and develop mto new rhizome branches or new aenal shoots. They are Similar m appearance 
to the nodes found on the aenal stems The mternode length is the distance along the 
segment between two neighbourmg nodes (see F1g 2.13) Table 2 7 detmls some statistics 
for the mternode length data and F1gure 2 14 shows the1r relative frequency d1stnbutwn 
A PPMCC of 0 1242 suggests that there IS no s1gmficant hnear correlatiOn between the 
mternode length and dmmeter of the segments In fact, 1t IS clear from observatiOn that 
mternode lengths can vary considerably from one mternode to the next w1th httle consistency 
If the assumptiOn that thicker rhizomes are generally older holds (see below), this suggests 
that mternode length IS not dependent on the age of the segment and hence that mternodes 
do not contmuously extend throughout the hfespan of a rhizome (see also Section 2 3 3) It 
IS possible that the vanab1hty of mternode lengths may be due to penods of faster growth, 
perhaps m times of h1gher productiVIty. 
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Figure 2.13: This section of rhizome shows the internodes (length of rhizome between nodes) 
marked by th arrows. Also visible are a few buds located at certain nodes. 
Internode Lengt h s 
N umber of Samples 1437 
Mean 2.04 cm 
Moda l Group 1- 1.5 cm 
Mode 2 cm 
kew 1.2 
Kurtosis 2.70 
Standard D evia tion_,_ O" 1.17 cm 
Minimum 0.3 cm 
First Quartile 1.2cm 
M edian 1.9 cm 
Third Quartile 2.6 cm 
Maximum .7 cm 
Range A cm 
Interquartile Range 1.4 cm 
Table 2.7: Internode length sta tistics. 
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Figure 2 14 Relative frequency d1stnbutwn of mternode lengths 
Diameter of segments and rhizome age 
The average diameter of rhizome segments was measured usmg a pmr of cahpers Table 2 8 
detmls some statiStics for the segment diameters and F1g 2 15 shows their relative frequency 
diStnbutwn. 
Segment Diameters 
Nu mber of Samples 229 
Mean 062 cm 
Modal Group 0 2-0 4 cm 
Mode 03cm 
Skew 113 
Kurtosis 070 
Stand ard Deviation, a 040 cm 
Minimum 02cm 
First Quartile 03cm 
Median 05cm 
Third Quartile 09cm 
Maximum 22cm 
Range 20cm 
Inte rquartile Range 01cm 
Table 2 8 Segment diameter statiStics 
A PPMCC of 0 01423 suggests that there IS no linear relatwnsh1p between the length of 
a segment and 1ts diameter (see F1g 2 16) It is well known m artenal branchmg (see [46]) 
and some plant species that the branchmg angle IS related to the diameter of the parent 
segment However, a PPMCC of -0 1089 suggests that there IS no strong lmear correlatwn 
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Figure 2 16 Segment diameter agamst segment length 
Bmley [4] states that for F yaponzca m the UK 
"Nutnents are translocated to an extensive woody rh1zome system that m 
some respects re5ernbles a subterranean tree mcreasing m g1rth every year " 
This concept was mvestJgated in order that 1t m1ght be used as a method of determmmg 
the age of rh1zorne samples Exarnmatwn of rhizome cross-sectiOns reveals a dark or hollow 
centre surrounded by concentnc Circular regwns that alternate m colour between orange, 
yellow or brown (F1g 2 17) These were also mvest1gated for a relatiOnship between the 
number of rings and rhizome age that IS analogous to the annual rings found m the trunks 
of arboreal trees 
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Figure 2.17: Cross-section of a rhizome sho,,·ing the characteristic orange and yellow con-
centric rings. 
Rhizom samples studied were assigned an age rank· in which lower ranks arc older than 
higher ranks. Tn most cases a reasonable assumption could be made by tracing the network 
back to the main stand to determine their relative age. Table 2.9 details the age ranks 
compared with the egment diameters and lhe number of concentric rings found . 
Sample Age Rank Diameter (cm) Coloured Rings 
lii 1 1.9 7 
lli 2 1.0 4. 
64ii 3 1.:3 3 
93i .J 1.1 4 
122i Unknown 1.1 4 
Table 2.9: T he ranked age of rhizom s and the corre pending diameters and number of 
ronrenl ric rings found. 
F'or lhe following tatislics lhe samples u eel were those in Table 2.9. It should therefore 
be noted lhnl the sample size .., .a small and re1-:.ulf. may therefore not be representa ti ve of 
the general population: 
• A pearman rank correlation co ffic ient ( RCC) of - 0.4 for age rank and rhizome 
diameter uggest that ther may be a weak linear relationship betw n lh dala sets. 
A. expected. the older rhizomes tend to b l h th icker ones. 
• An RCC of - 0.63245 for Lhe age rank and number of ring suggests an even stronger 
linear relat ion hi p. Here. the older rhizomes seem to possess more of Lhe concentri · 
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rmgs than the younger ones 
• The strongest linear relatwnship IS found between the diameter of segments and the 
number of rmgs they have, as ev1denced by a PP MCC of 0 8348 Thicker rhizomes do 
mdeed seem to have larger numbers of concentric nngs 
F1gure 2 18 shows the best least-squares fit for th1s th1rd case, exh1b1ting a reasonably h1gh 
R2 value of 0 697 and hintmg at a poss1ble underlymg relatwnsh1p However, as mentwned 
above, these results are from a small sample s1ze Whilst they may not be representative of 
the general populatwn, they do motivate further mvestlgatwn, particularly for the relatiOn-
ship between the age of a segment and the number of concentnc rmgs 1t has A way to gauge 
how long ex:1stmg stands have been res1dent at particular s1tes would be extremely useful to 
a number of parties and would also facilitate further mvestJgation of stand area expanswn 
rates This would be extremely useful for validatwn of the model discussed m Chapter 3 
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F1gure 2 18 Best least-squares fit for the number of nngs agamst segment diameter 
F1gures 2 19 and 2 20 show diagrams of the cross-sectwns of the five rh1zomes exammcd 
It IS clear to see the orange, yellow and dark orange/brown concentnc c1rcles of varymg 
configuratwn m each sample There were many mconsJstencJes between samples, bes1des the 
number of rmgs observed F1rstly, some of the samples had a small hole m the centre of the 
rhizome wh1lst others had none. Also, some of the mnermost c1rcles were yellow and some 
were orange D1ameters of the concentnc cJrcieb vaned considerably and some samples also 
exh1bited a darker orange/brown rmg. 
Clearly these results suggest that there may be a relatwnsh1p to be explmted between 
age, d1ameter and the number of rmgs, although further work IS reqmred to confirm th1s or 
otherwise 
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Figure 2.19: Rhizome samples lii, lli and 64i i (left to right) in c ross-secLion. Segment 
diameters are nol to scale bu t l he relative widths of lhe concentric rings are . 
F igure 2.20: R hizome samples 93i (lefl) and 122i (right) in cross-section. Segment diameters 
are not to scale buL Lhc relative widths of the coucentric rings are. 
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D epth of segments 
Accurate a nd meaningful measurement of segment depth was not possible for the majority 
of a mples due to on-site Lime-constraints. However. it is known that all samples were Laken 
from the top 50 cm of soil. l\o rhizomes in the subject area were found to extend below this 
level. This may be a feature of the younger parts of t he stand in that the rhizomes firs t fulfill 
an exploratory /colonisation role before the crowns become more est a blished and rhizomes 
become more useful as vessels for nu trient storage a nd transpor tation . 
Number of la teral buds 
Rhizomes feature la teral buds along their length which can become eit her a new daugh-
ter branch or form new aerial shoots (Fig. 2.21). These lateral buds lie dormant under 
the influence of a pical dominance until such l ime as they are act iva ted. Auxins (growth 
hormones) a re produced in t he ap x on a growing tip which simulta neously encourage the 
extension of the tip whilst suppressing the development of nearby la teral buds. If the apex 
is subsequently removed or if it grows far enough from the buds such tha t the levels of auxin 
fa ll below the activation threshold then a bud may be activated and begin its development 
into a new rhizome branch or aerial shoot . This effect is utilised in botany through pruning. 
topiary and bonsai lo encourage plants to become ·bushier·. Buds are found on the nodes of 
rhizomes and arc often pink/ red in olour. T ho ·e counted were exclusive of existing branch-
ing points which, although they were once buds. avoids ambiguit ie with regard t o which 
segment (parent. daughter or continuation) the bud 'belongs' to. 
Figure 2.21: A dormant latera l bud (A) and a newly activated bud forming a young shoot 
(B). 
A mean of 10.36 buds per metre (n = 154) was found. bul the dat a were highly vari able 
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with a min imum of 0. a maximum of 166.67 and a standard deviation of 21.62. This is 
explained by the influence of a small number of very shor t segments that had a single bud 
on them. meaning that they predicted an artificially high number of buds per metre. Figure 
2.22 shows the frequency di stribution for the numb <"r of buds per metre in which it is clear 
Lh at t he majority of segments predicted 0- 5 buds per metre. However, thi is due to 90 
(5 .4%) of the samples not having any detectable buds on them at al l. Buds generally form 
in the autumn in preparation for over-wintering and subsequent development or new shoots 
in the spring [1 ]. Given tha t this survey was underl al<en in February. the lack of buds 
evident on so many of the samples may therefore be a product of sea onal va riation in bud 
formation. 
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Figure 2.22: Frequency distribution for the number of buds per melre (n = 154). 
Bud separations 
T he dis tance between neighbouring buds on rh izome segments was measured. A mean 
separa tion of 4.1 cm was found wilh a standard deviation of 5.1 cm (n - 357). The high 
standard devia tion is exp lained by the influence of rela lively few large separa tions as evident 
in the frequency distribulion shown in Fig. 2.23. H was rare to find two buds on the same 
node a lthough a few incidences were found. 
Crowns 
A crown (F ig. 2.24) is form ed on the woody stocks or F. j aponica by the continual cycle 
of new stem growth in close prox imity to the dead stems from previou year . Over time 
these can grow lo become quite large in size (see Fig. 2.25), but since the crowns in Lhis 
study were from the young periphery of t he main s tand they were relatively small in size. 
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Figure 2.23: Frequency dis tribution of la teral bud separa tions (n 357). 
Figur 2.26 hows some of the crowns extracted in t his survey. Crowns 0 7 correspond to 
those s hown in Pig. 2.5. The originallocalion of crown is unknown but is known to come 
from the vicinity of crown 7. ~Icasuremenls taken of t he c rowns found in the subject area 
includ d approximate diameters, lhe number of shoots from previous years and the number 
of buds found (Tab. 2.10). 
Pigure 2.24: crown showing Lhe brown dead terns from previous years (A). green fresh 
st ms (8 ). new hoots (C). ·seals' from fa llen dead tem (D) and the stock (E). 
Crown diameters were imila r in . ize across lhe s ubject a rea with a ra nge of 4 7 r m. 
Crowns can grow much la rger than this in older standb. a feature lhal wa eviden t in lhe 
ma in s tand away from the periphery. 
Old shoots a re distinguisha ble from fresh s l ms by their brittle. dry texture and brown 
coloura lion (see Fig. 2.24). Fresh s tems arc pink/ red or green with red necks and new 
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Figure 2.25: An example of a la rge crown. A sense of the scale may be obtained by compar-
i~:~on of the crown with the standard house bricks ecn in the lower lefL of the image. Picture: 
Loi Child. 
Figure 2.26: ome of the crowns extracted from the survey site. Top (left to right): crown L 
crown 2 and crown 3. Bottom (left to right ): crown 5. crown 7 and crown . The crowns in 
lhi s tudy were relatively small due lo being rela tively young. Despite this, the elder crowns 
were the progenitor of exten ive rhizome ne t works. 
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Crown Diamet er (cm ) Old shoots Dormant buds 
0 6 5 2 
1 4 11 0 
2 6 10 6 
3 5.5 7 7 
5 7 9 9 
7 7 13 15 
4.5 6 
Table 2. 10: Cro\~,:n diameters, number of old shoots and number of d ormant buds present. 
shoots are softer and paler in colour. T he number of old stems on each crown was counted 
including both t hose still attached to the crown and the scars (known as seals' [2 ]) left 
by t hose stems that had fallen previously. Crowns exhibited between 5 and 13 old stems 
wilh the most stems being found on crown 7 (one of the youngest). Figure 2.27 shows the 
rrequency d is tr ibut ion for the nearest-neighbour stem separations. including bot h new stems 
and old dead stems as well as the seals. 
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Figure 2.27: Frequency distribut ion of nearest-neighbouri ng stems on the crowns. These 
include both living and dead stems as well as the seals from older stems t hat were no longer 
present. 
Figure 2.2 shows dormant buds on one of the crowns. When activated. these form 
new s hoots such as those in Fig. 2.24 (C) .. umbers ranged from 0- 15 buds. with crown 7 
exhi bit ing t he most. T here were no visible buds at a ll on crown 1. 
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Figure 2.2 : Dormant buds (red ) on one of the crowns. 
2.3 Survey 2 
T h econd survey was carried oul in two parts. on lhe 19th ~ovember 2004. and the 27th 
Apri l 2005. T h main a ims of this survey were lo investigate rhizome growth ra tes and 
to obtain crown density dala. Further nearest-neighbour crown separations were a lso ob-
ta ined . This work was carried oul wilh Lhe assis ta nce of Dr. Lois Child of t he Centre for 
Environmental tudie at Loughborough ni vers ity. Dr. J ohn Ward of the ~Iathemalica l 
Sciences Department at Loughborough U nivcrsily and Dr. 1\Iarkus Owen of the School of 
-;\Iathematical ciences at lhe University of Xollingham. 
2.3.1 The Site 
0. . ational Grid R eferen ce 
Location 
Longit ude 
Latitude 
A lt it ude 
H a bitat Type 
Approx. tand Area 
Shepshed. Le icestershi re. UI< 
1:1 :17\ ( -1.3047) 
52:45:3 1\ (52.7604) 
Approx. 107 m above sea-level 
Road verge 
56m2 
Table 2.11: Genera l site information for the second su rvey 
Table 2. 11 detai ls ome general information aboul lhe econd survey sile. The site was 
on a roadside verge on the A512 through hepshed (Leicestershire). direct ly opposite Brick 
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Kiln Lane. The stand itself was approximately 56 m2 in area (see ect ion 2.3.2) a nd situated 
on a road verge. a few metres back from the pavement (Fig. 2.29). 
F igure 2.29: Tlte subje ·( stand for the second survey as viewed from t he roadside. 
The main stand consisted of a dense thicket of stems. both old and fresh. and many clearly 
defined crowns were present. The first part. of this survey was carried out in ~ovember. 
meaning Lhat most of Lhe leaves had fallen and the plant. was preparing for its overwintering 
state. However. a small mown area at Lhe front of the stand exhibi ted some new shoot 
growth (see Fig. 2.30) which was possibly a direct resu lt of the previous mowing releasing 
the buds from the restrictions of apical dominance. 
2 .3 .2 Methods 
This survey was conducted in two parts. The first involved the extraction of samples of new 
growth at the end of a growth season. The second part involved returning to the site soon 
after the beginning of the following grmvth season to investigate whether rhizome extension 
was a continuous process throughout the growth season or whether it occurred later following 
the mobilisation of stored nu trients and generation of new shoots early in the growth cycle. 
The density of the crowns in the stand was also measured at this time. 
A small section at Lhe front of the stand showed evidence of recent mowing which had 
clearly stimulated the development of new growt.h in that area (see Fig. 2.30). despite 
lhe main stand hav ing already reached its overwinlering st.ate. The area designated for 
invest.igation of new rh izome growth was therefore chosen to be as fa r from t.he mown area 
as possible so as to negate any in A. uence of the applied ma nagement. F igure 2.31 shows a 
sketch map of t he subject site. marking the area or lhe st.and t hat was unearthed. 
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F igure 2.30: An area at the front of the stand showed evidence of recent mowing. . ew 
shoots could be seen still growing, whereas the main stand had no surviving new shoots. 
T his illustrates how such ma nagement techniques as mowing can act ually encourage plant 
g rowth. 
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Figure 2.31: A sketch map of Lhe second survey site. The sample area marked was uneart hed 
in order to extract samples of new rhizome growth. 
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Samples of new rhizome growth were identifiable by their whi te fl eshy appearance (Fig. 
2.32) as opposed to the hard. brown. woody-Lextured older rhizomes (see [1 ]). These were 
extracted in Kovember 2004 at the end of the plant"s growth season and taken back to the 
lab for measurement. Evidence of the plant having reached its overwinlering st ale consisted 
of the stems having turned brown. dry and bri ttle with very few leaves left a ttached . 
Figure 2.32: ew rhizome growth was clearly identifiable by its white, fleshy appearance. 
In April 2005 the site was revisited in order to investigate rhizome growth early in the 
growth season and to obtain som data on crown density. The area of Lhe staud is taken to 
be the area of l he convex hull enveloping the stand 's constituent crowns (an ·elastic band' 
stretched around the stand). This was deemed to be the measure of area most readi ly 
comparable with simulation output. The number of crowns lying within this area were 
counted and the nearest-neighbour crown separations were also measured where possible. 
2.3.3 R esults 
Identification of new growth was relatively easy. although some of the samples had begun 
to develop their darker overwintering state behind Lhe fresh. white growth. However, it was 
found that even these da rker parts still had a similar soft and fleshy texture to the white 
segments ; they had not yet developed a tough. woody exterior in preparat ion for the winter. 
Ta ble 2.12 deta ils some of the data associated with the new growth . 
The mean observed segment length of the new growth was 17.37 cm. Since this figure 
was obtained at the end of the growth season it is reasonable to lake it as the mean rhizome 
extension per year. Il is thus taken to be the step-length for a year in the correlated random 
walk model discussed in Chap ter 3. IL is noted , however. t hat t he segment lengths were 
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:\umber of sample segments 
cgment length mean 
egment length std. dev. 
egment diameter mean 
egmenl diameter std. dev. 
1\ umber of internode lengl hs 
Internode length mean 
Internode length . td . dev. 
17 
17.37 cm 
9.22 cm 
0.34 cm 
0.1 cm 
140 
1.74 cm 
0.95 cm 
Table 2.12: rew rh izomr grow th sample data from the hepshed sllr. 
highly variable with a standard deviat ion of 9.22 cm. This motivates a possibl modification 
lo the model regarding variable step-lengths ( ee ection 3.6). 
mean segment diameter of 0.3 t cm with a standard deviation of 0.1 cm illustrates how 
thin the new growth was. This support the not ion di cu eel in ection 2.2.3 that younger 
rhizom thicken up with age. 
one of the observed new growth exhibit d any lalcral buds or bran hing, suggesting that 
th form ation of lateral buds and their sub equenl generation of new branches are events 
that occur later in the rhizome)s development. fany of the samples, however. did show 
evidence of node formation (Fig. 2.33). 
F'igure 2.33: Evidence of node formation on new rhizome growth. Arrows show the location 
of nodes. The fresh sample on the I ft is shown in itu whilst the sample on the right has 
been allowed lo dry out for a few wrcks (hence its darker colour). 
The internode lengths obtained in this sur\'CY (Fig. 2.34) wer compared with the equiv-
alent data from the first survey (sec eclion 2.2.3). A \ 2 test yields \ 2 = 17.656 with 12 
d grees of freedom (with all internodes over 6 cm in length grouped into a ·> 6' interval lo 
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satisfy the assumption of the .\ 2 test that each interval should have at least 5 members). 
H may therefore be stated with 7.35% confidence t hat the diiTerence between the d is tribu-
t ions from both surveys is not staListicaUy significant. Since the data from this survey were 
obtained from new rhizome growt h a nd those from survey 1 were from older rhizomes. t hi 
result suggests that once the nodes are formed on the new rhizomes there is no subsequent 
extension of the inlernodes over Lime. Thus, all longit udinal extension occurs at the apex of 
a rhizome and Lhere is no elongation of rhizome segments behind the apex. 
Figure 2.34: Frequency distribution of internode lengths obtained in survey 2. 
A second v isit lo the site focu ed on the investigation of the density of crowns within Lhe 
stand. For this. Lhe a rea of the stand was defined a~ described in eciion 2.3.2. Additionally, 
Lhe circumferencE" of the stand was a lso defined as the circumference of the convex hull formed 
by the crown locations. The circumference was found to be approximately 36.17 m and t he 
stand area was approxima tely 55.74 m2 . In totaL 79 individual crowns were ident ified within 
the stand. with 19 of these making up the convex hull of the sta nd . This g ives a crown density 
of 1...1173 crowns per m2 including perimeter crowns. or 1.0764 crowns per m2 using internal 
crowns only. Hereafter the stand area calcula ted exc luding the perimeter crowns is referred 
to as the 'interna l crown density" and is used in Chapter 3 for model validation. 
2.4 Discussion 
The main a im of this fi eldwork was to investigate the morphology and physiology of a rhizome 
network. This involved two surveys being underta ken. t he extraction a nd measurement of 
various different features of a rhizome network a nd a number of surface measurements being 
taken. l\Iorphological properties of the structure were easily obtained by direct observation 
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but understanding the physwlogy of the rhizome network was somewhat more problematic. 
Little IS known about how the rhizomes m F yaponzca develop and so some conclusiOns are 
drawn below based on avmlable evidence and observatiOns 
In the first survey, all of the rhizomes extracted were from no deeper than 50 cm below 
the sml surface w1th none found to extend from th1s level down, yet 1t IS well known that 
rhizomes can grow to 2 m deep [18] and possibly even deeper It is not known whether any 
rhizomes from the mam stand extended any deeper than 50 cm mto the subject area This 
tendency for the observed rhizome growth to remam fairly shallow m the penphery may be 
due to a number reasons Firstly, the type of substrate at greater depths may have made 
1t difficult or more costly for deeper growth. There exist many anecdotal and published 
accounts of rhizomes behavmg differently accordmg to their substrate and environment (see, 
for example, [4]) In other sites the water-table may have presented a lower depth limit, 
but this was not a factor here smce the slope was clearly above the water-table at 1ts base 
Another possibility 1s that smce the subject area was on the pcnphery of a large stand, the 
rhizomes were serving a piOneering role by generally growmg honzontally to colomse new 
ground. Th1s IS a typical feature of the plant m Japan, w1th long rhizomes bemg found 
relatively close to the surface [4] It may therefore be the case that rhizomes mitlally serve 
a pwneermg role by growing honzontally w1th later new rhizomes growmg down deeper and 
fulfillmg more of a storage and stab!IJSatwn role as crowns become more established and the 
avmlab1lity of physical space becomes an Issue Further mvest1gat10n of rhizome growth m 
both newly colomsed and more established areas IS reqmred to confirm th1s or otherwise 
Rather than havmg tapered tips as expected, rhizomes were seen to exhibit blunt tips 
m general and no evidence of recent growth was found on such segments They were also 
observed to be extremely tortuous m some cases, regardless of their diameter (as seen m F1g. 
1 3) AdditiOnally, rhizomes often had mcons1stent diameters along the same segment, some 
of wh1ch were actually greater towards the tip than at the older base. Th1s may have been 
due to the proximity and productivity of nearby stems and crowns. This suggests that the 
rhiZomes might develop as follows 
1 New rhizomes develop m theJr first year as thm p10neermg tendnls either from a crown 
or branchmg off of an ex1stmg segment These extend for a time, negotlatmg the 
vanous obstacles they may encounter and formmg nodes No branchmg was observed 
on the new growth 
2 They then enter their overwmtermg state at the end of the growth season, formmg the 
charactenst1c hard, woody-textured extenor and ceasmg further longitudinal extensiOn 
3 In subsequent growth seasons lateral buds are formed and new aenal shoots or rh1-
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zome branches develop from these As these shoots develop, perhaps formmg crowns, 
nutnents are translocated to the rhizomes for storage and the older rhizomes begm 
to expand radmlly, mcreasing m girth rather than length to increase storage capacity, 
thus formmg the observed blunt tips. 
This IS further supported by the observatwn m SectiOn 2 3 3 that mternodes do not seem to 
exh1b1t any further growth once they are formed 
It was found that there may be a relationship between the age, diameter and numbPr of 
concentnc rmgs exhibited in rhizome cross-sectwns The strongest relatwnsh1p was found 
between the diameter and the number of rmgs, a possible reason for which might be that 
the formatwn of the rmgs IS dependent on the diameter of a segment rather than the age If 
the diameter of a segment IS directly related to the productiVIty of nearby crowns and stems, 
then It may be that 1t IS th1s productiVIty rather than age of the rhizome that IS the dnving 
factor behmd rmg generatiOn If this IS the case then the number of rmgs could not be used 
to estimate a rhizome's age m a similar way the annular nngs m arboreal trees Further 
mvestlgatwn IS reqmred before any concluswns may be drawn 
Overall, the fieldwork was extremely successful in terms of eluc1datmg a vanety of differ-
ent aspects of the morphology and physiology of rhizome networks m F. Japomca A large 
amount of prevwusly unknown data was obtamed and used directly m the modellmg process 
(see Chapter 3) for both parametensatwn and vahdatwn of the model Many questiOns were 
answered and many new ones presented. As well as the data used directly m the modelling 
process, the results have also allowed an ms1ght mto many previOusly unknown aspects of 
the rhizome network's development In particular, a good Idea of the rate and manner m 
wh1ch rhizomes grow has been acqmred mcludmg branching occurrmg some t1me after the 
new rhizome growth, branchmg occurrmg at lateral buds behmd the apex rather than at the 
apex Itself, and the lack of mternode extensiOn over time 
There IS a large scope for extendmg thiS fieldwork further The areas sampled m both 
surveys were reasonably representative of a typical habitat favoured by F Japomca that 
of a roadside verge/woodland However, this only represents samples from a single habitat 
type There are many different environments m which F Japomca may be found and it IS 
reasonable to assume that Its behaviOur might be different m each. As well as the habitat 
type, environmental conditiOns such as pH values, availability of water, sOil stab1hty, water-
tables, mineral content, altitude, sources of hght and competitiOn vary considerably from 
Site to site and all play a s1gmficant part m the performance of the plant It would be 
mterestmg to see how the data collected in these surveys compares with vanatwns m any 
of these factors. Also, due to time constramts a lot of work that could otherwise have been 
done had to be foregone It would have been extremely useful to see how data from the 
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centre of the established mam stand m survey 1 compared w1th that from the penphery. 
It IS expected that much larger crowns and rhtzomes that extend much deeper would have 
been found here However, such an mvest1gatwn would have reqmred a d1fferent method of 
extractwn due to the lack of dramage The mam advantage of the pressure-washer method 
was that 1t allowed the network to be unearthed mtact and caused only m1mmal damage 
to the rh1zomes themselves Deeper extractwn would necesSitate a more efficient method of 
bulk sml removal such as manual or mechamcal d1ggmg, both of whtch would be far more 
damagmg to the rh1zomes 
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Chapter 3 
A Correlated Random Walk Model 
All the ev1dence shows that God was actually qmte a gambler, and the um-
verse IS a great casmo, where d1ce are thrown, and roulette wheels spm on every 
occasiOn Over a large number of bets, the odds even out and we can make pre-
dictiOns; that's why casmo owners are so nch But over a very small number of 
rolls of the d1ce, the uncertamty pnnc1ple IS very important 
Stephen Hawkmg 
3.1 Introduction 
G1ven the mvas1ve nature of Japanese knotweed here m the UK, 1t IS no wonder that 1t 
has come to the attentiOn of many different councils, orgamsatwns, property developers, 
busmesses and pnvate landowners alike Each of these part1es has 1ts own reasons for mterest 
m the plant damage to property, the threat to bJOdJversJty, 1ts effect on land prices, the 
cost and t1me assoc1ated with 1ts removal etc There 1s, therefore, a common des1re to at 
least control, 1f not eradicate, the plant and 1ts relentless spread To th1s end, a number of 
d1fferent management strategies have been applied, each havmg 1ts own ments, effectiveness, 
smtab1lity, speed, nsks, longevity and costs It 1s thus extremely important to use the nght 
strategy m the nght Circumstances W1th th1s m mmd, a tool that could test the 1mpact and 
efficiency of these techmques both qmckly and cheaply would be extremely useful mdeed 
Such a tool would also be useful m the pnontlsatwn of mfested s1tes for treatment and 
the promotion of the problem, for example by 1llustratmg to landowners and counCils how 
a stand m1ght spread 1f left to grow untreated. As a first step towards bmldmg up more 
complex models, a correlated random walk model for the development of an unmanaged 
rhizome network for F. ;aponzca m the UK is constructed Th1s model uses a great deal of 
the field data discussed m Chapter 2 m 1ts parameterisatwn and validatwn In th1s chapter, 
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the model1tself IS d1scussed, some results of SJmulatwns are presented and parameter surveys 
of unknown model parameters are earned out (also presented m [54]) Fmally, a pract1cal 
apphcatwn of the model 1s demonstrated v1a the use of s1mulatwn results and costmg data 
to pred1ct future disposal costs of a problem stand of F yaponzca m Cornwall, UK (also 
presented m [53]) 
3.2 Model Overview 
In th1s sectiOn a bnef overview of the model1s presented A maJor component of the model1s 
the use of a 30 correlated random walk ( CRW) model to descnbe the growth of the rh1zomes 
themselves Random walks are discrete-time stochast1c processes cons1stmg of a sequence 
of d1screte steps m random d1rectwns at each t1me-step For Simple random walks, the 
selected direction at any g1ven time-step is mdependent of any prevwus choices of d1rectwn 
In contrast, a correlated random walk changes d1rectwn m subsequent t1me-steps randomly, 
but w1th bounded range dependent on the prevwus d1rection of travel (F1g 3 1) Such 
an approach has been used to model butterfly [42) and amoeboid movement [31) as well 
as a number of other spec1es of ammal Cam (see [13]) was the first to apply this type of 
model to the vegetative spread of clonal plants He constructed a CRW model in 20 for the 
development of a rh1zome network in the old-field perenmal Solzdago altzsszma (goldenrod), 
the parameter values of wluch were obtamed d1rectly from field stud1es Here a S1m1lar 
approach IS taken w1th the constructiOn of a 30 CRW model w1th a number of additiOnal 
features for the development ofF Japonzca rh1zome networks 
''' b I 
' I 
' ' I I 
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Figure 3 1 An example of one step m a correlated random walk Here a IS the prevwus 
growth vector, b IS a potential chmce of directwn for th1s t1me-step and o IS the maximum 
dev1atwn The dashed hnes represent the max1mum poss1ble change of d1rectwn in th1s plane 
for th1s step and the contmuatwn of the prevwus growth vector 
Rh1zomes can grow up to 2 m deep [18), meamng that the1r vertical growth can play as 
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Important a part m the development of the network as the honzontal growth, for example, 
m overcommg obstacles m the plant's path such as walls or roads that m1ght typically affect 
growth patterns at th1s scale AdditiOnally, in agreement w1th the observatwns of Adach1 et 
al [2], the data from th1s study shows no crowns developmg below 30 cm from the surface 
It IS thus necessary that the model can accommodate thiS key feature of the rhizome's 
development and thiS assumptiOn IS used to Impose a lim1t on the depth at which crowns 
may form Furthermore, the field data features sigmficantly m the model and m many cases 
these data by their very natme Implicate the use of a three dimensional model For example, 
the segment lengths are purely the length of a segment, not the distance m the x-y plane 
that the segment tip was separated from Its base This IS also true of the branchmg angles 
wh1ch were measured relative to their parent segment, not a fixed reference pomt The use 
of three d1menswns allows us to use these data, thereby makmg the model closer to the 
bwlogy Other Important properties of the plant that should also be mcluded m the model 
are the erratic changes m direction that rhizomes make, the formatiOn of crowns to facilitate 
the extenswn of the network, typical branchmg angles and segment lengths, and a range of 
other empmcally determmed physwlog1cal parameters 
Figure 3 2 Illustrates the bas1c model m a top-down v1ew As an mitlal cond1tlon, a smgle 
shoot or crown IS set at the ongm Bwlogically this may have been the result of the regenera-
tiOn of a scattered fragment of rhizome, perhaps by human-influenced disturbance such as the 
transport of contammated sOil or the mcorrect applicatiOn of management techmques such 
as mowmg or flmlmg This 1s a common way for the plant to be spread mto new habitats 
This smgle crown develops a few rhizomes which emanate from 1t at directions randomly 
chosen from a umform d1stnbutwn but lim1ted to z :::; 0 m a Cartesian coordmate frame At 
each time-step these rhizomes grow accordmg to the CRW process Once they have grown 
long enough, branchmg may occur or new crowns may form \V"hen a new crown forms, 1t 
then generates new rhizome segments m the same way as the mitlal crown Branchmg and 
crown formatwn events are controlled by random draws from probability distnbutwns and 
look-up tables created from the field data Eventually, a set of crowns that are mterlinked by 
rhizome networks 1s formed The model IS d1scussed m more detail m Sectwn 3 3, m which 
s1mulatwns of the model are also descnbed 
3.3 Simulation of the Correlated Random Walk Model 
In thiS section, a simulatwn of the CRW model IS detailed The s1mulatwn focuses on the 
development of a stand of F Japonzca from a smgle pwneermg rh1zome fragment to a full 
system of mature crowns mterconnected by a growmg and branchmg rhizome network. It 
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Figure 3.2: A simple illustration of the CR\IV model (top-down view). Left to r ight: i) Initial 
conditions consist of a single crown which emits rhizome segments in random directions. ii) 
T hese rhizome segment then extend via the correlated random walk process. iii) Once a seg-
ment is long enough. branching occurs. iv) ~ew crowns are formed accord ing to probabil ity 
distri butions gleaned from the field data (subject to certain conditi ons). T hese then send 
out new rhizome segments in the same way as lhe inilial crown. In t his way a set of crowns 
int.erlinked by networks of rhizome segments is formed. 
consists of a series of ru les and events that. are carried out at. each time-step according to 
various probability distributions and parameter values drawn from the field data (see Chapter 
2). The simula tion was coded in the software package l\Iallab and works as fo llows: 
1. Init ialise. Anything stored in memory is cleared. The ·stale' for the random number 
gcn rator is randomise<.l by generating its seed from the internal clock1. 
2. Begin set of tr ials . Trials for the current set of parameter values are initiated . The 
number of t rials to run. R. is set and a store for information about failed runs is 
created. 
3. B egin trial. Simulation timer is started and trial begun. If this is not the fi rst t rial 
in lhe set , relevant stored data is cleared. 
4. Set p arameters and varia b les. Parameters and variables are set including: 
• Location of the ini tial crown. 
• A store for t he number of crowns present. ini tialised Lo 1 in all simulations. 
1 Using the ·stare' nwthod iu ;'\latlab's ·nmd' <'ouunttnd prodnct>s doubl<' pn'cisiou values and can llteo-
r<'t i<'ally getwrat c over 214.cJ2 V11l lll'S before n•peat ing itself. 
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• The number of rhizomes each crown will emit, r. 
• The number of time-steps to run each tnal for, n 
• The maximum branching order (see SectiOn 2 2 3 for an explanatiOn of the order-
mg used) of a rhizome, 1 The field data from Cornwall yielded no examples of a 
branchmg order traced from a parent crown of greater than 3 
• The rhizome extension m metres per time-step, l This parameter was taken from 
the mean length of new growth found at the Shep:,hed Site ( :,ee SectiOn 2 3) 
• The nearest ne1ghbounng crown separatiOns from both survey sites 
• The mean trans-network separatiOns of linked crowns, d ThiS IS taken to be 
the mean of eqmvalent measurements from the Cornwall survey site data In the 
simulatiOn it represents a qualifymg conditiOn for which a segment could develop 
a new crown once d is exceeded 
• The probability that a crown will form at the current segment tip locatiOn given 
that all other qualifymg conditiOns have been met, c 
• The maximum depth at which crowns may form, he In the field this was not seen 
to exceed 30 cm which IS m agreement with the findmgs of Adach1 et al. [2] 
• The maximum deviatiOn m degrees from the previOus directiOn of growth, o 
• The mmimum and maximum depths at which rhizomes may grow, hmm, hmax 
These depth constraints are taken to be zero-flux 
• The segment lengths measured from Cornwall site samples These are used to 
create a lookup table from which a branchmg tngger length IS randomly assigned 
to each segment as It IS created this method facilitates the mcluswn of further 
data as It becomes available without the need to alter the simulatiOn 
• The probability of the rhizome not growmg at any given time-step, Pp 
• The probability that a rhizome ceases growmg permanently ('dies'), Pd 
• The branching angle data from the Cornwall Site A lookup table IS created from 
which new daughter rhizomes are randomly assigned a branchmg angle 
Table 3 1 details the parameter values used in the standard simulatwns, some of which 
were extracted from the field data 
5 Initial setup A store of the time-step at which crowns are formed IS created for use 
m output movie-making Stores of segment tip locatwns and segment h1stones are 
created. A store of active rhizomes IS created 
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Parameter Symbol Std. Values Comments 
Rh1zome extension per year l 0174 m Data from fieldwork 
Branchmg angles n/a 6-90° Data from fieldwork 
Nearest-neighbour crown separatwns n/a 0 17-144 cm Data from fieldwork! 
Trans-network crown tngger length d 0 8611 cm Data from fieldwork 
Pnmary segments from new crowns r 2 Data from fieldwork 
Probab1hty of formmg a crown c 0 0145 Estimate 
Max1mum branchmg order I 3 Data from fieldwork 
Max1mum crown formation depth he -30 cm Data from fieldwork 
Max1mum devmtwn of growmg tips 0 20° Est1matel 
Mm depth lim1t of rh1zome growth hmtn Om See [18] 
Max depth lim1t of rh1zome growth hmax -2 m See [18] 
Prob of no growth th1s time-step Pp 0 01 Est1mate 
Branchmg tngger lengths n/a 0 6-811 cm Data from fieldwork! 
Prob of segment dymg Pd 0 0083 Taken to be l/7 for 
expected length of 7 m 
Table 3 1 Standard s1mulatwn parameters Standard s1mulat10ns were run for 200 time-
steps (1 t1me-step = 4 months) Est1mated parameters were chosen such that, on average, 
a crown density comparable to that observed m the field was obtamed !Chosen m the 
s1mulatwn via the use of look-up tables I Although the sample shown m F1gure 1 3 exh1b1ts 
extremely tortuous growth, m general rh1zomes were much :>tra1ghter 
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Startmg from the locatiOn of the 1mtial crown, a directiOn for each of the JmtJal rh1zomes 
to grow m is chosen randomly from the z ::::; 0 hemisphere (z = 0 being the surface of 
the substrate) These ch01ces are then checked to make sure that they do not clash w1th 
each other and he w1thm the boundanes hmm and hmax If e1ther of these cond1t10ns 
fa~ls, the directiOn selection process JS repeated until both are passed 
The number of rhizomes m exJ&tence JS stored and the m1tJal crown JS ass1gned a radms 
around 1t m wh1ch no new crowns may form Th1s IS ach1eved by randomly selectmg 
a radms from the d•stnbut10n of nearest ne1ghbounng crowns Th1s area surroundmg 
the crown m which new crown generatiOn can not occur represents the mtraspecJfic 
compet1t10n from ground htter, leaf-shadmg and phys1cal space restnctions that would 
prevent any new crowns from formmg m the field, thereby recreatmg a Simple crowdmg 
response 
Each new rh1zome IS ass1gned a branchmg tngger length These are randomly chosen 
from the lookup table of segment lengths from the Cornwall s1te Once th1s tngger 
length IS reached, assummg the segment is not at its maximum branchmg order, the 
segment w1ll produce a bud In the followmg growth season, th1s bud will become a new 
daughter rhizome segment Th1s mechamsm represents a phenomenolog1cal account for 
ap1cal dommance and hormone-controlled branchmg events 
6 Advance time Stores of crown densJtJes and 'buds' (future daughter rhizomes, Jm-
tJally empty) are created Time IS advanced one time-step Stores of new daughter 
rh1zome mformat10n and rh1zome growth from new crowns are cleared/created 
7 Develop buds Here, a 'bud' JS a locatiOn at wh1ch a new daughter rh1zome will 
form after the set time-delay (one growth season) rather than the b10logJcal bud Buds 
only develop on act1ve (not dead) rhizomes. The order m which the active rhizomes 
are checked for bud format10n Js randomised at every t1me-step The length of each 
segment IS checked agamst Jts predetermmed branchmg tngger length (see step 5) 
If the tngger length has been attamed the segment becomes mactJve and produces a 
contmuat10n segment ( contmues growmg m approximately the same dJrectJOn as 1ts 
'parent') and a bud (see step 5) at Jts tip. However, If the segment Js already at 
1ts maximum branchmg order then Jt can not produce any progeny and thus s1mply 
becomes mact1ve All relevant stores are updated 
8 Develop new crowns The order m wh1ch the active rh1zomes are checked for crown 
formatiOn IS random1sed at every t1me-step to prevent any bias m the arrangement of 
crowns and rh1zome development Crowns form at the t1p of rh1zome segments and a 
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number of conditions must be met before a new crown can form F1rstly, the tip must 
be m a locatiOn v1able for new crown generatiOn (see 5) Secondly, the trans-network 
d1stance of the tip from 1ts parent crown must be greater than d (see Table 3 1 and step 
4) Fmally, the t1p must he w1thin the empmcally-obtamed vahd depth limit for crown 
generatwn, he (see step 4) For each segment, 1f these conditiOns are passed there IS a 
chance that a new crown w1ll form, c If a new crown does form, a new mtraspeclf1c 
competJtwn radms IS created for 1t and its parent segment IS made mact1ve Crowns 
are known to produce lateral creepmg rhizomes w1thm the1r first year [6], so the new 
crown then generates 1ts own rh1zomes m the same way as the imt~al crown and all 
relevant stores are updated 
9 Branching If any buds ex1st, they are checked to see whether they have reached the 
reqmred age for activatiOn Observatwns from survey 2 (see Sectwn 2 3 3) y1elded no 
mc1dences of branchmg m the new rlnzome growth Therefore, for a segment to branch 
1t must be old enough to have gone through at least one overwmtenng state to develop 
lateral buds Thus, the activatiOn of Simulated buds occurs one full year (3 t1me-steps, 
see step 10) from the t1me of the1r creatiOn In a random order each act1ve bud IS 
turned mto a new daughter rh1zome These are treated the same as any other rhizome 
except that the angle at wh1ch they branch from their parent segment is randomly 
chosen from the branchmg angle lookup table created from the field data All relevant 
stores are updated and the new rhizomes are ass1gned a generatwn number equal to 
that of thmr parent segment plus one 
10 Correlated random walk Each active rh1zome segment undergoes one step of a 
correlated random walk (see F1gure 3 1) Th1s excludes the new daughter segments and 
pnmary rh1zomes from new crowns wh1ch have already had the1r d1rectwns ass1gned 
for th1s t1me-step It also excludes those segments that do not grow for th1s time-step 
only, randomly determmed by fmlmg a test agamst Pp The extenswn per umt time of 
rh1zomes IS taken to be the mean of the new growth data (see Sectwn 2 3) dlVIded by 
3, meamng that one t1me-step IS 4 months ( 1/3 year) ThiS meant that extenswn per 
umt time was short enough to provide a reasonable scope for rap1d change of direction 
whilst retammg a convement umt of time The change m direction from the prevwus 
t1me-step IS randomly chosen from a umform d1stnbutwn such that the magmtude of 
the angle between the prevwus growth d1rectwn and the proposed one IS in the range 
0-0° Vahd1ty of the newly chosen directwns IS checked, fmlures are re-chosen and path 
h1stones are updated 
11 Segment death In additiOn to segments dymg when they have reached the1r branch-
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mg tngger length at the maximum prescnbed branchmg order from the1r parent crown, 
there IS also a small chance, Pd, of each rhizome segment expiring irrespective of 1ts 
branchmg order If all segments are dead, the current s1mulatwn tnal termmates here, 
detarls of the tnal are recorded and the s1mulatwn returns to step 3 to begm the next 
tnal 
12 Calculate crown densities The area of the stand, A, IS defined to be the area of the 
convex hull (the shape made by an 'elastic band' stretched around the stand) defined 
by the stand's constituent crowns If A < 1 m2 , the area IS taken to be 1 m2 to avOid 
unrealistically large crown densities being calculated and, generally, only those time-
steps for wh1ch A > 1 m2 are mcluded m the analyses Three different crown densities 
are calculated The first 1s the number of crowns w1thm a square metre centred on the 
ongm (the 1mtral crown) The second g1ves the number of crowns mcludmg those on 
the boundary of the convex hull per square metre The th1rd excludes the crowns that 
make up the convex hull For the purpose of analyses the third type, referred to as 
the 'mternal crown density', IS focused upon For A to exist, the stand must consist of 
at least 3 d1stmct crowns and thus t1me-penods m wh1ch there are less than 3 crowns 
m the stand are generally Ignored m the analysis of results S1mulatwn output data IS 
then stored and steps 6-12 are repeated for the remammg steps m the tnal If th1s IS 
the final step m a particular tnal, the next tnal1s started (step 3) 
13 Statistical analysis If th1s IS the final tnal m the set, various statistics about 
the tnals are calculated and stored If there are multiple parameter values to be 
investigated, the relevant parameter IS changed and the process repeated from step 2 
The time taken for s1mulatwns to run IS highly dependent on many factors Most m-
fluenhal are the parameter values themselves smce these directly mfluence the number of 
calculatiOns to be performed by the processor m a vanety of ways Pseudo-random effects 
resultmg from the stochashc nature of the s1mulatwn, such as the generatiOn of crowns m 
viable zones, can also make the s1mulatwn more (or less) processor-intensive. Obvwusly, sim-
ulatiOn times are also highly dependent on hardware specificatiOn The avarlable computmg 
resources and t1me available did Impose some restnctwns on the parameter sets feasible for 
mvestigatwn (detailed m Sectwn 3 4 3), but generally th1s was not an Issue for the scope of 
th1s work For Slmulatwns run under the standard parameter set, the time taken to com-
plete the 200 time-steps was, on average, around 5 hours2 However, the longest Simulatwns 
2Snnulat10n' were generally run on an Apple Mac dual 533 MHz PowCLPC G4 wtt h 768 MD SDRAM and 
runnmg OS X 
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undertaken m th1s study was a set of three that lasted an average of 65 7 hours each for 
c = 0 29, due to the large number of crowns generated 
3.4 Results 
In th1s sectwn the results of s1mulatwns of the CRW model are discussed Results obtamed 
from s1mulatwns of the model run under the standard parameter values are presented, fol-
lowed by extensive parameter surveys that were earned out in order to mvestigate the effects 
of the unknown parameters (those that were not directly acqmrable from the field data) on 
the model output The sensJtlVIty of the model on the known parameters is also tested 
Smce these represent phys1cal properties of the plant, th1s may have some imphcatwns for 
management apphcatwns 
Analysis of the sJmulatwn output IS generally presented w1th particular reference to crown 
dens1ty and the rate of area expanswn The&e represent two easily-measured field properties 
and thus serve as convenient charactenstics w1th wh1ch to compare standard s1mulatwns, 
the results of parameter surveys and field observatwns for model vahdatwn purposes 
The stochastic nature of the s1mulatwn means that no two s1mulatwns will produce 
identical output F1gure 3 3 shows a top-down v1ew of the locatwn of crowns m a Simulated 
rh1zome network m which 1t 1s clear that there 1s no evident order m the1r spat1al locatwn 
Other Slmulatwns run under the same parameter values can produce results varymg from no 
new crowns bemg produced ( e1ther through ent1re stand death or by all rhizomes growmg 
below the reqmred depth hm1t for new crown growth) to many more than shown m F1gure 
3 3 Th1s vanab1hty must be accounted for m any analysiS of the model output Therefore, 
multiple tnals were carried out for all parameter settmgs mvestigated m order to obtam the 
mean and standard dev1at10n of the model's behaviOur 
3.4.1 Standard Parameters 
Figures 3 4 and 3 5 show a typ1cal output of the s1mulatwn run under the standard parameter 
set Note the lack of order m the spatial locatwns of the crowns and the h1ghly vanable 
separatwns between them Also note the tendency for the rh1zomes to spread some d1stance 
away from the mam body of the aenal stems Standard s1mulatwns were run for 200 time-
steps (about 67 years) unless otherwise stated The standard parameter set used IS deta1led 
m Sectwn 3 3 and summansed m Table 3 1 
F1gure 3 6 shows the mean crown dens1ty (left) and mean area evolutwn (nght) w1th t1me 
for a typical standard s1mulatwn of the model It can be seen that the crown dens1ty tends 
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Figure 3 3- The spatial d1stnbutwn of crowns generated by a typical simulatiOn of the 
CRW model run over 155 ttme-steps Here, 61 crowns have been generated The mherent 
stochastiCity of the model Is clear to see with little order evident m the locatiOn of generated 
crowns The dashed !me defines the convex hull used to determme the area of the simulated 
stand 
to settle at around 1 crown per square metre from around t = 120 onwards This conforms 
with the density observed m the field of 1 08 crowns per square metre (see SectiOn 2 3 3), 
one of the benchmarks used for model validatiOn 
F1ttmg a least-squares polynomial to the mean area with time yields a very strong cor-
relatiOn to a quadratic expansion of area m time (R2 = 0 999) Here, the area of the stand 
IS taken to be the area of the convex hull formed around the simulated stand's constituent 
crowns This quadratic expansiOn m area, A, occurs m all Simulatwns, the Important con-
sequence bemg that m large time 
(3 1) 
for some constant a For the standard parameter set, 14 tnals yielded a value of a = 0 0035 
ThiS constant md1cates how fast a stand will grow and, comequently, It IS a useful parameter 
for characterismg the effects of the unknown parameters m the parameter surveys (Section 
3 4 2) Note that for the statistical analysis, only those tnals of the simulatiOn that d1d not 
fail (whole stand d1es) are mcluded so as not to skew the statistics Indeed, the fieldwork 
focused only on thnvmg stands For 19 tnals run under the standard parameter values, no 
mc1dences of the entire stand dymg were observed 
The predictiOn of the model that stand area should grow quadratJcally m ttme presents 
an additiOnal benchmark for use m model validatiOn However, relevant data with which to 
test this predictiOn agamst has not yet been ob tamable ThiS IS, m part, due to the fact that 
the model Is based on the development of a rhizome network m a homogeneous environment, 
usmg data from stands located m the UK from a smgle habitat type Ex1stmg data that 
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Figure 3.4: A 2D top-down view of a typical output of the simulation at 200 time-step (~ 
67 years). Crown locations are marked with a green dots and the rhizomes a re shown in 
brown. 
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Figure 3.5: A 3D view of a typical output of the imulation at 200 time- tep (~ G7 year ). Crown location are marked with 
a green dots and the rhizome arc , hown in brown. 
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Pigure 3.6: ~Iean crown density (left. 1 t ria ls per data point) and mean ar a evolu lion 
(right. 11 trials per data point) (solid lines) and :r 1 s tandard devialion (dotted) against 
lime for simula lions of the model run under the standard parameter Yalues (Tab. 3. 1). T he 
dashed cun·e in t he right figure indicates the best least-squares fi t loa quadratic function. 
wou ld olherwise be of use here is ofLen drawn from slands subject Lo exl rna l influences such 
as management (both inhibit ing and encouraging growth in different circumsLanc s) or the 
influence of watercourses which can s trongly assis t the plant"s spread . T he author is aware 
oft wo separa te fi eld experiments Lha t are currently underway t ha t will ' ield results useful in 
confirming (or otherwise) this prediction. but these da ta will not be available for at least two 
years hence. hould field exper iments also show quadra tic growth in area, the model would 
be extremely useful in the asse sment of di. po&al costs for infested s it s. T hi i& discussed 
further in Section 3.5. 
3.4.2 Parameter Surveys 
Simula tion output can vary marked ly according Lo the values assigned to the variot1s govern-
ing parameters of the system. This is illu tra ted in Figu re 3.7. Tl is clear to s c how changing 
6 aff cls the behaviour of the ystem. For 6 = 5° . rhizome egmenls a re rela ti ve ly stra ight 
and . as a re uiL have moved away from the initial crown much more quickly tha n for la rger 
6. This means rhizome tip have reached a reas via ble for new crown g nera lion much sooner 
and hence genera ted 12 crowns in total. For 6 = 20° (standard), rhizome segments a re much 
more tortuous and exhibit large changes in their direction of growth. a. een in the fi eld . 
Rhizomes have therefore moved away from the initial crown les quickly and so the tips have 
not r ached as ma ny areas ,·alid for new crown generat ion and fewer ar formed. T hi effect 
is ac ·entua led even further for the biologically irrelevant case 8 = J 0°. Extr mely tortuous 
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rhizomes have formed a dense cl us ter a round t he in ilial crown. meaning tha t no rhizome Lips 
have yet managed to produce any new crowns. 
Figure 3.7: An example of how cha nges in parameter values can a iTect model output. Here. 
the s imulation is run for on! ' 70 time-stepb for cla rity a nd 6 is varied from 6 - 5° (left ) to 
6 = 20° (centre) to 6 = 1 oo (right ). Xote the large change in behav iour between simulations 
run under t he th ree different paramcl r va lu s. parli <.:ula rly t he number of crowns genera l d. 
the a rea covered by the rhizomes and how tortuous Lhe rhizomes a re. 
C learly the effect 6 has on the model output is s ignificant and this is on ly one of many 
para meters in the model. Accurate paramcterisaLion of the model is therefore essentia l if 
realistic a nd va lid results are to be obtained . The use of field-da ta in the model meant l hal 
appropriate values for t he majority of the pa rameters were a ttainable. O nly I hree parameter 
value rema ined unknown: c. 6 and Pp (see Tab. 3. 1). \\'ith 50 few unknowns it wru, possible 
lo carry out an extensive study on the effect of these para meters on the model output. The 
htand cha racteristics studied in the parameter surveys below a re crown density a nd 5tand 
growth coeffi cient a. (see equa t,ion (3. 1)). ta tist ics were taken from thos si mu I at ions that 
produced fully established s tands. T his was defin ed to be stands tha t had exhibited area 
expa nsion for a t least 50 Lime-steps. tanrls tha t had not exhibited a rea expansion for a t 
least 50 l ime-bleps were omil! ed from the s ta tistics. Por s tands tha l complete ly d ied ou the 
number of t ria ls included in the s ta tis tics a rc noted in the text. 
Maximum D eviation, 8 
Figure 3. shows the rela t ion hip b tween the maximum devia t ion (angle of maximum turn) 
allowed in the correlated random walk, 6. and the mean crown density ( left) and a (right ) . 
For 0 ::; 6 ::; ~10° the predicted crown density remains almo l constant a t jus t oYer 1 
crown per square metre. For 6 > 10° I he general t rend is monotonically increasing with 
greater va ria bility exhibited for larger 6. This is due to large 6 re. ulting in a slower ra te of 
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Figure 3 8· The effects of fj (m degrees) on mean crown density (left, 5-18 tnals per data 
pomt) and growth parameter a (nght, 3-14 tnals per data pomt) Bars md1cate ± 1 standard 
deviatiOn Other parameters m the tnals are as given m Tab 3 L 
area expansiOn (see below) which means that rhizomes have a higher hkehhood of 'filhng m 
the gaps' with new crowns, leadmg to the observed higher crown density 
For 8 2: lOo the area expansiOn curve IS monotomcally decreasing with mcreasing 8 as 
expected The relatively low value for a m the VICimty of the biOlogically unhkely case 8 = 0° 
1s an art1fact of the way the simulatiOn works The depth boundanes are zero-flux and If 
a segment exceeds the depth hm1t durmg Its growth phase then It IS adJusted such that Its 
tip hes on the boundary. Therefore, smce for 8 = 0° there is no change of directiOn from 
one time-step to the next, once a segment reaches either boundary It will contmue to grow 
along that boundary As the simulatiOn progresses this means that many rhizome segments 
will have grown beneath the maximum depth reqmred for crown generatiOn with no chance 
of re-entenng the viable zone, resultmg m an artificially reduced mean value for a 
The fastest growth m area IS exhibited m the range of 5--40°, after which area expansiOn 
becomes almost neghg1ble in the studied time-scale This IS due to the generatiOn of highly 
tortuous rhizome segments, resultmg m a restncted outward expansion and, hence, a reduced 
growth rate It IS therefore hkely that an appropnatc value for 8 hes w1thm the range of 
5--40°, which IS also supported by the predicted mean crown density above In the absence 
of crown growth and rh1zome death, the case m which 8 = 180° IS eqmvalent to the rhizomes 
undertakmg a simple random walk rather than a correlated one However, It IS noted that 
smce growth is occurrmg, the A "'" at2 behaviOur IS preserved m this case 
No stand deaths were observed for simulatwns run under all parameter values except 
8 = 70° (1 out of 9 tnals) and 8 = 170° (2 out of 46 tnals) 
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Probability of a Crown Forming, c 
Figure 3 9 shows the relatiOnship between c, the probability of a crown formmg at the tip 
of a rhiZome segment given that all of the other prerequisite conditions have been met, and 
the mean crown density (left) and a ( nght) 
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Figure 3 9 The effects of c on mean crown density (left, 3-18 tnals per data pomt) and 
growth parameter a (nght, 3-14 tnals per data pomt) Bars md1cate ±1 standard deviation 
Other parameters m the tnals are as given m Tab 3 L 
The general trend exhibited by the mean crown density IS monotomcally mcreasmg with 
cas expected The crown density obserYed m the field of 1 08 crowns m-2 suggests that an 
appropriate value for c lies m the range 0 0029--{) 0145 
The general shape of the area curve md1cates that a increases monotomcally with c with 
the greatest change occurnng between c = 0 005 to c = 0 05 For c > 0 05 the mtraspec1fic 
competitiOn conditiOns play a much greater role m lim1tmg the rate of area expansiOn due 
to the higher mc1dence of crown generatiOn For small c the predicted mean value for a IS 
very small and will vamsh as c ---> 0 This IS mamly due to the fact that the probability 
of a segment 'dymg' (no further growth permanently), Pd, becomes much larger than c and 
hence rhizome segments are far more likely to d1e before they have a chance to develop a 
new crown 
No stand deaths were observed for s1mulatwns run under all parameter values except 
c = 0 0003625 (3 out of 100 tnals), c = 0 0014 (2 out of 12 tnals) and c = 0 0072 (1 out of 
6 tnals) 
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Probability of a Rhizome Remaining Stationary, Pv 
F1gure 3.10 shows the relationship between pp, the probab1hty that a rhizome will not grow 
at any g1ven time-step, and the mean crown dens1ty (left) and a (nght) 
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F1gure 3 10 The effects of Pp on mean crown dens1ty (left, 7-18 tnals per data pomt) and 
growth parameter a (right, 6-14 tnals per data pomt) Bars mdicate ± 1 standard dev1atwn 
Other parameters m the tnals are as g1ven m Tab 3 1 
The mean crown dens1ty pred1cted by the simulations IS not s1gmficantly affected for 
Pp E [0, 0 4] w1th pred1cted densities lymg m the range 1-1 2 crowns m - 2 , but for Pp > 0 4 
the general trend IS monotomcally mcreasmg with pp ThiS is explained by the increase 
m time spent m v1able areas due to the slower rate of extenswn caused by the mcreased 
mc1dence of rhizomes remammg statwnary 
As expected, the rate of area expanswn IS greatest for Pp = 0, for wh1ch there IS no 
retardation of extenswn, and zero for Pp = 1 smce no growth will occur on any time scale 
The growth rate of the stand decreases w1th mcreasmg pP smce each rh1zome 1s less hkely to 
surv1ve to form a crown due to random exp1ratwn (Pd) becommg an mcreasmgly dommant 
factor Indeed, no stand deaths were observed for s1mulatwns run under all parameter values 
except for Pp= 0 1 (1 out of 10 tnals), Pv = 0 8 (2 out of 18 tnals) and, most s1gmficantly, 
Pp= 0 9 (30 out of 177 tnals) 
3.4.3 Variation of Known Parameters 
Whilst many of the parameter values reqmred for the model were d1rectly measurable from 
the field samples, 1t 1s st1ll of mterest to mvestlgate the effects that varymg these has on the 
model output m a s1m1lar fashion to the parameter surveys detmled m Sectwn 3 4.2 Smce 
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m many cases these represent physical properties of the plant, knowmg their mfluence on the 
rhizome network's development m1ght allow for management techmques that duectly target 
particularly mfluentJal parameters As a tnvml example, mcreasmg the chance of rh1zome 
segments dymg (pd) would result m mcreased mstances of the death of the entire Simulated 
stand One m1ght therefore consider the apphcatwn of herbicide to mcrease Pd in the field 
and hence kill a stand 
Due to computmg hm1tatwns, mveshgatwns mto the effects of the known parameters 
were performed, although not as extensively as those discussed in Sectwn 3 4 2 Prehmmary 
work suggests the followmg results m1ght be obtamed upon further mvest1gatwn: 
Probability of a segment dying, Pd 
F1gure 3 11 shows the effects of Pd on mean crown dens1ty and growth parameter a It was 
expected that both crown dens1ty and a would decrease monotomcally w1th mcreasmg Pd 
due to the mcreased mc1dence of segment death retardmg stand expanswn (so that fewer 
areas viable for new crown generatwn are reached) However, after an imt1al small drop, 
the mean crown dens1ty seems to remam reasonably constant over the range mvest1gated 
In contrast, a does seem to be affected by Pd, showmg an JllltJal small mcrease (wh1ch may 
JUSt be an artifact of the small sample s1ze) to a maximum followed by a monotomc decrease 
thereafter for increasmg Pd Rates of entire stand death would be expected to mcrease w1th 
Pd, although statistics are unavailable at present 
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F1gure 3 11 The effects (2-18 tnals per data pomt) of Pd on mean crown denmty (left) and 
growth parameter a (nght) Bars md1cate ±1 standard devmtwn Other parameters m the 
tnals are as g1ven m Tab. 3 1 
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Number of rhizomes generated by new crowns, r 
F1gure 3 12 shows the effects of r on mean crown dens1ty and growth parameter a No 
sJmulahons were earned out for r > 3 since they rapidly became prohibitively processor-
mtensJve for the avmlable computmg resources However, for r = 1, 2, 3 the crown dens1ty 
and a both seem to m crease almost hnearly w1th r It IS expected that th1s w1ll reach a hm1t 
for h1gher r due to the bmlt-in mtraspeclfic competitiOn m the model 
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F1gure 3.12 The effects (3-30 tnals per data pomt) of r on mean crown dens1ty (left) and 
growth parameter a (nght) Bars md1cate ±1 standard dev~atwn Other parameters m the 
tnals are as g1ven m Tab 3 1 
Maximum branching order, 'Y 
Vanatwn of 'Y was also restncted by computmg resources For 'Y > 3 s1mulatwns were agam 
too expensive m computation time Also, 'Y = 1 causes almost 1mmed1ate stand death m the 
s1mulatwn smce the segments become mact1ve once they reach the1r first branchmg pomts 
and hence no new crowns are formed Settmg 'Y = 2 also causes a s1gmficant mcrease in entire 
stand death rates over the standard 'Y = 3, w1th 7 of 13 tnals (""' 54%) resultmg in entire 
stand death before 200 t1me-steps None of the sJmulatwns earned out for 'Y = 2 resulted m 
any stand development pnor to 150 t1me-steps and hence the statistics are neglected here 
Maximum crown formation depth, he 
F1gure 3 13 shows the effects of he on mean crown dens1ty and growth parameter a De-
creasmg he from -0 1 to -0 7 m deep results m a small nse m crown dens1ty, although 1t 
IS relatively ms1gmficant and may only be a result of the mherent stochastJCJty of the sJm-
ulatwns Further s1mulatwns may y1eld d1fferent results However, a does seem to exh1b1t 
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a generally mcreasmg trend w1th deeper he Th1s 1s because allowmg crown generatwn at 
greater depths means that fewer rh1zomes escape the v1able zone and, hence, more crowns 
are hkely to be formed wh1ch results in faster stand expanswn 
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F1gure 3 13 The effects (3-18 trials per data pomt) of he on mean crown dens1ty (left) and 
growth parameter a (nght) Bars ind1cate ±1 standard dev1atwn Other parameters m the 
tnals are as g1ven m Tab 3 1 
Maximum depth limit of rhizome growth, hmax 
F1gure 3 14 shows the effects of hmax on mean crown dens1ty and growth parameter a 
For hmax > he, crown dens1ty 1s h1gher than normal smce all rh1zomes remam m a zone 
v1able for crown generatwn (so long as another crown 1s not already present nearby), but for 
hmax < he the crown dens1ty returns to the level of the standard s1mulatwns and remams 
largely unaffected by decreasmg hmax further A gradual monotonic reductwn in a 1s seen 
as hmax becomes more negat1ve Th1s 1s hkely due to the increasing depth prov1dmg more 
and more space for the rhizomes to grow down below the vmble zone The deeper this 1s, 
the less hkely deep rh1zomes are to return to the vmble zone and so the slower the stand w1ll 
expand 
3.5 Using the Model for Evaluation of Disposal Costs: 
A Case Study 
In delay there hes no plenty 
Wzlham Shakespeare 
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Figure 3 14 The effects (3-18 tnals per data pomt) of hmax on mean crown density (left) 
and growth parameter a (nght) Bars md1cate ±1 standard devmtwn Other parameters m 
the tnals are as given m Tab 3 1 
One of the pnmary mot1vatwns for the development of the models contamed in this 
report was so that they could be used as a tool to demonstrate to those parties concerned 
the potential economic costs of fa~lmg to apply management on sites where knotweed IS 
present Graphical illustratiOn of how a stand might look m the future If left untreated Is 
one way m wh1ch the models m1ght ach1eve th1s (see, for example, F1g 4 6 m Sectwn 4 3) 
Another, perhaps more mfluentlal factor to be taken mto con~1cleratwn IS the mcrease m 
financial cost of removal over t1me Aside from the size of the stand Itself, there are many 
factors affectmg the exact cost at any given Site mcludmg the distance the contammated 
sml has to be transported, local vanatwns m t1ppmg charges, taxatwn, machmery hire and 
so on Here, one specific Site (for which data was available) IS considered and the potential 
mcrease m the estimated cost of removal over time is Illustrated usmg model pred1ctwns 
Unless otherwise stated, all data/costs used m this study were provided by Cornwall County 
Council and constitute a part of a research bid In general, the figures quoted are hkely to 
be highly vanable between specific sites 
For this case study, a stand ofF Japomca near Penzance (Cornwall) IS considered Here, 
a stand of approximately 25 m2 m area needs to be removed In this case, 'removal' of a 
stand of F Japomca from a site means the excavatwn of contammated sml and bunal at a 
specmhst disposal site Estlmatwn of the total cost Is therefore made up of the followmg 
elements 
• Volume of contammated sml to be removed Rhizomes may grow to 2 m deep [18], 
but some sources report them bemg found as deep as 3 m. As a result, It may be 
necessary to excavate anythmg from 0 9-3 m deep They can also grow between 3 
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and 7 m laterally from the VISible edge of the above-ground stand The volume of 
contammated sml to be disposed of can therefore vary considerably The subject stand 
IS currently 5 m x 5 m (25 m2) m area, meamng that the area covered by the rhizomes 
could extend from 11 m x 11 m (121 m2) to 19 m x 19 m (361 m2 ) Couphng th1s with 
the poss1ble depth range of 0 9-3 m yields a potential volume of contammated sml of 
between 121 x 0 9 = 109 m3 and 361 x 3 = 1083 m3 
• Mass The mass of different substrates can vary greatly ( e g clay is generally heav1er 
than sandy soil) Knowledge of the mass of the sml1s important for two reasons 1) the 
vehicle used to transport the matenal w1ll be hm1ted m the we1ght it can carry as well as 
the volume and n) the cost of tippmg w1ll depend on the mass of the sml removed For 
the Penzance s1te, a mass of 0 75 tonnes per cub1c metre of soil1s assumed However, 
th1s is hkely to be a very conservative est1mate, perhaps for a load cons1stmg mamly of 
rh1zome and other plant matenal w1th httle soil Truitt [58] g1ves typ1cal umt we1ghts 
for vanous smls m both dry and saturated states The mean of the dry (135 lblcu ft) 
and saturated (145lblcu ft) umt weights for a well-graded mixture of gravel, sand and 
clay IS taken as a representative field umt we1ght Th1s g1ves an assumed unit we1ght 
of 140 lblcu ft, or 2 242 tonnes per cub1c metre 
• Excavatwn Th1s cost covers the machinery h1re, labour costs and any other costs 
related to the extractiOn of the contammated sml from the s1te It 1s estimated that 
excavation w1ll take 1-2 days at a cost of £300 per day 
• Transportation At present there are relatively few s1tes that are ablelwilhng to accept 
F Japonzca waste and so transportatiOn to d1sposal facJhtJes can be extremely costly 
Only one waste disposal s1te m Cornwall w1ll currently accept the matenaL Th1s IS 
located near L1skeard and IS 57 4 m1les from Penzance It IS estimated that a lorry 
w1ll take around 4 hours for one round tnp Th1s 1s at a co;t of £30 per hour for a 20 
tonne (net load capac1ty) lorry wh1ch could carry about 15m3 of sml The number of 
round tnps reqmred IS thus g1ven by 'volume of sml I lorry volume capac1ty' or 'sml 
we1ght I lorry load capac1ty' rounded up, wh1chever 1s the greater 
• T1ppmg charges ThiS mcludes charges imposed by the spec1ahst disposal s1tes reqmred 
for F Japonzca and any taxes that are applicable Tippmg charges can be highly 
vanable one s1te chargmg £35 per tonne wh1lst the s1te at L1skeard will cost over 
£200 per tonne Landfill tax is currently £18 per tonne and will nse by £3 per 
tonne each year from 2005 onwards However, m some regwns th1s tax IS wa1ved by 
Customs and Exc1se for the disposal of F Japonzca waste The current pnce quoted 
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for the L1skeard site IS £232 70 per tonne mclus1ve of landfill tax but excludmg VAT 
(currently 17 5% in the UK) 
• Relandscapmg This mcludes fillmg m the hole created during excavatiOn and any 
subsequent landscapmg This IS estimated to cost around £5 per cubic metre 
These costs are summansed m Table 3 2 The difference m the cost between the best and 
worst case scenanos is clearly significant 
Item Calculation Min. cost Calculation Max. Cost 
ExcavatiOn 1 day £300 2 days £600 
Transport rll059l X 4 X 30 £960 r 1083;02 2421 X 4 X 30 £14,640 
T1ppmg 109 X 2 242 X 232 70 £56,866 76 1083 X 2 242 X 232 70 £565,015 61 
Landscapmg 109 X 5 £545 1083 X 5 £5,415 
Total £57,711.76 £585,670.61 
Table 3 2 Summary of estimated costs of disposal for the present state of the subject stand 
located m the Penzance area Note the much higher cost resultmg from the more extensive 
rhizome growth 
These data are coupled with the simulatiOn predictiOns for the standard parameter set 
(see SectiOn 3 4 1) with the maximum depth to which rhizomes may grow, hmax, modified to 
account for the minimum and maximum volume sct>nanos To calculate the minimum cost, 
the mean (over 10 tnals) simulated area expansiOn for hmax = -0 9 was used Similarly, 
to calculate the maximum cost, the mean (over 10 tnals) simulated area expansiOn for 
hmax = -3 was used Figure 3 15 shows how the mean (1 e 1gnonng the model's mherent 
vanab1hty) minimum and maximum cost for disposal might grow over the next 10 years 
accordmg to the predictions of the correlated random walk model These assume a constant 
mflatwn rate of 2% per year (rounded to nearest whole % and extrapolated from predicted 
consumer pnce mflatwn rates m [45]) If the volume to be disposed of was the minimum 
Initially and rhizomes remam at most 0 9 m deep, costs should mcrease by approximately 
£40,116 (a 70% nse) m the next 10 years, excludmg VAT If the volume to be disposed of 
was at the maximum Initially, costs could mcrease by as much as around £249,234 (43% 
increase) 
The disposal costs associated w1th removmg problematic stands ofF Japonzca can clearly 
be extremely h1gh The predicted mcrease m these costs demonstrated above represents a 
considerable financial burden for all concerned parties Furthermore, the relatively short 
timescale m which such extra cost IS mcurred h1ghhghts the Importance of deahng with 
infestatiOns promptly 
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Figure 3.15· Growth in stand area (top) and disposal costs (bottom) as predicted by the cor-
related random walk model for the m1mmum (left) and maximum (nght) volume scenanos 
The faster area expanswn exh1b1ted by the mm1mum volume scenano IS due to the shallower 
depth hm1ts meamng rhizomes tend to extend laterally more than vertically Note that to 
dispose of waste m the maximum volume scenano IS estimated to be an order of magnitude 
more expensive 
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3.6 Discussion 
In thts sectiOn a 3D correlated random walk model for the development of a rhtzome network 
m the mvastve weed F Japonzca was constructed The collectiOn and subsequent use of 
field data ( detmled m Chapter 2) m the parametensatwn and validatiOn of the modelling 
features strongly m thts work and extensive study of the effects of the few remammg unknown 
parameters on the crown denstty and rate of stand area expansiOn was undertaken The 
stmulatwn demonstrated that the model solutions arc robust to changes m parameters, in 
that a small parameter change only leads to a small quantitative change m results 
For the standard parameter set, It was found that a = 0 0035 Smce this figure IS based 
on temporal mcrements of 4 months (one third of a year), this IS eqmvalent to saymg that 
A ~ 9aY2 = 0 0315Y2 where Y IS m full years Expenence suggests that this value may 
be somewhat low for real s1tuatwns, somethmg that remams to be shown through further 
fieldwork However, It should be emphastsed that this predictiOn IS for the Idealised situatiOn 
m which the stand IS not subject to any external mfluences such as human disturbance, 
environmental conditiOns, weather and so on These factors all may mtroduce varymg degrees 
of disturbance m the field, somethmg that IS well-known to encourage the plant's spread 
This shows JUSt how Important some of these external mfluences might be m the plant's 
dispersal rate 
Modelling the development of a rhtzome network at a smgle clone scale necessitates 
the use of the third d1menswn Although some exceptwnal stands can grow to over 200 
m2 m area, 30--100 m2 IS more typical and at this scale the third dimension still plays a 
s1gmficant part m 1ts development Furthermore, the use of the third dimension m the 
correlated random walk IS essenttal If the obtamed field data, which was Itself gleaned from 
a 3D structure, IS to be utilised. Its mcluswn not only represents the biology more closely, 
but key measurable data such as branchmg angles and segment lengths would be rendered 
Irrelevant m a 2D model Fmally, 3D growth allows the rhizomes to circumnavigate obstacles 
m an mhomogeneous environment The modular formulatiOn of the mmulatwn code allows 
for easy ImplementatiOn of barriers to growth If reqmred Some of these are zero-flux (1 e 
Impenetrable) m nature, which may (e g walls and fences) or may not (e g a road) generally 
be negotiable by the plant, but others may only affect growth rates ( e g poor or very dense 
substrate) The ability to overcome these Impediments as the plant does m the wtld IS cructal 
to the formulatwn of a realistic model 
The correlated random walk model discussed m this sectwn accurately predtcts many of 
the field observatiOns from this study Smce the field data features so heavily m the model, 
the stmulatwns are able to produce realistic maps of a rhizome network's structure As 
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such 1t serves as a useful bas1s for more complex models m terms of a model free from any 
external mfiuences such as management techmques, rhizome fragment transport m npanan 
environments or predation The model could be used to pred1ct the spread rates of ex1stmg 
stands or of new clones and also fac1litates the estlmatwn of bwmass for a spec1fic stand, 
although further mvest1gat10n of the vanab1lity m rh1zome diameters may be necessary here 
Management of F ;apomca mfestatwns can be extremely costly and 1t would therefore be 
useful m the pnontisatwn and economic viability assessment of sites for treatment An 
example of how the model predictiOns m1ght be used for such a purpose IS demonstrated 
m Sectwn 3 5 Here, the potential costs of d1sposmg of a problem stand of F. ;apomca 
accordmg to the model predJctwns exh1b1t considerable mcreases over the relatively short 
t1mespan of 10 years A Similar study (requmng mod1ficatwn to the model to account for 
the ongomg effects of treatment) could also be undertaken for a programme of herbiCide 
treatment Th1s IS likely to be cheaper overall but IS a long-term method of management, 
whereas the excavatiOn of the ent1re stand and bunal at a spec1ahst s1te 1s immediately 
effective 
There ex1sts a w1de scope for extendmg th1s work further F1rstly, further field data IS 
highly desirable m developmg the model. Cam [13] reports a w1de vanation m the clonal 
growth parameters (branchmg angles, rh1zome lengths and number of daughter rh1zomes) 
between different sample s1tes for Sohdago altzsszma The same IS hkely to be true for F 
;aponzca, suggestmg that an area for further research would be the collectiOn of eqmvalent 
data to that used m th1s report from different hab1tat types The areas sampled were 
representative of a typ1cal roadside verge/woodland hab1tat The fieldwork m Cornwall 
was earned out on the penphery of a large stand and stud1ed relatively young crowns and 
rhizomes Older rh1zomes are known to grow to a much larger diameter and 1t would be 
mterestmg to compare the1r properties w1th the newer growth The sml also contamed a 
lot of dumped material such as slate, rubble, glass bottles and so on wh1ch IS a typical 
feature of the way m wh1ch F Japonzca JS spread by human actlVlty, particularly fly-tipping 
However, 1t only represents a smgle sample stand from a smgle hab1tat type There are many 
different environments m which F. Japomca may be found, e g sand dunes or nver gravel, 
and 1t IS reasonable to assume that 1ts behaviOur m1ght be different m each. As well as the 
habitat type, environmental conditions such as pH values, availability of water, sml stability, 
water-tables, mmeral content, altitude, sources of light and competitiOn vary considerably 
and all play a s1gmficant part m the performance of the plant. It would be mterestmg to 
see how data from th1s study compare w1th those from s1tes featurmg vanatwns in any of 
these factors As mentwned above, the properties of the long time spread on a larger scale 
may be determined from th1s model and so the mvestJgatwn of field &pread rates would 
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therefore be extremely useful, particularly in validatmg the quadratic expanswn m time of 
the stand area predicted by the CRW model It would also facilitate the ass1gnment of an 
appropnate value to a, wh1ch could then be referenced agamst the parameter surveys to 
select appropnate parameter values for those that remain unknown At present such data 
IS not read1ly available However, a current study by CABI Bwsciences m Switzerland (see 
[29]) should yield results relevant to this validation and should produce future collaborative 
work Further field data may also be of use in a number of other ways For example, g1ven 
eqmvalent data to that currently used and poss1bly some small mod1ficahons, the model 
could be used to compare the development of the d1fferent vane lies of F yaponzca ( e g F. 
yaponzca var. compacta or F yaponzca var. sachalmenszs ), hybrids such as F yaponzca x 
bohemzca or even completely different clonal spec1es exh1bitmg vegetative growth such as 
Solzdago altzsszma (goldenrod), Arundo donax (g1ant reed) or Rubus Jrutzcosus aggregate 
(blackberry) 
Work on the model1tself and 1ts predictions may also be extended m a number of ways 
Hormonal s1gnals play a maJor role m the control of ap1cal dommance, branchmg and crown 
formatwn At present these features are modelled phenomenolog1cally and a more bwlog-
JCally accurate mechamsm could be mcluded for such hormonal control Another area for 
further development of the model would be to include the effects of some of the management 
techmques employed to control the spread of F. yaponzca Of particular mterest here would be 
the effects of different herbicides or a future bwcontrol agent The mcluswn of heterogeneous 
habitats such as phys1cal barners to growth and lower quality substrate could be ach1eved 
by the mtroductwn of spatially dependent parameters that vary m d1fferent regwns of the 
domam At present th1s has been mcluded m a s1mple manner for the reactwn-d1ffuswn 
model descnbed m Sectwn 4 2 and could be included m a similar way for the CRW model 
AdditiOnally, mmor mod1ficatwns to the programme code would allow 1t to mcorporate the 
hab1tat topology, such as h1lls and slopes. The results of the fieldwork m the second survey 
(Sectwn 2 3 3) show that the new rh1zome growth can be h1ghly vanable m length, suggesting 
that vanable step-lengths dunng the correlated random walk m1ght be a smtable adaptatiOn 
of the model Fmally, the CRW model predicts expanswn of stand area that IS quadratic m 
t1me Another w1dely-used class of model known as reactwn-d1ffuswn models also pred1ct 
such expanswn m area for large time The use of a spec1fic reactwn-d1ffuswn equahon (the 
F1sher equatwn) as the basis for modelling the spat~al spread of stands of F yaponzca on 
larger spat1al and temporal scales IS d1scussed m Chapter 4 
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Chapter 4 
Modelling the Spatial Spread of 
Aerial Stems in F. japonica: Larger 
Scales and Riparian Habitats 
4.1 Introduction 
The correlated random walk model for the development of the subterranean rhtzome network 
for F Japonzca descnbed m Chapter 3 seems to predict such field data as was obtamable 
for model vahdatwn well However, the use of the model on larger t1me and spat1al scales 
raptdly becomes computatwnally substantial due to the exponential increase m the number 
of calculatwns performed over t1me Whtlst modelhng at a smgle stand scale 1s useful for 
many of the proposed apphcations of the model, 1t would also be benefictal to look at larger 
spatial scales such as a watercourse or a field (O(IOO m2 ) and above) Indeed, the case of 
mfested watercourses 1s of particular mterest as th1s 1s one of the hab1tat types m whtch the 
1mpact of the presence ofF Japonzca 1s ecologtcally most damaging As a first step towards 
modelhng th1s s1tuatwn, Sectwn 4 2 details the use of a reactwn-dtffuswn model, the Ftsher 
equatwn, to model the spatial spread of the aerial stems m a stand of F. Japonzca Such a 
model1s more effictently solved than the correlated random walk model for larger spatial and 
temporal scales The numencal solutwn of th1s model 1s then descnbed m Sectwn 4 3 A 
ID model based on a reactwn dtffuswn equatwn that has been extended to mcorporate the 
mfluence of a watercourse 1s then cons1dered m Sectwn 4 4 Stmulatwn of the ID npanan 
model 1s dtscussed m Sectwn 4 6 Fmally, the ID npanan model 1s mcorporated mto the 
ongmal s1mulatwn of the 2D Ftsher model in Sectwn 4 7 to form a compartmentahsed 
stmulatwn model for the spatial spread of a stand in npanan habttats 
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4.2 A Reaction-Diffusion Model of Aerial Stem Dis-
persal 
The 'log1stJc equatwn' IS an example of a Simple, smgle-vanable population model used to 
model local populatwn growth m the absence of any dispersal mechamsm 
(4 1) 
where u IS the populatwn dens1ty, t IS time, r IS the mtnnsic growth rate of the spec1es and 
k represents the carrymg capac1ty of the spec1es' hab1tat [11, 14, 47]. The carrymg capac1ty 
represents a max1mum hm1t to the populatwn dens1ty brought about by hm1ted resources 
w1thm the habitat, meanmg that the environment can only support a fimte dens1ty of mdJ-
vJduals [11, 14, 47] Here, 1t is assumed that the environment IS closed and homogeneous so 
that the carrying capac1ty, k, w1ll be taken as a constant 
A more complex model than the classJcallogJstic equatwn is the reactwn-d1ffuswn model 
m wh1ch local dispersal IS also accounted for along w1th the local growth, representmg a 
natural extenswn of equations such as ( 4 1) 
ou 82u 
ot = D fJx2 + f(u) (4 2) 
Here, f(u) IS the growth ('reactwn') term, '!;: JS the rate of change of the populatwn dens1ty 
w1th time and D ~:~ represents spatml movement m one d1menswn w1th a constant d1ffuswn 
coefficient D Smce classical d1ffuswn IS the dispersal mechamsm assumed here, the spatial 
flux, J, of the populatwn IS g1ven by J = -D~~ [47] Such models have been used for 
many applicatwns m bwlogy, med1cme and chem1stry One spec1fic reactwn-d1ffuswn model 
IS known as the F1sher equatwn and, m 10, takes the form 
ou &2u u 
- = D- + ru(1--) &t ox2 k 
where r 1s the mtnns1c growth rate of the subJect spec1es and r, D > 0 The F1sher equatwn 
was proposed by F1sher [26] as a model for the spatial spread of a favoured gene m a 
populatwn Note that long-distance dispersal events, such as wind-borne seed dispersal, are 
excluded from th1s model The F1sher equatwn 1s very well-studied and IS known to predict a 
constant wavespeed g1ven by c :2:: 2VTJ5 [47, 48] on an mfimte domam. For Jmtlal conditiOns, 
u(x, 0), w1th compact support the travelling wavefront solutwn evolves to the solutwn with 
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the mmimum wavespeed 
C.mn = 2Vrf5, (4 3) 
as described m [47] The quadratic expansiOn m time of the area covered by a stand of F. 
Japonzca, as pred1cted by the correlated random walk (CRW) model m Chapter 3, IS ent1rely 
consistent w1th the large t1me behavwur of the 2D F1sher equatwn 
G1ven the rad1al expansiOn veloc1ty m equatwn ( 4.3), 1t may be deduced that the 
A~ 1rc;.,nt2 = 47rr Dt2 Consequently, one can relate th1s to the CRW model w1th 
n=47rrD 
(4 4) 
area 
(4 5) 
by companson w1th equatwn (3 1) Thus, a model &uch as the F1sher equatwn should 
be a useful phenomenolog1cal equatwn for modelling stand expanswn over long timescales 
and larger spatial scales than the CRW model ( e g. 10-100 m2 or above) because 1t IS 
computatwnally more effic1ent to solve in such Circumstances. G1vcn appropnate field data 
the CRW model would allow the deduction of a realistic value for n, wh1ch can then be used 
to estimate the product rD (through equatwn (4 5)) Th1s can not be determmed usmg the 
'snapshot' data from th1s study wh1ch IS based on fieldwork from a smgle VISit 
Smce F Japonzca does not spread vm seed dispersal m the UK, 1t IS assumed that the 
spatwl spread of the aenal stems of the plant may be modelled by a random walk process 
H1ggms and R1chardson [33] g1ve a rev1ew of different models of alien plant spread m wh1ch 
the smtab1hty of reactwn-d1ffuswn models, amongst others, IS assessed. They note some of 
the cnhc1sms that have been made by vanous authors against the use of reactwn-d1ffuswn 
models for ahen plant mvaswns and the s1mplifymg assumptwns that reaction-diffusion mod-
els make It IS suggested that, wh1lst reactwn-d1ffuswn models have enJoyed numerous suc-
cesses at modelling the spread of ammal spec1es and d1seases, they are perhaps less smted 
to ahen plant spread These cntic1sms (see [33] for spec1fic references) include 
• The reactwn-d1ffuswn model IS known to have been fa1rly successful at modelling the 
spread of certain ammals and diseases, but IS somet1mes found to pred1ct a rate of 
spread of up to an order of magmtude lower than observed m the field Th1s 1s thought 
to be due to usmg parameters that were estimated at lower hierarchical levels ( e g 
from mdJv1duals) to model mvasions at h1gher hierarchical levels (e g regwnal) 
• The model takes no account of age/stage structure, 1t's pred1ctwns of mvasion speed 
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s1mply bemg a functwn of the growth rate r and the d1ffuswn coefficient D. Modifica-
tiOns to mclude the effects of age, reproductiOn and movement mteractJons were seen 
to 1mprove the model's performance only shghtly 
• The model assumes that an mvasion may be seen as a smgle expandmg focus wh1ch 1s 
rarely seen m plant mvasions. 
• Few models of plant mvaswns have used reactwn-d1ffuswn models, even though they 
have been relatively successful m a number of apphcatwns to the spread of ammals and 
disease In one example the model was apphed to the spread of postglacJa! oak trees 
m England, but was shown to be useful only m determmmg that somethmg additiOnal 
was responsible for the spread rate observed (a secondary d1sperser of the seeds) In 
another example the model was apphed to the spread of a number of spec1es of tree 
m the BntJsh Isles m order to estimate their diffusivity The spread rate pred1cted by 
the model was found to be unrealistically h1gh, suggestmg that the spec1es modelled 
were not subject to smgle focus spread 
• The model pred1cts that the square root of the area that the mvader covers should 
mcrease linearly w1th t1me The slope of th1s !me should correspond to the mean wave-
speed of the mvaswn Neither of these two cnteria were met under an expenment to 
test the reactwn-d1ffusion model at modelling an mvaswn of Mzmosa pzgra m Australia 
• It IS suggested that some of the underlymg assumptwns made by the reactwn-d1ffuswn 
model are unreasonable when modelling plant mvaswns An example of th1s m1ght 
be m that the model assumes normally d1stnbuted dispersal distances, whereas many 
wmd/ammal-d!spersed plants actually have strongly leptokurt1c (1 e exh1b1tmg h1gh 
kurtosis w1th a h1gher 'peak' and th1cker tails than the normal d1stnbutwn) dJstnbu-
twns Also, some plants are dispersed v1a more than one means, wh1ch means that 
extra d1ffuswn coefficients may be reqmred 
• Modlficatwns to a PDE model can be complicated and hence the add1t10n of stochas-
tJcJty, to account for such thmgs as rare long-d1stance dispersal events, to the model 
may be difficult This could be one reason why the model somet1mes underestimates 
mvaswn rates 
• PDEs are smd to be unsmtable for cases where dispersal IS directed (e g v1a some 
form of tax1s) and not random, and also for where heterogeneity m the environment 
affects the dispersal ( e g. a prevmhng wind for seed-dispersed plants) 
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However, the arguments presented are less apphcable m the context of this work than 
m other uses of the model Its apphcatwn here IS on a relatively small scale and IS not 
concerned with the large-scale mvaswn Itself but with the expanswn of mdlVldual stands. 
Given the plant's solely vegetative spread, It IS not affected by external factors such as wmd 
that might otherwise have enhanced seed dispersal and hence mtroduced some directwnal 
bias In non-npanan habitats and m the absence of human disturbance, mcidences of long-
distance dispersal are also rare to non-existent More Importantly, the Fisher equatwn IS 
used here on a purely phenomenological basis and therefore the underlymg assumptwns of 
the model are less Important than the spread rate it predicts Indeed, the results discussed m 
Section 3 6 and above further support the use of a Fisher-type model as a phenomenological 
representatwn of stand expanswn due to Its predictwn of a constant wavefront speed given 
by equatwn (4 3) Should the predictwn of area expanswn bemg quadratic in time prove to 
fit field data well for indlVldual stands, the Fisher equatwn should be a reasonable choice of 
model for predictmg area expanswn after all 
The assumptwn IS made that F Japonzca undergoes traditwnallogistic growth m crown 
formatwn Also, smce the observed crown density (see Chapter 2) was around 1 crown/m2, 
k = 1 crown/m2 IS taken for the carrymg capacity Thus, the followmg two-dimensional 
Fisher equatwn IS taken to model the spatial spread of the aenal stems 
au 
Dt 'V (D'Vu) + f(u) 
(4 6) 
where the first term on the nght-hand Slde of the equatwn repre&ents the spatml 5pread of 
the plant m the x and y directwns, whlist the second term represents Its natural local growth 
as d!Scussed prevwusly m this sectwn 
4.3 Numerical Simulation of the Fisher Equation 
A simulatwn of the solutwn of the 20 Fisher equatwn (4 6) was programmed m Matlab 
The solutwn domam IS approximated by a gnd L nodes m width by H nodes m height 
These are separated by a distance l and h respectively (see Figure 4.1, left) Gndpoints 
were mdexed from top to bottom, then left to nght This method of mdexmg was chosen 
to Simphfy the codmg of the simulatwn smce vanous Matlab functwns reqmre conventwnal 
matnx addressmg to make correct use of the data Thus, let the value of u(x, y, t) at a 
time t and at spatial pomt P on the gnd be denoted by u:,1 , where z = 1, 2, , H and 
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J = 1, 2, . , L relate to the (x, y) coordinates as shown m F1gure 4 1 Th1s means that 
u;_1,1, u;+1,1, u;,1_1 and u;,J+I represent the values above, below, to the left and to the nght 
of u;,J respectively These, along w1th u;,1, make up the 'fimte difference molecule' (F1gure 
4 1, nght) 
I=H 
j-1 
X 
p 
U,-l,J 
J=L 
F1gure 4 1 The s1mulated domam m the reaction-d1ffuswn model was represented by a 
discrete mesh (left) An example pomt P and 1ts surroundmg pomts are h1ghhghted m the 
mesh to illustrate one of the fimte d1fference 'molecules' (nght) 
On a d1scretJzed domam such as th1s, the spatial denvatlves m the 2D F1sher equatiOn 
(4 6) may be approximated by usmg fimte differences [52] where 
and 
n2 t 2'+' u u ,....,_, ut-1,; - ua,; ua+l,J 
8y2 ~ h2 
The temporal denvat1ve IS then represented by 1ts forward difference approx1matwn, 
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so that the exphc1t fimte difference scheme 
ut+!= t:>.tD (u;,1_ 1 - 2u;,J + u;,J+l + u;_1,1 - 2u;,J + u;+l,J) (4 7) 
t,J Z2 h2 . 
+ t:>.tru!) 1 - u!,1) + u!,1 
IS obtamed. It IS well known (see, for example, [44] for proof) that the stability of such a 
scheme 1s guaranteed for 
Dt:>.t - +- < -( 1 1) 1 Z2 h2 - 2 (4 8) 
The fimte difference equatiOn ( 4 7) for solvmg the F1sher model is a very well studied scheme 
and reqmres no further elaboratwn here, although stab1hty analysis that IS applicable to such 
a scheme IS discussed m Section 4 7 for a similar scheme w1th some additiOnal components 
Imt!ally the model was simulated on a rectangular homogeneous domam, the boundanes 
ofwh1ch were taken to be zero-flux, ux(O,y) = ux(Lx,Y) = 0 and uy(x,O) = uy(x,Hy) = 0, 
where Lx = l(L- 1) and Hy = h(H- 1) are the domam w1dth and he1ght m real space 
Notmg that the fimte difference approx1matwns for ~~ and ~~ are 
ou t t 
""' 
u~,J+l - uz ;-1 
ox 21 
ou t t 
""' 
ut+l,J - uz-l,J 
ay 2h 
and 1mposmg the zero-flux boundary conditiOns, 1t may be deduced that u;+l,J = u;_1,1 for 
x = 0, Lx and u;,J+l = u;,1 _ 1 for y = 0, Hy. Thus, for any points at the boundary at wh1ch one 
or more pomts of the fimte difference molecule he outs1de the boundary, the correspondmg 
value from the opposmg side of the fimte difference molecule may be substituted 
F1gure 4 2 shows how the simulated solution develops over time For Imtial cond1t10ns 
in wh1ch a smgle fragment of rhizome IS mtroduced to the otherwise empty domam (1 e 
u(40,50,0) = 1 and u(x,y,O) = 0 elsewhere m the figure), a smgle expanding circular stand 
IS formed as expected. Th1s bas1c simulatwn programme was then extended to mclude a 
number of advanced features These are descnbed below 
Advanced simulation features 
The use of a 2D reactwn-d1ffuswn model was motivated by the need for a tool to demon-
strate how a stand of F Japonzca m1ght look in the future 1f left to grow naturally w1th no 
human mterventwn For th1s to be achieved, a number of advanced features needed to be 
Implemented in the Slmulatwn of the F1sher model to enhance 1ts capabilities as a useful and 
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Figure 4.2: The simula ted solution to the Fisher model for L - 201. H = 16L l = h = 0.5 
a nd 6.t = 0.01 (so that the stabili ty cri terion (4. ) is sat isfi ed). Areas of higher populaLion 
densiLy are red whi lst Lhe lower population densities are blue. 
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versatile tool. The major features added include the following: 
• The a bility to run the simula tion on a geographical map incorporating a custom do-
main. A facility lo underlay any backgrou nd image in the ~rlatlab figures ena bles the 
simulation of st ands on arbiLrary maps depicting hypothetical or physical geography. 
T his means that sp ecific infesta tions in the field may be s tud ied and predict ions made 
as to their future properties. Of course, the terra in displayed on such ma p may not 
be homogeneous in nature. They may feature roads, buildings, watercourses and other 
terrain types tha t act as barriers or impediments Lo the s pread of F. j aponica. It was 
therefore necessary lo include the facility t o define custom domains in which the plant 
may grow. These two features are illustra ted in Figure 4.3. Here. a dockla nd ma p 
(modified from a map of the Alexandra Dock, King's Lynn) is shown in which t he 
(fictional) area that is viable for planL growLh has been manually defined (shown in 
blue). Roads and concrete areas are shown in black and water in dark grey. This is 
achieved via the use of Matlab 's 'ginpul' function which allows one to click on a d is-
played figure with the mouse to input the coordina tes of a point. Using this function 
ma kes it possible to eas ily define domains that are specifi c to any part icular map. 
Figure 4.3: The a bility to define custom domains was added to the simulation programme. 
A manually-defin ed domain is shown here in blue, water is shown in dark grey and roads an 
concrete a reas are shown in black. 
An extension of this feature added to the programme but not furt her developed in th is 
study (k = 1 is assumed throughout this work) is lhe ability Lo include multiple pa tches 
of lower fer t ility. This was implement ed by simply setting areas of the domain a lower 
carrying capacity k, achieYed by using ).la t lab 's ·gi nput' functlon . This feature could 
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be used , for example. to phenomenologically represent areas of the map with different 
environmental factors such as differ ing substrate types. light availability. competition 
levels and so on. 
• Us r-definable ini t ial conditions including automatic ext raction from existing dala. 
~,Iall ab·s 'ginpuf function was also used in a similar fashion to that used for t he 
custom domains di scussed above to plot and use a rbitrary ini tial conditions on the 
map. An example of the use of th is feature is shown in Figure 4.4. llere, the docldand 
map mentioned above has had three arbit rary stands of F. japonica plotted on it. The 
programme can then use these as ini t ial condit ions in the simulation. 
Figure 4.4: Coloured patches here represent the shapes of 3 manually-defined stands of P. 
japonica that are used as initial conditions in the simulation. 
This featu re is extended further by incorporating the option to have the programme 
automatically process an image in order to ext ract the initial conditions without t he 
need for manual input. This feature is particularly useful when data from a geograph-
ical information system (GIS) is being considered. Figure 4.5 illustrates such a case. 
Here, a sample of the C l data collected in the wansea surveys (to be detailed further 
in Section 4.4.1) shows t he location and shape of a stand of F. japonica in wansea 
(UK) in 199 . The map is automatically processed by the programme to extract the 
shape of the stand t hat may then be used as initial conditions. It is first passed through 
a colour fi lter, retaini ng only the data relating to the stand itself. T he resulting array 
stori ng the colour data is then easily converted into the required form for use in the 
simulalion. 
Thus. in itial conditions, phy ical barriers and regions of lower substrale ferti lity such as 
might exist in the field may be predefined on the subject domain before Lhe solution of the 
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Figure 4.5: The cod contains an a utomatic map-processing facility to extract initial condi-
tions. A map containing. for example. GI dala on stand locations (left ) may be converted 
a utoma tically into an a rray storing only the relevant information to construct Lhe initial 
conditions (right). GI data supplied by the City and Council of wansea. 
governing equat ions is carri ed oul. Once these arc entered Lhe solution is then calcula ted 
according to the preset parameters. [n this example r = l and D 1 are taken purely 
for demonstration purposes. Figure <1.6 show~ frames from the resulting simulation output 
movie. using lhe initial conditions bhown in Fig. 1.1 on the domain shown in Figure 4.3. 
Using the rate of a rea expansion a , as calculated for the standard paramel r set in Section 
3.~1.1 . the distance travelled d* by the we:wefront from a point do in time t is given by 
d .. - d0 + JUt. This was u ed to calcula te th approxima te dimensional time intervals 
between the output frames shown (s e F igu re 4.6 for details). Although the spatial scale of 
these maps i rela lively large, the predic ted I imes to attain the stand sizes shown a ppears 
Lo be som what high. This is perhaps due to a being lower than might be expecLecl in the 
fi eld . as discu sed in Sect ion 3.6. 
The s imnla tion programme discussed here is used as the basis for a more complex pro-
gramme pr e nted in ect ion ~J. 7. which a lso includes a more detailed account of the simu-
la tion procedure. The exact procedure for lhi particular programme is thus omitted here. 
How ver. it is clear Lhat the programme displays a great dea l of potentia l a a predictive tool 
on terrain tha t could b e con iclered homogeneous and free from external influence . Jl owever. 
F. japonica is commonly found in riparian habilals where the presence of a watercourse can 
signincantly a id its rate of spread . This eiTec l is discus ed in Section 4A ancl is modelled 
via a 10 advection model a long th banks of a watercourse. T his model is then combined 
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Figure 4.6: Simula tion output movie frames at predicLed dimensional time i ~ 0, 76, 190, 30-1 
years for the initia l condHions depicted in Figure 4.4. Kote the effect of the bounda ri es 
marked in Figure 4.3. Image widths are approxima tely -145 m. 
with the Fisher model present ed in t his section to produce a compartmenlalised 20 model 
for lhe spa tial spread of F. japonica in riparian habitats. 
4.4 Modelling Disp ersal in Riparian Environments 
In this ection the spatial spread of F. japonica in a riparian environm nl is modelled by 
xl nding lhe Fisher model discussed in ections 1.2 and 4.3 lo include lerms for the loss of 
plant fragments t.o the walercour e a nd the sub equent tra nsport down ' tream and wa ·hing up 
to regenerate into fresh clones. The background and motivation for Lhis is discus eel in ection 
4.-l. l and model equations are formulated in eclion 4.4.2. Boundary and initial conditions 
are di cu eel in ection 4.4.3 and the model equations are then nondimensionalised and 
simplified in eclion 4:.4.4. 
4 .4 .1 B ackground and Motivation 
Documented and anecdotal accounts of the rapid downstream spread of F. japonica along 
lh banks of wal rcourses are numerous. Examples of evidence for the phenomenon include 
Lhc following: 
• The effect is hinted at in the quotation of Cathy Lucero given in Section 1.6 as being 
one of the causes of large monoculi ure. along the hanks of wa lercour s in Washington 
tale. U A. 
• Figure 4.7 illustrates the banks of a s tream that have been completely overrun wi th F. 
;apontca. This is a common sight along infested watercourses. 
• Figure 4. shows a similar situation but on a much larger scale. The Geographical 
Information ystem (GI ) dat a (provided by Xew York City Department of Environ-
ment al Prot ~?clion ) depict the location of large monocul t ures along the Balavia Kill 
stream corridor. a tributary of the choharie Creek in the water supply watershed of 
the city of ~ew York. A. 
• Tal m age and Kivial [55] state l hat 
The commonest mod of dispersal in both the U. l< . and Xorth America 
by wat r tran portation of plant fragment . 
This is supported by Child et at. [19] who slate that the fragments ar carried down-
stream by high water flows. T he phenomenon is also mei1 Lionecl in a number of other 
publications (see. for example. [32. 50]). 
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Figure L1.7: A typical invasion in a riparian environmenl. Both sides of Lhe stream have been 
complelely overrun with F. japonica. Picture courtesy of Sean Ha thaway, City and Council 
of wansea. 
Figure 4. : Left: The Ba lavia Kill stream corridor near the city of New York. USA. Map 
obtained from the softwa re package Google Earth. Right: GI data of a large-scale riparian 
invasion on the BaLavia Ki ll. Note Lhe presence of F. japonica (grey patches) along Lhe 
entire length of this section of the watercourse. Image width approximately miles (12. 
km). DaLa courtesy of -ew York City Department of Environmental P rotection. 
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• In 1992 a survey of Lite spatial distribution of P. japonica in wansea (Wales) was 
undertaken on behalf of the ity and Council of wansea (see [ l6. 19. 32, 59]). This 
information was transferred to a GIS. fac ilit ating the monitoring of stand development 
over lime. A second surTey wa undertak n in 199 u ing the same methodology 
but cov ring a slightly larg r area. Data from the lwo urveys were then directly 
comparable, showing how individual stands had expanded over lime as well as larger 
scale propert ies of the infestation. Figure 4.9 shows two examples of the resulting data 
which appear to support thr notion of faster spr<'ad along the banks of a watercourse. 
It hou ld be noted. however. that the dire ·lion of Aow is not known for certain for 
these dala. The geographical proximity of\ ashinghouse Brook (lop) to wansea Bay 
suggests lhal the direct ion of flow in this case is from \Vcsl lo East. imilarly, the 
geographical location of th Clyne River (botl om) suggests thal the direcLion of Oow 
is likely to be from North Lo outh. If these assumptions are Lruc. the F. japonica on 
both sites has actually spread fastest in th 11pstream direction (although downstream 
spread is blocked by what appears to be a road or path in both examples and Lhe 
application of any previous management is unknown). A possibl explanat ion for this 
behav iour may be drawn from lhe modelling work to be dis ussed in ection 4.4.2 
onward . 
Brock and \Vade [10] high light the fact lhat in riparian habitats where mechanical cut-
ting of stands is used, the water plays a significant role in the dispersal of scat.tered stem 
fragments. As well as stem fragment5 falling in to wa.tercour::,es, human-induced scat tering, 
changes in water- level and fl ooding events can cause rhizome fragments to enter the flow 
[17]. Brock and ·w ade [10] also investigate the regenerali ve properties of F. japonica from 
rhizome and s tem fragments in controlled greenhouse trials. They found that slem fragments 
that were left to float in water alone proved to be Lhe mo l likely to regenerate. Rhizome 
fragment as small as 0.7 g were found to generate new shoots [10]. Overall they found that 
69% of their rhizome samples prod uced stem shoots and 6.6% produced new root material. 
This const itutes direct evidence of the high viability of plant fragmenl5 for regeneration and 
the development of new tanch,. 
The transport of water borne stem and rhizome fragments coupled with their high viabi li ty 
for regeneration is clearly a signifi anL factor in the spread of F. japonica in riparian habitats 
and is thus an important process to include for mod lling the problem in such environments. 
As a first step, a ID model of vents occurring along a river bank is considered in eclion 
4.4.2. imulalion of the model is l hen detailed in clion 4.6. Thi is then incorporated inlo 
the 2D simula tion pre ented in clion 4.3. as de cribed in eclion 1.7. 
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' Figure 4.9: Da ta from lhe Swansea surveys shows bow Fallopia japonica has pread from 1992 
(left ) to 199 (right) in the area. These two examples show ripari an habitats. Top: Wash-
inghouse Brook, near Westcross La ne. Swansea (approx. Lat: 51 :35:14N, Lon : 4:00:02W). 
BolLom: Clyne River. Clyne Valley Country Park, Swansea (approx. Lat: 51:36:09 . Lon: 
4:00:05\iV). ~ote Lhe apparent tendency to spread more quickly along the banks of the wa-
tercourse. Approximate image widths: top 125 m. bottom 1 0 rn. 
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4.4.2 Model Equations 
Figure 4.10: A schematic of lhe riparian model. I: Fragmenls of lh plant ·s (yellow) stem 
and rhizome fa ll inlo the water close to lhe bank (red). 2: The watercour e lran ports them 
downstream. 3: ome fraction of the waterborne population enters the faster now (blu ) in 
the middle of the watercour e due to mixing, whilst some of it remains close lo the bank. 
1: ome of the waterborne population that was lost to the middle of Lhe watercourse may 
re-ent r the near-bank flow or be lost to the sysl m permanently by being washed out. 5: 
Fragments may be washed back up on the bank where they can form a new stand. 
Figure 4.JO illustra tes a schemat ic of the propo eel model. F. japo·n·ica grows and spreads 
as discussed previously for t he Fisher model until it reaches the bank of lhe watercourse. 
Here, fragments of stem and rhizome are deposited in the Row. T hey arc then washed 
downstream and sub equently may either b washed out of the system entirely or be washed 
up on the bank lo regenerate into a fresh clone. Som of the walerborue population that 
was washed out of the system returns to it as a rPSu lt of mixing transverse to the direction 
of now. 
A general reaction-diffusion model is considered as a starting point for a modC'l of the 
spatial spread of the aerial shoots along the bank of a watercourse: 
(4.9) 
where ub(:r.l ) is the population density of l he plant resident on the bank domain. r. and 
uw(.c. t) represents the population den ily of plant fragments present in the watercourse flow 
close to the bank. pa tial spread on r is incorporated by assuming diffusive spread with 
constant diffusivity. D. and local growth by the reaction term , f (ub , uw)· 1L is required that 
f( ub. uw) satisfies f(ub . 0) = rub( l - ub). which is the same as lhal discus cd in ection .J. .2. 
and that Uw enhances the growth rate without increa ing the carrying capacit.y. Thus. for 
simplicity 
Ub f (ub. Uw) = (nlb +-1/. Uw) (l - k ) 
chosen. where k = 1 crown/ m2 is assumed henceforth as before and lhe 1/Juw term governs 
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the enhanced growth due to the depositiOn of rhizome fragments from the watercourse on to 
the bank and their subsequent regeneratiOn In lD space, equation (4 9) therefore becomes 
the followmg model for the spread of F. Japomca on the bank 
For the waterborne populatiOn, no growth occurs and the domam is fed by fragments of 
plant falhng/bemg washed mto the water A small proportiOn of these are washed up on to 
the bank and thus are lost to the water Fragments are also lost by dnftmg into the middle 
of the nver and thereby bemg 'washed out' of the system However, there IS always the 
chance of such washed out fragments returnmg to the system further downstream 
the followmg model Is considered for the waterborne populatwn· 
Thus, 
(4 10) 
Here, 8;;" IS the advectwn along the nver, v represents the speed of water flow and (3 IS the 
rate at which fragments are lost (washed out) to the system The final term on the nght-hand 
side of equatiOn (4 10) IS a 'return functwn' representmg the return of washed out fragments 
to the system at some rate p Here, K(~) IS the return functiOn kernel, proportional to the 
probab1hty of a fragment of plant bemg washed out at a distance~ upstream and returnmg to 
the system at x Over the area of mterest ( 0(100 m)) It IS assumed that the flow properties 
of the nver remam largely unchanged so that parameters v, 1/J, (3, p are all approximately 
constant Thus, the followmg system IS obtamed 
(4 11) 
With 
0 < t::; T, X Er, 
where 
r = {x E (-oo,oo)} 
and where f(ub,uw) IS contmuous and differentiable on (ub,uw) E [0, 1] and satisfies 
f(O, 0) = j(1, uw) = 0 
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In the forthcommg analysis the mfimte domam IS used, as g1ven above However, for the 
numencal s1mulatwn discussed m Sectwn 4 6 a do m am of 10,001 nodes (2500 umts) IS 
generally used, unless otherwise stated, as an approx1matwn to the mfimte domam 
4.4.3 Boundary and Initial Conditions 
The system (4 11) IS subJect to the followmg m1tial and boundary cond1t10ns: 
Uw(x, 0) = 0, 
ub(x, t) = 0, x Ear, 
Uw( -oo, t) = 0 
4.4.4 Nondimensionalisation and Model Simplification 
The system ( 4 11) IS nond1menswnahsed usmg 
t' = rt, x' = xVr!f5, '1/J = r'lj;', 
f3 = r/3', C = Vrl5t:,, v = Vrl5v', • p p = rVrJ5' 
ub(x, t)-> ub(x', t'), uw(x, t) -> u~(x', t') 
and droppmg astensks for convemence y1elds 
8ub 82ub '1/Ji 
- =- + (ub + -uw)(1- ub) 
at 8x2 v 
1 8uw 8uw '1/J + f3 p 100 ( f:, ) (X- f:, 1 f:, ) 
--=Ub-----uw+- K -- Uw --,-(t--) ~ 
V at 8x V V 0 VrJ5 VrJ5 r Dv 
The expanswn of a stand of F. yaponzca occurs on a t1mescale of O(m/year) wh1ch IS 
considerably slower than the flow of the watercourse It IS therefore expected that v » 1 
FUrthermore, 1t IS expected that the majonty of the rh1zome fragments entenng the flow w1ll 
be lost and that those that do return to the bank exh1b1t a h1gh VJabJhty for regeneratiOn 
Thus, it 1s also assumed that f.l = 'if: and ;30 = il!1 are 0(1) quantities So takmg v -> oo 
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the system s1mphfies to 
(4 12) 
4.5 Travelling Wave Analysis 
In the s1mulations of the ID npanan model (to be presented m Sectwn 4 6) 1t was found 
that both the downstream and upstream wavespeeds are, under certam parameter reg1mes, 
enhanced by the mfluence of the watercourse In order to understand these findmgs more 
comprehensively, we first cons1der the formal analys1s here In th1s sectwn travelhng wave 
analys1s IS earned out to mvestJgate the effects of the key parameters in the s1mphfied system 
(4 12), namely (30 and Jl, on the pred1cted upstream and downstream wavespeeds 
4.5.1 Spatially Homogeneous Steady States 
In order to analyse the travelhng wave solutwn 1t IS necessary to estabhsh the spatmlly 
mdependent steady states of the system These w1ll form the boundary conditiOns m the 
travelhng wave analys1s to follow m Sectwn 4 5 2 
The spatially mdependent steady states are g1ven by (ub, uw) = (ub, u~) satJsfymg 
!b(ub, u~) = (ub + f.1U~)(l- ub) = 0, 
fw(ub, u~) = ub- f3ou~ = 0, (4 13) 
and are located at (ub,u~) = (0,0), (1, J0 ) The stab1hty matnx for the system (413) IS 
defined to be the Jacobmn matrix of fb(ub,uw) and fw(ub,uw) at (ub,u~), namely 
A= [ 1 - 2ub - f.1U~ Jl(l - ub) ] 
1 -f3o (4 14) 
The stab1hty of each of the steady states can be estabhshed from the e1genvalues of A or, 
eqmvalently, from 1ts trace and determmant (see [47], Appendix 1) 
• For (0,0), the matnx (414) IS 
A-[1 f.l] 0
- 1 -f3o ' 
wh1ch has tr(Ao) = 1 - (30 and det(Ao) = -(30 - J1 Imposmg (30 , J1 > 0 results m 
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det(A0 ) < 0 1mplymg that (ub, uw) = (0, 0) IS a saddle pomt 
• For the coeXIstence steady state (1, J, ), matnx (4 14) IS 
[ 
-1-1':.. 
A - f3o c-
l 
Here, the eigenvalues are g1ven by 
.A1 = -1- E_ < 0 f3o , 
.A2 = -f3o < 0, 
both of wh1ch are negative and real1mplymg that the steady state IS a stable node 
The two steady states (0, 0) and (1, J,) will form the boundary cond1t10ns m the analys1s to 
follow 
4.5.2 Travelling Wave Analysis 
In th1s section, travellmg wave analysiS JS undertaken m order to study the behaviour of 
the travelling wave fronts along the bank of the watercourse m both the upstream and the 
downstream d1rectwns These two cases will be considered separately below. 
In the absence of dJffuswn/advectwn, the steady states of the s1mphfied system (4 12) 
are (ub, uw) = (0, 0), (1, J,) The travellmg wave solutwns are assumed to connect these two 
steady states and are sought by lookmg for solutwns of the system of the form (ub, uw)(x, t) = 
(Ub, Uw)(z), where z = x- et (see [47]) The system then becomes 
U~' + cU~ + (Ub + J1Uw)(I- Ub) = 0, 
U~ + f3oUw - Ub = 0, 
(4 15) 
(4.16) 
where ' denotes d1fferent1atwn w1th respect to z For the downstream spread (c > 0) the 
boundary conditiOns 
hm ub = 1, 
z--+-oo 
1 
hm Uw = -, 
z--+-oo f3o 
are imposed Similarly, for the upstream spread (c < 0) the boundary conditiOns 
hm ub = 0, 
z--oo 
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1 hm Uw =-
z--++oo (30 ' 
(4 17) 
(4 18) 
are tmposed It wtll be shown later that these condttwns are sufficient for a well-posed 
problem 
As wtth the standard analysts for the Ftsher equation (see [47]), a bound on the wavespeed 
1s sought by studymg the behaviour of the lmeansed solutwn as z -+ ±oo Let Wb = U£ so 
that 
U£ Wb, 
U~ Ub- f3oUw, 
W£ u; + /1-UbUw - cWb - Ub - JtUw 
It follows from the above steady state analysts that the steady states of these are at 
(U;, u;,, Wb) = (0, 0, 0), (1, Jo, 0) The stabthty matnx IS then 
0 
-f3o 
Jt(u; - 1) 
The downstream and upstream cases wtll now be dtscussed separately 
Downstream 
Constder first the wavefront travelling m the downstream dtrection (c > 0) As z-+ oo, the 
perturbatiOn about (0, 0, 0) leads to the stabthty matnx 
whtch has the charactenstJc polynomtal 
(4 19) 
where the coefficients a, are gtven by 
a1 f3o + c, 
az 1 + f3oc, 
a3 /1- + f3o 
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Usmg Descartes' rule of signs (see [47]) It IS possible to determine mformation on the 
sign of the roots of the charactenst1c polynomial (4 19) The coefficients a1, a2 and a3 are 
all positive for c > 0 Hence, the number of changes of sign m equation ( 4 19) IS zero Thus, 
there are no positive real roots Now let .A= -w so that (4 19) becomes 
(4 20) 
which has three changes of sign and so (4.19) has either three real roots or one negative 
real root and 2 complex roots For the solutiOn to be physically relevant It IS reqmred that 
ub, Uw ::::: 0 for all z Hence, OSCillatory behaviOur IS not permitted due to the solutiOn 
entermg the negative regiOn as z --> +oo and the latter case may be disregarded Therefore, 
the value of c must be such that all three e1genvalues are real and negative 
Let !1 = 2(!'f )3 - a,3a' + a3 and o: = ~(?J.- a2 ) Then from Table A2 1 m Murray [47], 
solutiOns of (4.19) are all real only when 101 :S:: 2ci12 Definmg 
9d(c) = !12 - 4o:3 
( 
2 1 )2 
= 27 (f3o + c)
3
- 3((30 + c)(1 + (30c) + 11 + (30 
_ 4 ( (,6o + c )
2 
_ 1 + f3oc) 3 
9 3 , ( 4.21) 
where subscnpt don 9d(c) denotes the downstream case, c may be sought such that 9d(c) :S:: 0. 
Note that 9d(O) = 2~(38 + 2~,6Jp + 287(35 + ~,60p + p2 + 2~ > 0 and gd(c) --> -oo as c--> +oo 
Therefore, by the contmmty of gd(c), there must at least be a value of c, c;;;m say, such that 
9d( c) :S:: 0 for c ::0:: c;:;m Thus, c = c;;;m represents the m1mmum wavespeed for which the 
solutiOns of (4 19) are all real Usmg equation (4 21) It IS straightforward to calculate c;:;m, 
given values of ,60 and p, as demonstrated below and m Section 4 6 1 
Figure 4 11 (left) shows the solutiOns for 9d(c;;;m) = 0 on ,60 E [0 1, 5] with 11 = 
0 05, 0 2, 1, 5 and (nght) the solutiOns for 9d( c;;;m) = 0 on J.l E [0 1, 5] with (30 = 0 2, 1, 5 
Over the parameter ranges exammed here, It IS clear that the downstream wavespeed IS 
affected by vanatwns m magmtude of all (30 , J.l E [0 1, 5] However, as expected, the two 
parameters have opposmg effects For mcreasing (30 , c;:,m decreases monotomcally and IS 
bounded below by c = 2 (the mm1mum wavespeed predicted by the standard Fisher model) 
The physical mterpretatwn for this IS an increasmg amount of biomass lost permanently to 
the watercourse such that the system tends to non-npanan spread rates due to a relatively 
small remammg waterborne populatiOn For mcreasmg p, c;:;m increases monotomcally, re-
flectmg the greater mc1dence of fragment deposition and regeneration that contnbutes to 
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the population on the bank and enhances the wave propagation. The magnitudes predicted 
for t he downstream spread are far in excess of those for the upstream wave (see below) for 
most parameter configura t ions. The mos t extreme example shown is for the case (30 = 0.2, 
in which the downstream wavespeed incr ase ext remely rapid ! ' such t hat for p = 0.2. 1. 5. 
c~in = 29.26. 109. , 510.05 respect ively (not shown in the figure for clarity). The physical 
interpreta tion here is that a relatively small proportion of lhe waterborne population are 
being lost to the system. resulting in a much larger waterbornc popula tion lo be washed 
back up on the bank and regenerate. The contribution from the watercourse is therefore 
very s ignificant in such cases. 
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Figure 4.11: Implicit solutions of 9d(c~in) = 0. Left: The solut ions for c~in on f3o E [0.1, 5] 
with J-t = 0.05. 0.2, 1. 5 (black. red. green and blue respectively). Right: The solu tions for 
c~in on f-t E [0.1. 5] with f3o = 0.2. 1. .5 (red , green and blue respectively) . 
Also worthy of nole is the extra ·lower· solution that exist for small p,. as shown in 
Figure 4. 11 (lefl) for J-t = 0.05. Figure 1.12 shows tanh(gd(c)) (for clari ty) aga inst c for 
J-l = 0.05 and f3o = 0.01. This plot illustrates that there a re two possible ranges of c in which 
9d(c) ~ 0 for small J-t and f3o . Although the leflmosl ra nge. c1 :::; c:::; 02 , appears to satis fy the 
criterion tha t 9d(c) < 0, examination of the eigenveclor corresponding to the least negaLive 
eigenvalue. A*. yields 
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Figure 4.12: Semilog plot of tan h(gd(c)) against. c for fJ, = 0.05. {30 = 0.01 illustrat.ing the two 
possible ra nges, c1 ::::; c < c2 and c;un < c, in which 9d(c) ::::; 0. 
Iow, 
( 
~: ) = AQ.>,•e>.·z. 
wb 
meaning that as z ___. we require that ). ~ + {30 > 0 and 1 > 0 (trivia lly satisfi ed) so that Ub 
and Uw remain positive for physically relevant solutions. Figure 4.13 shows a plot of ).• + 130 
against c for the case f3o = 0.2 and fJ, = 0.05. Here. it is clear that the plot corresponding 
to the lower solution in Figure 4.11 fa ils to satisfy )! + {30 > 0. In this case. c1 = 1.93 
and C2 = 2.2 SO thal for C1 :'S C :'S C2. the solution exist but Ub ---+ o- < 0 as Z ---+ + 
Therefore. the lower solution for small fJ, is only valid for the non-physical case with negative 
population densities. Jt is thus disregarded hereafter. 
For completeness. consider now the coexistence steady sla te. As z ---+ - . the pertur-
bation about (1. Jo . 0) leads to the stabi lity matrix 
J01 
0 
-f3o 
0 
02 
016 
012 
000 
OC>4 
00· 
25 
.IJ04 
I 
c 
.IJOO 
.IJ 12 
.IJ 16 
.IJ2 
Figure L1.13: ,.\* + 80 (y axis) against c (x axis) for {30 = 0.2 and J.L - 0.05. In t his case. 
c1 - 1.93 and c2 2.2 . The red line5 correspond to the two solutions depicted in F igure 4.11 
(left ) for J-l = 0.05. the left corresponding lo the lower solu tion and the right to the upper 
solu tion. 
which has the characteristic polynomial 
'olving yields 
fL ( -f3o- >.) (>.(c 1 >.)- (1 + f3o )). 
Jl (-{30 - >.)(,\(c + ,\) - (1 -r {3
0
)) = 0. 
=? ({30 1 >.)(,\2 I c..\ (1 + Fa)) - 0. 
c J r2 + 4(1 + f}) 
,.\ = -- ± . 2 2 =?). = -f3o. (4.22) 
There are therefore two negative and one posit ivc ig nvalues for the perturbation about the 
coexistence state. Since the eigenvalues are real, th re will not b any o ci lla tory behaviour 
behind the wave. 
In the interests of ensuring the wcll-posedness of the problem described by equations 
(4. 15) and (4.16) il is required lhal the lolal number of stable eigenvalues at both ends of 
l he domain i equal lo the numb r of boundary conditions piu one ext ra to account for the 
t ranslational invari ance (i.e. the tnw. laLion of th spatial coordinate. for example z- z* +a 
where a is some constant. results in no change to the solution of the equation and a hifl in 
lhe coordinate origin) . As shown above. for the downstream wave the perturbation about 
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the zero steady state has three real and negative etgenvalues whtch are constdered 'stable' 
smce the solutwn 
(where U0 , U1 and U2 are unknowns) ts requtred to tend to zero as z -+ oo. For the 
perturbatiOn about the coexistence steady state (z -+ -oo) there are two negative real 
eigenvalues (unstable) and one positive real (stable) etgenvalue so that there are 4 stable 
etgenvalues m total Thus, the three boundary condttwns ( 4 17) reqmre one further conditiOn 
to ensure well-posedness Smce the wave solutiOn IS mvanant to any translation of the ongm, 
It IS posstble to fix a value for Ub E (0, 1) at Z = 0, Ub = 0 5 say, thts provides the final 
boundary condition and 1t IS therefore expected that the problem ts well-posed A simtlar 
approach IS taken in an example gtven m [47, page 282] 
Upstream 
Now constder the wavefront travelhng m the upstream dtrectwn (c < 0) The charactenstic 
equatiOn for the perturbatiOn about (0, 0, 0) as z -+ -oo ts gtven by 
(4 23) 
where the coeffic~ents a, are now gtven by 
a1 f3o- c, 
a2 1- f3oc, 
a3 11 + f3o 
Here, smce z -+ -oo, stable mamfolds correspond to those etgenvalues wtth postttve real 
parts Factonsmg ( 4 23) and settmg 1t equal to zero ytelds 
where 8, are the reqmred etgenvalues Note that a3 > 0 =} -818 28 3 > 0 =} 8 18 283 < 0, so 
the product of the etgenvalues IS negative. There are three posstbthhes. 
• 8 1, 8 2 ,83 < 0. For a cubtc equatiOn such as (4 23), the Routh-Hurwttz conditiOns (see 
[47], A2 1) for Re.\< 0 are 
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Suppose s1, 82 , sa< 0 and assert that a 1 > 0 (so that (30 >c), then 
a,a2 -aa > 0 =;. (f3o -c)(1- f3oc) -f3o- p > 0 
=} - f36c- c + (30c2 - p > 0 
=;. - f3oc(f3o- c)- c- p > 0 
Th1s is a contradiction smce (30 , p > 0 and therefore the Routh-Hurw1tz cond1t10ns can 
not all be sat1sfied Thus, the case for 3 negative e1genvalues IS not possible 
• s1 < 0 and 82 , sa are complex. Smce non-negat1ve population dens1t1es (thereby ruhng 
out oscillatory solutwns) are of mterest m the context of th1s work, conditiOns on c 
(namely lcl > C,mn) are established below such that th1s case may be neglected 
• s1 < 0 and 82 , sa > 0 Th1s IS the only remammg feasible case 
So for the upstream wave, there IS one negative (unstable) and two pos1t1ve (stable) eJgen-
values for the perturbatiOn about the zero steady state 
As descnbed above for the downstream case, solutwns of (4 23) are all real only when 
IS"W :::; 4n3 EquatiOn (4 21), w1th c < 0, may agam be used to perform sim1lar analysis to 
that descnbed above for the downstream case to prove the existence of a mimmum wavespeed, 
c;;;m, such that 9u (c) < 0 for all c :::; Cm m, g1ven that 
hm 9u(c) = -oo 
c-+-oo 
F1gure 4 14 shows eqmvaleni plots to those prevwusly discussed for the downstream case 
for c;;;m Quahtat1vely c;;;m behaves Similarly to c~m with increasmg (30 and p monotomcally 
decreasmg and bounded below by Crnm = 2 for mcreasmg (30 and monotomcally increasmg 
for mcreasmg p An unexpected prediction of the model is that the watercourse not only 
enhances the rate of spread of F Japonzca m the downstream direction, but also that m the 
upstream d1rectwn Although somewhat countermtmt1ve, th1s is explamed rather s1mply, 
the tall of the upstream wave contnbutes to the waterborne population, some proportiOn 
of wh1ch w1ll be washed up on the bank before flowmg past the advancmg wavefront Th1s 
augments the population dens1ty at that pomt and promotes the wave's rate of advance. The 
effect IS clearly strongest for large p, reflectmg the need for h1gh rates of fragment depos1tion 
and regeneratiOn for the effect to be s1gmficant 
For the perturbation about the coexistence steady state (Ub, Uw, lVb) = (1, J,, 0), the 
charactenstic polynom1al ( 4 22) IS obtained. Smce c < 0 for the upstream wave, there are 
therefore one positive (unstable) and two negative (stable) real e1genvalues These two stable 
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Figure 4.14: Implicit solu tions of g(cmin) - 0. Left : The solutions for cmm on !3o E [0.1. 5] 
with Jl = 0.05. 0.2. l. 5 (black, red , green and blue respec tively) . Right: The solu t ions for 
c;w on Jl E [0.1. 5] with {30 = 0.05, 0.2. 1. 5 (black. red, green and blue respecl ively). ~ote 
that r here is the magnitude of c;;;,m. 
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eigenvalues and the two from Lhe perturbation about the zero steady state mean that, as 
for the downstream case, there are 4 stable eigenvalues in total. By the same reasoning as 
previously di cus eel , the problem i therefore expected lo be well-posed. 
4.6 Simulation of the lD Riparian M odel 
The simplified 10 riparian model (4.12) was solved using an explicit finite difference scheme. 
imulaled in 1atlab. The code i straightforward and proceeds as follows: 
1. Simulation parameters are set. These include {30 and J.L (see below for values), Lhe 
domain size (K = 10, 001 nodes). spatial step-length (.6.x = 0.2.5), temporal step-
length (e.g . .6.t = 0.01) fi nd the total time lo run the simulation for (e.g. T - 20). 
AI o et is a threshold va lue (e.g. 17 = 0.1) for which the imulalion terminates should 
the population density on Lhe bank bi. al the boundaries exceed it (this may occur 
before the fu ll preset timespan. depending on the resulting wavespeed). 
2. Initial conditions ar set. The initial bank population. b0 = 1. i. set over lOO nodes 
spanning the centre of the domain. The initial waterborne population is sel lo w0 = 0 
throughout the domain. 
3. Markers are created at either side of the initial bank population in order to moni tor 
the spat ial position, x•, of where b = 0.5 throughout the simulation. x"' is calculated 
by interpolating between the spatial positions of the nodes at ei ther side of this point. 
By tracking these markers in time an approximation for the simulated wave-speeds for 
the upstream and downstream waves can be determined. 
4. Solution begins. At each time-step the system is updated according to the following 
scheme: 
(4.24) 
where b~ = ub(x = i6.x , t) and w; _ uw(x = i.6.x . i). Here, an explicit finite difference 
scheme has been implemented for bi (forward difference in lime and central difference 
in space) and the trapezium method scheme on wi · Due to the terms being linear. 
wi+1 can be found explicilly. As described in Appendix A, it may be shown that the 
truncat ion error of Lhe scheme is 0 (.6.x2 + .6.1 ). 
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5. In general. the s imulation ends at t = T. However, certain pa ra meter values cause the 
simulated s pread to be extremely rapid downstream. As a consequence. t he population 
density may reach ignificant enough levels (b0 . bK > 17) at a bounda ry to terminate 
the simulation prematurely. 
4 .6.1 Results 
The programme was used Lo investigate the effects of vary ing the parameters (30 and 11. 
pecific values chosen were {30 = 0.2, 1, 5 and fl - 0.2.1. 5, representing 'sma ll ', order 1 a nd 
·large cases. As an example of lhe genera l behaviour of lhe simulatlon , Figure 4.15 shows 
the tempora l evolution of the simulated ub and Uw wave profiles for {30 = 0.2, f£ = 0.2. H 
is clear to see Lhat the downstream wave travels much more quickly than the ups tream one 
for both ub and Uw· Also. as expected the populations behind the wavefronts lend to their 
predicted nonzero steady slates. Ub = 1 and Uw = 1/ {30 (as detailed in ection 4.5). 
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Figure 4.15: Tempora l evolution of s imulated ub (left) and Uw (right ) travelling wave profiles 
for f3o = 0.2 a nd J-L = 0.2. Init ial conditions a re shown in blue whilst the profiles at t = 
4, , L2, 16, 20 are shown in green, red. cyan , magenta and yellow respectively. otc that 
the dow nstream wave ( right-moving in this diagram) exhi bits much faster spread than the 
upstream (left-moYing) wave. 
Ta ble 4.1 shows the minimum wavespeeds predicted by Lhe simu lation in Lhe upstrea m 
(c~in) and downstream (c~in) directions for various para meter configurations. Also shown 
for comparison are the ana lytic wavcspeeds calculated by solving (4.21) with g = 0 in order 
to find the minimum wavespeed. 
Figure 4.16 shows the wavespeed evoluLions for the upstream and downslream \Yaves in 
simulations for {30 = 0.2 with J-L = 0.2. After an initially rapid increase Lhe wavespeeds in both 
d irections approach Lheir analy tica lly predicted values (Ta ble 4.1). In fact all wavespeeds 
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f3o J.-£ Sim ulated Analytic Simulated Analytic T ime 
c~in cm in + cm in + cm in ended 
0.2 0.05 -1.9536 -2.0403 12.5643 13.2282 20 
0.2 0.2 -2.0732 -2.14 0 2 .14.29 29.2592 20 
0.2 1 -2.4565 -2.5575 102. 519 109. 76 12.3 
0.2 5 -3.4331 -3.6011 493.9233 510.0520 4.1 2t 
1 0.2 -2.0036 -2.094.9 2.92J 2 3.0664 20 
1 1 -2.3357 -2.4037 6.1463 6.4037 20 
1 5 -3.234.1 -3.3320 21.0 67 22.474(1 20 
5 0.2 -1.94.2 -2.0330 1.9661 2.0497 20 
5 l -2.067 -2.15 1 2.1515 2.2421 20 
5 5 -2.5717 -2.6723 3.0031 3.1053 20 
Table 4.1: Wavespeeds predicted by simulations of the l D riparian model. tThe simulation 
for f3o = 0.2, J1. = 5 results in an extremely fast downstream wavespeed. Here. the simulation 
was run on a domain of J( = 200. 001 nodes with 6.x = 0.05 and 6.t = 0.001 in order to 
improve the accuracy of imulation results. The simulation was terminated al l = 4.182 due 
to hardware limi tations. 
predicted by the simulations agree well with their analy tic equivalents. even over the rel-
atively small t imespan T = 20. It should be noted t.haL it was necessary to red uce the 
spatial and temporal step lengths (~x = 0.05 and ~t = 0.001) and increase the domain size 
(I< = 200,001 nodes) in order to obtain accurRLe results for t he case (30 = 0.2 with Jt = 5. 
Il is clear to ee that the downstream wavespeed in particular is s ignificant.ly affected by 
both parameters. For small (30 downstream spread is extremely rapid. even when J-L is small 
relative Lo f3o. As (30 increases the wavespeed rapidly becomes much smaller in magnitude 
even for large J-L, a lthough it still exhibits faster spread than the standard Fisher model. 
The effects of both parameters are similar for the upstream wave, although in this case the 
magni t ude of the wave speed is genera lly much slower than the downstream wave. For t.he 
upstream wave lo exhibit a speed significant ly greater than lhal predicted by the Fisher 
model (as seems to be the case in the observed dala from the Swansea surveys), J.t must be 
considerably larger than (30 , suggesting that Lhis may be an appropriate parameter regime 
for the model. 
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Figure 4.16: The Lemporal evolut ion of Lhe magnHudes of the simulated upstream (left) and 
downstream (right) wavespeeds for /30 = 0.2. f.l - 0.2. 
Figure 4.17: The global domain was compartmentalised into dist inct areas which were subject 
to different governing equations. Left : A simplified example map (from Lhe Swansea survey 
data shown in Figure L1.9) converted into ·normal" (green). ·watercourse· (blue). ·bank· (red) 
and ' inviable' (grey) zones. Right: A zoomed-in area of the map showing Lhe bank nodes 
between normal and watercourse nodes. The ba nk nodes are viable for normal growth 
but, since they arc adjacent to Lhe watercourse, are additionally under the influence of the 
t ransport of rhizome fragments in Lhe water flow. 
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4. 7 Combining the Fisher Model with the Riparian 
Model 
The Matlab Simulation of the F1sher model (discussed m Sectwn 4 3) was extended to m-
corporate the mfluence of watercourses m npanan environment. This was ach1eved by com-
partmentahsmg the 2D domam mto regwns (F1gure 4 17) dependmg on the hab1tat type and 
applymg the relevant system m each: 
1 Normal zones For the substrate v1able for normal growth and where diffusive spread 
of the aenal stems may be assumed ('normal' zones, 0), the 2D Fisher equatwn (4 6) 
was used as before Then, nond1menswnahsmg by takmg t' = rt, x' = xV1j, y' = 
yV1j and droppmg astensks for convemence y1elds 
The temporal denvat1ve was approximated by a forward difference representation and 
the spatial denvatJves were agam approximated by the1r central difference eqmvalents, 
glVlng the exphc1t fimte difference scheme 
ut+ I !lt (u:_1_ 1 - 2u:,J + u:,J+I + u:_1_1 - 2u:,J + u:+I,J) 
''
1 F h2 
+fltu;,J (1 - u;) + u;,1 
2 Watercourse and inviable zones Watercourses ('watercourse' zones), roads and 
other obstacles ('mv1able' zones) that proh1b1t the diffusive spread and may be as-
sumed to have a carrymg capac1ty of zero were considered as sterile regwns w1th zero-
flux boundary cond1twns so that the plant could not grow mto these areas At the 
boundanes, the fimte difference molecules were formed m the standard way when using 
zero-flux boundary conditions as descnbed in Sectwn 4 3 
3 Bank zones Nodes on the mesh that belonged to the Viable growth domam that 
were adjacent to watercourse nodes were considered as 'bank' nodes, r These form a 
ID !me of nodes along the bank of the watercourse (see F1g. 4 17) For these nodes, 
the s1mphfied npanan model (4 12) m 2D was apphed mstead of the standard F1sher 
llO 
model 
(4 25) 
OUw 
8E, 
where E,(x, y) IS the bank coordmate along the watercourse, i e the spatial arc length 
distance along the curved bank of the watercourse relative to some origm This was 
approximated by the followmg fimte difference scheme 
(4 26) 
Here, b:,J IS the populatwn density on the bank at the gndpomt ( 2, J) at time-step 
t, w:,J IS the water borne population density at the gndpomt ( 2, J) at time-step t, bk 
and Wk are their respective eqmvalents at the k'h node along the nverbank and f.k 
IS the spatml distance between the kth and k + 1 th nodes along the bank In prac-
tice, f.k = l, h, .j[2 + h2 dependmg on whether the ne1ghbourmg node m questwn IS 
honzontally, vertically or dmgonally adJacent respectively In the first equation, the 
spatml derivatives are approximated by central differences and the time denvat1ve IS 
approximated by Its forward difference eqmvalent In the second equatwn, a forward 
difference approximatiOn IS used for the spatial denvatJve but the trapeziUm method 
IS agam used to represent the nght hand s1de m the second equatwn of ( 4.25), thereby 
mcreasmg the order of accuracy of the approximatiOn to second-order 
4. 7.1 Stability of the Numerical Solution 
For the normal growth and spatial spread on nodes in r, we have the exphc1t scheme 
(4 27) 
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Appendix A demonstrates that ( 4 27) has a truncatiOn error 
that vanishes as !:it, l, h --> 0 Equation ( 4 27) IS therefore cons1stent w1th equation ( 4 25) 
Li et al [44] denve conditions for the convergence and stab1lity of an explicit fimte difference 
scheme for 2D reactwn-d1ffuswn equatwns of the form 
O<t~T, (x,y)EO, 
u(x, y, 0) = u0 (x, y), 
u(x, y, t) = 0, (x,y)E80, 
where 
n = {(x,y) llxl <a, lvl < b} 
and 
sat1sfymg 
f(O) = f(l) = 0 
A Similar method to that reported m [44] may be used m this case to show that for the 
explicit scheme ( 4 27), convergence and stability are assured for 
(4 28) 
4. 7.2 Simulation Procedure 
The s1mulatwn programme IS mtended for use as a tool for modelling s1tuatwns observed 
m the field As such, the facility to Import observed data such as maps and current stand 
locatwns m as Simple a way as possible has been the subJect of much consideratiOn m 
the design of the programme Itself The resultmg automatwn, 1mage processmg and data 
extractiOn facilities were discussed for the Fisher model simulatiOn in Sectwn 4 3 and are 
used agam in the code for this simulatiOn programme The programme proceeds as follows 
1 S1mulatwn parameters are set mcluding 
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• The geographical map for use as the spatial domam Th1s may be an arb1trary 
map, although some pre-processmg may be necessary to make 1t compatible w1th 
the programme 
• If GIS or Similar data IS to be used, a map mcludmg an ex1sting stand of F 
Japomca plotted on 1t may be loaded. ThiS IS used later to automatically extract 
the 1mtml conditiOns to be used m the s1mulatwn 
• ReductiOn factor The domain map is automatically reduced m p1xel s1ze by some 
factor This reduces the final domam mesh so that the SimulatiOn has a coarser 
resolutiOn and fewer gndpomts to update per time-step 
• T1mespan and temporal mterval The total time over whiCh to run the Simulation 
and the time-step b.t b.t must satisfy equatwn (4 28) to ensure stab1hty of the 
fimte difference scheme 
• Spatial settmgs L and H are the number of gndpomts m the x and y directions 
respectively These are directly determmed by the d1menswns of the domam map 
and the reductwn factor 1t IS subject to l (= b.x) and h (- b.y) are the node 
separatwns m the x and y d1rectwns respectively 
• Rate of contnbution to the bank populatiOn from the water borne populatwn, J.l 
• Rate at wh1ch water borne populatiOn IS washed out of the system, (30 
2 Process domams A number of optwns are presented v1a d1alogue boxes in order to 
set up the Simulated domams as reqmred FJrstly, domams may be manually defined 
v1a use of Matlab's 'gmput' functwn The map IS displayed as a figure and the user 
may mouse-click mdJv1dual pomts on the map to mark out the domams as reqmred. 
Alternatively, the map may be automatically processed by the programme Th1s re-
qmres some pre-processmg of the map mto a useable format w1th normal zones coloured 
green, watercourses coloured blue and mvwble zones coloured grey The programme 
1dent1fies the zones by scannmg the colour data and translatmg 1t mto a code for the 
relevant domam type Normal nodes ne1ghbourmg watercourse nodes are subsequently 
converted mto bank nodes F1gure 4 17 illustrates an automatically processed map 
3 Define Initial cond1t10ns. Agam, dwlogue boxes are used to make chmces concernmg 
the setup of JllltJal cond1t10ns. Multiple stands of F Japomca may be plotted on the 
map manually usmg the 'gmput' functwn, returmng the coordmates relative to the 
gnd These are then used to define polygons on the map and any nodes that he w1thm 
such polygons are ass1gned the 1mtial populatiOn u?,1 = 1 m !1 or b?,1 = 1 for nodes m 
r All other nodes are ass1gned u?,1 , b?,1 = 0 accordmgly 
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Alternatively, 1f the ongmal global domam map has an ex1stmg stand of F Japonzca 
plotted on it, th1s stand may be extracted for use as 1mtial cond1t10ns automatically 
as discussed prevwusly m Sectwn 4 3 and depleted m F1g 4 5 
4. Define watercourse flow directwn and sort bank nodes accordmgly The map 1s agam 
displayed as a figure (mcludmg the newly-defined imtlal conditions) and the user is 
asked to mouse-chck close to the pomt on the bank that 1s to be considered the 'source' 
(1 e the bank node that iS furthest upstream) of the flow The programme then finds 
the address of the bank node closest to the pomt chcked that hes on the global boundary 
and considers 1t to be the furthest upstream bank node This address iS stored as the 
first element m an array Next, the bank node adjacent to the first element iS found 
and stored as the next element m the array This process iS 1terated until no further 
bank nodes are found d1rectly adjacent to the last element m the array The array then 
defines the addresses, in order, of all bank nodes along one Side of the watercourse from 
source to smk All remammg bank nodes not m this array are assigned to another array 
stonng the addresses of the opposmg bank nodes. At present these play no further part 
m the simulatwn and are considered as normal nodes Thus, the programme iS limited 
to simulating stands on one s1de of a watercourse only. Th1s 1s a poss1ble feature for 
further development m future work Fmally, the distances between neighbourmg bank 
nodes are calculated and stored 
5 Define waterborne populatwn imt1al cond1t1ons Once the number of bank nodes, 
K, is known, an array of appropnate Size iS created to store the mitlal conditwns 
of the waterborne populatwn at each bank node. These are taken to be wk = 0 for 
k = 1,2, K 
6 Set up fimte difference molecule Vectors representmg the four directwns m the fimte 
difference molecule (see F1g. 4 1) are created These vectors store addresses that pomt 
to nodes m the ongmal domain map For each node in the global domam, the viable 
directions for growth are stored m the relevant addressmg vectors Smce zero-flux 
boundary conditions, 
ou 
ox 
ou 
oy 
~ ~.J+l - Uz,y-1 = O 
21 
~ ~+l,J - Uz-l,J = O 
2h , 
are m effect, it may agam be deduced that u,+l,J = u,_1,1 or u.,J+l = u,,1 _ 1 at the 
boundary, dependmg on whether the node 1s vertically or horizontally adjacent to the 
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boundary Thus, nodes at a boundary may have one or more of their finite difference 
atoms replaced by the relevant substitute ThiS IS the final step m the ImtJalisatwn of 
the simulatiOn 
7 Solve At each time-step, the current state of the populatwns at each node IS updated 
by the relevant scheme, as detailed above, for the different domam types 
4. 7.3 Results: Sensitivity Analysis 
ImtJally, It was mtended that samples of the Swansea survey data be used for validatiOn 
of the model output However, m IsolatiOn these are actually unsmtable for such use for 
number of reasons, the most Important bemg 
1 At present no data were obtamable regardmg which stands have undergone any form 
of management (which can sigmficantly affect spread rates both positively and nega-
tively) 
2. The scale of these maps IS not clear, makmg estimatiOn of stand size and area difficult. 
3 The stands clearly have many obstacles and external mfluences affectmg the shape of 
their development, such as roads, watercourses, bmldmgs and walls Identification of 
the nature of these on the maps IS difficult m some cases 
The work currently underway by CABI Bwsc1ences (see [29]) should produce similar data to 
the Swansea survey over the next few years but without any of these restnctions, makmg It 
potentially much more useful for model validatiOn In the absence of such data, a parameter 
survey was carried out m order to mvest1gate the sensitivity of the area expansiOn over time 
predicted by the s1mulatwns by varymg the two mam parameters, Jt and {30 SJmulatwns 
were earned out under the followmg settmgs and parameters 
• The domam map used was a sketch map of an area of the Nar Valley, Norfolk (Lat. 
52 43 03N, Lon 0 23:23E) Figure 4 18 shows this map modified for use m the simula-
tiOn The road runnmg North-South IS Low Road m Saddle Bow and the nver shown 
IS the N ar This map IS used purely for example purposes and because the directiOn 
of watercourse flow IS known to the author It IS not known whether any F yaponzca 
may be found at this site m the field 
• ImtJal conditiOns were mput manually, the shape of which was arb1tranly chosen 
IdentJcalimtial conditions were then used throughout Figure 4 18 (nght) Illustrates 
the particular Initial conditiOns used 
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F igure 4.1 : Left: The map (obta ined online from Google i\1aps) used to form the global 
domain map used in the sensitivity ana lysis. Image wid th approx. 900 m. Right: T he 
processed map depic ting t he bank nodes (red ) and the initia l conditions (yellow) that were 
u ed t hroughout the sens itivity ana lysis . T he direction of Aow is South-No rth . 
• The simulations were run for a total time of 10 units, broke n down into time-steps o( 
C::..L = 0.01 units. 
• The original domain ma p (Fig. Ll.l ) was reduced in size by a [actor of 2.5 from 697 
p L'<els by 612 pixels. gi\'ing the values L = 279 and H 245. 
• patial s tep lengths were l = 0.25 and h = 0.25. 
• P aramet ers f.1 and /30 were assigned combina tions of the values 0.2, 1 and 5. 
The number of nodes for w hich ub;:::: 0.1 or u;:::: 0.1, in r and n respectively, was used a a 
measure of stand area for t racking l he predided ra te of ar ea expansion over time. 
Figure 4.19 shows the evolution of the location of the simulated stand (left) and t he 
bank (cent re) and waterborne ( right) population wave p rofi les for (30 = 0.2. f.1 = 0.2 at 
t = 0 , 1.95. 3.90, 5. 5. 7. 1. Al t = 0 there is no popula tion either on l he bank or in the water 
since the init ia l conditions a re such tha t they do not e:>.i end on to t he bank. At t = 1.95 the 
stand has reached the bank of the watercourse and both wave profiles a lready clearly show 
an extended wavefront in the downstream d irect ion . By L = 3.90 the extended front has 
become much more pronounced and by t = 5. 5 the ana ly tically predicted nonzero steady 
states are being approached beh ind t he wavefronts. Fina lly. the s imulation is terminat ed at 
t = 7. 1 when the simulated ba nk popula tion exceeds lhe predefin ed termination threshold 
a t the bounda ry. 
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Figure 4.19: The evolu tion of Lhe location of the simula led sland (left ) and Lhe bank (cenlre) 
and waterborne (right) population wave profiles for (30 = 0.2, fL = 0.2. Data shown is for 
(from top to bottom) t = 0. 1.95, 3.90. 5. 5, 7. 1. 
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Figure 4.20 shows lhe fina l slate of Lhe control simulation ([30 = 0, J-L = 0). The simulation 
has produced, as expected , a single sLand expanding away from the watercourse in a roughly 
circular shape (allowing for distorUon due to image processing). The profile of the population 
density along the bank il ·elf exhibit wavefronl for both the upst ream and downstream 
waves of a typical shape as predicted by the standard Fisher model. The watercourse has 
no effect on the rate of expansion except as a standard zero- flux boundary. This is reflected 
by the control simulation Laking the longest time Lo reach Lhe boundary (see Table 4 .2). 
Figure 4.20: The fin a l state of the conLrol simulation ([30 = 0, J-L = 0). Left : The simulated 
stand (purple) superimpo ed on the domain map. Right : Profile of Lhe populaLion density. 
bi,j· along the bank of Lhe watercourse. 
f3o 1-L Time Ended 
0 0 .9 
0.2 0.2 7. 1 
0.2 1 2.72 
0.2 5 0.35 
1 0.2 .96 
1 1 . 6 
1 5 
5 0.2 
5 1 
5 5 
Table 4.2: Simulation termination times. This is the Linte-step immediately preceding that 
aL which bi.i > 0.1 a t one of the boundaries. 
Figure 4.21 shows the final stale of s imulated sLands for /30 = 0.2 with p = 0.2. 1, 5. 
The faster downstream spread for larger fJ, predicted by the 1D model (see Table 4.1) is 
11 
clearly exhibited here. For 11 = 0.2 the downstream spread is relatively slow. meaning a 
much broader stand may form along t he bank prior to the stand reaching the boundary of 
the domain (thereby terminating t he simulation). Al t he other extreme. J..L = 5 results in 
such rapid spread t hat both the main stand and t he regenerating fragrn nts along the bank 
have had little t ime lo expand normal to the watercourse. Consequently. a much th inner 
extension of the main stand stretches out along Lhe bank and the simulation is terminated 
much sooner Lhan for smaller 11 (see Ta ble 4.2). Ko le that for J1. = 1 and J.l = 5. t he 
monotonically decreasing down t ream bank population wavefront exhibited by simulaLions 
run under other para meter sets is not predicted . Instead. pikes develop early on in t he 
simulation and rema in at fixed locations Lhroughoul. Initially Lhis was thought perhaps due 
lo the part icular approximations used being too crude. However. varying the spa lial and 
temporal step sizes produces repeaLable and consistent results. T he cause is therefore likely 
to be somethi ng else. The spikes may ac tually be solutions Lo Lhe sysLen1 used after a ll aud 
their existence may simply be an art ifact of the way in which Lh bank of t he watercourse is 
described as being piecewise continuous. This remains conjecture at present and fu rther work 
is required to identify their causal factors . However. iL is clear t hat t he spikes only seem Lo 
appear in the downstream direction when J.L is la rge relative to (30 (similar behav iour, albeit 
not as extreme. may also be seen in Figu re 4.22 for Lhe downstream wavefronL for f3o = 1 
with J..L = 5). 
Figure 4.22 shows the final staLe of simulated stands for (30 = 1 with J..L = 0.2, 1. 5. For 
J.l = 0.2 there is little obvious quali tative difference between this and control simulation. 
Indeed , Table 4.2 illustrates t hat there is only a relatively small difference between the l imes 
ta ken for the two simulated s tands to reach the boundary. Physical ly, the majority of plant 
fragments in t he flow are washed out of the system so tha l few are left to colonise fresh 
stands. resul t ing in only a small increase in the spread rate along t he bank. For f..L = 1 t he 
faster spread is more a pparent, showing a larger range attained in a shor ter timespan. T his 
is accent uated even furt her for J..L = 5 where t he simulation also displays marked qualitat ive 
differences. T he effects of the faster wavespeeds are clearly vi ible with the stand expand ing 
pa rticula rly rapidly downstream. 
Figure 4.23 depicts the final state of simulated stands for f3o = 5 with f-t = 0.2. L 5. 
There is very lit lle qualitat ive difference between the shape of the simulated stands for all 
values of fL investigated. Indeed, there is li ttle to differentiate between lhese and t he control 
simulation. However, as expected , the bankside waves are seen to t ravel with grealer speed 
for higher values of J..L as evident in the simulation termination t imes in Table 4.2. 
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Figure 4.21: The fin al s tate of t he simulations for {30 = 0.2 and (top to bottom) f.L = 0.2. L. 5. 
Left: The simulated stand (purple) superimposed on the domain map. Right: Profile of Lhe 
population density, bt.J· along Lhe bank of the walercour e. 
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Figure 4 .22: The final state of the simulations for {30 = 1 and (top to bottom) p, = 0.2. 1. 5. 
Left: The simu lated stand (purple) superimposed on lhe domain map. Right: Profile of the 
population density. bi, j · along the bank of the watercourse. 
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F igure 4.23: The fina l staLe of the simulations for {30 = 5 and (Lop to bottom) /1> = 0.2, 1. 5. 
Left: T he simulated stand (purple) superimposed on the doma in map. R ight: Profile of the 
population density, bi,j · along the bank of the watercourse. 
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4.8 Discussion 
In th1s chapter a compartmentalised 2D model for the spat1al spread of the aerial stems 
m F. Japomca was constructed Th1s model was formed by combming a 2D F1sher model, 
used for the spatial spread m 'normal' areas, w1th a ID model formulated for applicatiOn 
along the banks of a watercourse The npanan model was constructed by the extensiOn of 
a standard ID F1sher model w1th log1shc growth to mcorporate terms expressmg the effects 
of a watercourse on the spread ofF Japonzca along 1ts banks The resultmg npanan model 
was then coupled w1th the prev10usly ment10ned standard 2D F1sher model m a SimulatiOn 
programme. This programme features many advanced facJhtws mcludmg the ab1lity to use 
a pre-processed arbitrary map It can then automatically translate the map mto vanous 
domain types and apply the relevant model m each In thJS way the two models are coupled, 
thereby allowmg a more comprehensive model for use on npanan environments In fact 
the programme may JUSt as easily be applied for non-ripanan habitats, smce the npanan 
component would s1mply be 1gnored in th1s case 
Sect10n 4 2 introduces a Simple F1sher model that IS used to model the spread of stems on 
a slightly larger scale than the correlated random walk model Its use as a phenomenolog1cal 
model IS just1fied by the fact that both the correlated random walk and the F1sher model 
predict quadratic growth of stand area m t1me The model IS solved m the sJmulatJOns by 
usmg an explic1t fimte difference scheme The advanced features mcluded m th1s Simula-
tiOn programme, such as the automatic map-processmg and custom JmtJal condJtJOns, were 
further extended for use m the SimulatiOn of the npanan model 
Smce F. Japonzca JS so commonly found m npanan hab1tats and 1ts rap1d spread so 
well documented (for example, the Swansea surveys show coverage of F Japonzca along 
nverbanks increasmg from 0 9 ha m I992 to 5.7 ha in I998 [I9]), the mclusion of the influence 
of the watercourses m a model IS a natural progressiOn from modelling Isolated stands 
The ID npanan model extends the F1sher model by addmg terms dealing w1th the loss 
of plant fragments to and subsequent gam from the flow The basic model is formulated 
and s1mphfied, followed by JdentJficatJOn and clasSJficatJOn of steady states Travellmg wave 
analysis 1s then undertaken, resultmg m an equatiOn that may be implicitly solved m order 
to deduce values for the mm1mum wavespeeds m the upstream and downstream directiOns 
As pred1cted by both the analysis and the sJmulatJOn, wavespeeds m both directions are 
enhanced by the presence of a nearby watercourse. Although the ev1dence supportmg thJS 
pred1ct10n IS abundant for the downstream case, 1t 1s not known whether enhanced upstream 
spread IS borne out m the field It IS expected that such an effect v.ould be neghg1ble m 
the field due to the key causal factor m the models being the long tail of the upstream 
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wavefront, something that does not ex1st m the field However, some of the Swansea data 
does seem to support the pred1ct10n of faster upstream spread, but m these cases 1t IS not 
clear what barners to growth and management the stands have been subJect to Accordmg 
to the predictions of the model, one poss1ble explanatiOn for such behaviOur m the field 
m1ght be that the fragments exh1b1t a h1gh VJab1hty for regeneratiOn (equivalent to large 11-) 
The pred1ct10n presents an mterestmg area of study for field mvest1gatwns 
As w1th the correlated random walk model discussed m Chapter 3, a lack of field data 
currently mh1b1t5 parametensatwn and vahdatwn of the model pred1ctwns However, smce 
the model1s used on a purely phenomenolog1cal bas1s and has so few parameters controllmg 
1t th1s should be a task that IS somewhat smaller m magmtude Here, only spread rate data 
1s required Given empmcal data on the rates of advance ofF Japonzca both upstream and 
downstream, appropnate values of (30 and 11- may be extracted from the results presented m 
th1s chapter Let CJ be the m1mmum wavespeed pred1cted by the F1sher model, Cu and Cd 
respectively be empirically determmed upstream and downstream spread rates and let Cn be 
the empmcally determmed non-npanan spread rate Then, the ratws 
may be used to find realistic values for the nond1menswnal c!m and c;;.m These may then 
be used to find appropnate values for (30 and fJ- Smce (30 ex ~ and fJ- ex ~, predJctJOns may 
be made for other watercourses exh1b1tmg different rates of flow 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Further Work 
But It's not JUSt learnmg thmgs that's Important It's learning what to do 
with what you learn and learnmg why you learn thmgs at all that matters 
Norton Juster, The Phantom Tollbooth 
This report focuses on the formulatiOn and simulatiOn of stochastic and determmistlc math-
ematical models for the spatial spread of F Japonzca m the United Kmgdom Fieldwork 
was earned out in order to mvestigate the vanous morphological properties of the rhizome 
network and some surface measurements were also taken The resultmg data was analysed 
and used to parametense the models and, where possible, vahdate their predictiOns The 
models themselves consist of a 30 correlated random walk model for the development of 
the subterranean rhizome network (the plant's pnmary mode of spread m the absence of 
disturbance) and a 20 reactwn-dlffuswn model for the spatial spread of the aenal stems, 
incorporatmg a compartmentahsed ID model featurmg a Fisher-type model for the growth 
and spread of aenal stems along a nver bank coupled with advectlve dispersal of rhizome 
and stem fragments m the watercourse ThiS work was pnmanly motivated by the need to 
demonstrate to landowners, developers and funding bodies the need to eradicate the plant on 
the land they are responsible for as soon as possible The economic and ecological Impacts 
of the presence of F Japonzca are well known, yet It remams notonously difficult to obtam 
fundmg for, or to persuade the parties responsible to, Impose management upon the mvasive 
ahen plant The aim of this work was to produce tools that might be used to Illustrate 
graphically and quantitatively the ImplicatiOns of delay when deahng with an mfested site, 
thereby motivatmg prompt and proper actiOn 
Chapter 1 discusses the background and motivatiOn for the modellmg work contamed 
herem This mcludes an mtroductwn to the plant Itself, Its history and uses, Its taxonomy, 
physiology and Its morphology MotivatiOn for the mathematical modelhng is discussed by 
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first examinmg some of the problems that an mfestatwn of F Japonzca can cause ( empha-
sismg both the ecological and economic costs this can present) and some of the management 
techmques that are currently used to control mfestatwns Then, a need for a predictive tool 
for use m promotmg the problem, pnontismg sites for treatment and cost-effect appraisal 
of management techmques IS established Existmg literature IS exammed and It was found 
that, although some modellmg of spatial spread in F Japonzca has been attempted previ-
ously, none of the ex1stmg models were both directed at the reqmred scale (a smgle clone 
or local habitat scale) and applicable to the UK problem The development of an extensive 
rhizome network beneath the substrate IS Identified as bemg the plant's pnmary mode of 
spread m the UK However, a lack of available data on rhizome network morphology and 
physwlogy for use m the parametensatwn and validation of the models motivated fieldwork 
m order to obtam the reqms1te mformahon 
Chapter 2 Identifies the need for a thorough understandmg of the subject system pnor 
to any modellmg The lack of data on rhizome network form and functiOn motivates the 
fieldwork that IS discussed m this chapter The first survey descnbed mvolved the extractwn 
of rhizome network samples from the penphery of a stand m Cornwall, UK The site Itself IS 
detailed, followed by the methodology and results of some prelimmary surface measurements 
and the subsequent rhizome network measurements Basic statistical analyses are undertaken 
and some concluswns about the way m which the rhizome network develops are drawn based 
on survey observatwns Compansons between the data from this survey and the eqmvalents 
from the work of Adach1 et a! [3] suggest that the two datasets are statistically different 
ThiS may be due to contrastmg geographical or climatic features, but IS more likely due to 
the Japanese data actually bemg based on the dwarf variety, F Japonzca var compacta The 
possible existence of a relatwnship between the age, number of concentnc rmgs and diameter 
of rhizomes was found Such a relatwnsh1p would be extremely useful for determmmg the 
age of existmg stands, but further investigatiOn IS required before any conclusion may be 
made 
The &econd survey discussed in Chapter 2 investigates the crown density and growth rate 
of rhizomes, both of which are important for the modelling This Site showed some evidence 
of management but efforts were made to take samples from as far away as possible from the 
affected area New rhizome growth was readily Identifiable and analysis of the resultmg data 
suggested that rhizomes exhibit no longitudinal extension behmd the apex once the tougher 
overwmtermg state has been formed Measurement of the crown density provided a useful 
benchmark for the validatwn of model output. 
The fieldwork was very successful m prov1dmg data for use m the modelling and furthering 
the understandmg of rhizome network development Seven of the thirteen parameters m the 
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correlated random walk model (see Chapter 3) were assigned values obtained directly from 
this work. AdditiOnally, vanous data obtamed could be used for model validatiOn A number 
of suggestiOns are made for further mvest1gatwns to complement the findmgs from these two 
surveys 
Chapter 3 presents a stochast1c model for the development of a rhizome network This IS 
approached via the use of a correlated random walk for the rhizome growth, with probability 
d1stnbutions drawn from the field data controllmg vanous aspects of the development such as 
branchmg and crown formation Though somewhat phenomenological m nature, this model 
uses a large amount of field data m Its parametensatwn and consequently predicts such data 
as was available for model validatiOn well An overview of the model Is followed by an account 
of the model SimulatiOn programme Many s1mulatwns were earned out under a standard 
parameter set (predommantly determmed by empmcal observatiOns and measurements) and 
the general behaviOur of the model under such conditiOns was analysed in terms of area 
expansiOn rates and predicted crown densities It was found that the area tends to grow 
quadratically m time so that A(t) ~ A0 + o:t2 where A(t) IS the area of the stand at a time 
t years in the future, A0 is the Initial area and o: IS a constant expansiOn rate determmed 
by Simulation Thus, for large time A ~ o:t2 No data were available with which to confirm 
or refute this predictiOn, presenting an mterestmg area for further mvestigation However, 
If validated through further fieldwork this represents a very simple and useful formula for 
applicatiOn m pnont1smg sites for treatment AdditiOnally It could be used to predict the 
cost of removal of a stand from a Site (see SectiOn 3 5 and below) or to estimate bwmass for 
use m gaugmg the correct levels of herbicide to use at specific sites 
Of the 13 parameters m the correlated random walk model, 7 parameter values were 
directly obtamed from the field data and another 3 were denved from previOus publicatiOns 
This left only 3 parameters for which no value could be accurately estimated or measured 
Thus, parameter surveys were undertaken to mvestigate the effects of each on the general 
model output so that smtable values could be assigned to them based on the properties of 
the simulated rhizome network they predict A prelimmary mvestigatwn of the effects of the 
known parameters was also undertaken, although more work IS required here to make any 
firm conclusiOns 
The simulatiOn predictiOns for the mcrease m stand area over time governed by the 
standard parameter set was used in a case study 1llustratmg one of the potential practical 
applications of the modelling A problem stand m Cornwall (UK) was used as the basis for the 
predictiOn of future disposal costs for the management method of extractiOn of contammated 
sml and Its subsequent bunal at a specialist site Generally, site-specific data was used to 
calculate the apprmamate cost of such an operation for a given volume/mass of contammated 
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soil Th1s informatwn was then coupled w1th the model's pred1ctwns for stand area m crease 
to allow a m1mmum and max1mum est1mate of how the disposal costs m1ght mcrease over 
t1me 1f the stand 1s left to grow unchecked. The pred1cted mcrease m econom1c costs over 
the relatively small tlmescale of 10 years 1s extremely s1gmficant Th1s represents a powerful 
motivatmg factor for deahng w1th an mfestatwn of F Japonzca m a t1mely fashwn 
Chapter 4 builds on the results of the study on the correlated random walk to formulate 
a model for the spat1al spread of the aenal shoots of a stand of F. Japonzca at a shghtly 
larger scale, for example greater than 200 m2 At such scales the correlated random walk 
model becomes too computatwnally mtens1ve, motivatmg the alternative approach of usmg 
a 20 F1sher model wh1ch pred1cts quadratic expanswn of area m t1me m agreement w1th 
the correlated random walk model's pred!ciwn The basiC model 1s d1scussed along w1th 
JUStification for 1ts use m thiS case The model1s then solved via the use of a finite difference 
scheme m a Matlab s1mulatwn The advanced features of the programme are discussed, such 
as manually-definable domams and m1t1al cond1tlons, automatic map-processing and so on 
The bas1c F1sher model was then used as the bas1s for a more complex model for the 
spat1al spread of the aerial stems m npanan environments as it IS the Simplest model that 
has the property of area expanswn bemg quadrat1c m time This problem is demonstrated 
by exammatwn of GIS data and the regenerative properties of rh1zome and stem fragments, 
thereby mot1vatmg the 10 npanan model that 1s subsequently descnbed The model consists 
of the bas1c F1sher equatwn m 20, extended to mclude terms for the loss of fragments to 
the watercourse and the1r subsequent washmg up and regeneratwn into fresh clones The1r 
transport downstream 1s handled m an add1tional coupled equatwn Via Simple advectwn 
The model equatwns are formulated and the boundary and 1mtial cond1t10ns stated Slm-
phficatwn of the model IS then undertaken v1a nond1menswnahsatwn and the assumption 
that the veloc1ty of flow is large relat1ve to the d1ffus1ve spread The expected large time 
behaviOur of the model IS mvestlgated usmg travelling wave analysiS m wh1ch an equation 
for the predicted mimmum mvaswn wavespeed, Gmn, IS denved for both the upstream and 
downstream cases It was found that the model predicts not only faster spread m the down-
stream directwn, but the upstream wavespeed can also be enhanced noticeably, albeit to a 
lesser extent As expected, these effects were most sigmficant for (30 < 1 With f.1, 2:: 0(1) 
The programme s1mulatmg the npanan model IS then descnbed This uses the code 
for the Fisher model s1mulations as a base but features a number of enhancements and 
revisions The global domam simulated is spht mto regwns dependmg on the habitat type 
In each regwn the relevant model 1s apphed so that the 20 Fisher model IS apphed in 
general viable regions, the 10 ripanan model IS apphed along the bank of the watercourse 
and mv1able regwns define zero-flux boundaries Agam, an exphc1t fimte difference scheme 
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IS used to solve the PDEs Stab1hty conditiOns for the numencal solutiOn are determmed, 
hm1tmg the size of the temporal step m relatiOn to the spatial step Sizes. This IS needed to 
ensure that errors m the simulatiOn do not grow unboundedly The simulatiOn procedure IS 
then descnbed m detml and the sensitivity of the simulatiOn output to changes m the key 
parameters J.L and ;30 IS mvest1gated In all cases with J.L > 0 It was found that the speeds of 
both the upstream and downstream waves along the bank of the watercourse were enhanced 
relative to the standard Fisher model predictions As expected, the fastest spread rates were 
exhibited when J.L was large relative to (30 since this combmes fewer waterborne fragments 
bemg lost to the system with a higher rate of subsequent colonisatiOn, which IS m agreement 
with the analysis For such Simulatwns, the downstream wavefronts along the bank of the 
watercourse exhibit somewhat sp1ky profiles This phenomenon remams unexplamed and 
presents a possible Issue for further mvestigatwn 
In general, the mcorporatwn of the lD npanan model mto the ongmal SimulatiOn pro-
gramme has resulted m the creatiOn of a flexible and versatile tool that predicts qualitatively 
what might be expected to be observed in the field The collectiOn of relevant field data 
should allow appropnate parameters to be determmed for the model such that an evaluation 
of Its efficacy may be undertaken m the future 
The work presented m this study provides numerous opportumties for extensiOn and 
further work, some examples of which are discussed below These may be broadly broken 
down mto two themes further fieldwork and model development 
MotivatiOn for further fieldwork ongmates from a vanety of sources These mclude the 
followmg, some of which are discussed in more detail in SectiOn 2 4 
• The first survey extracted rhizomes from only the top 50 cm of sml Although none 
were found to grow below this from the subJect area on the periphery of the mam 
stand (1 e those depicted m Figure 2 5), It IS possible that rhizomes from the mam 
stand may have extended mto the subject area at greater depths Thus, unearthmg of 
greater depths presents one area for further mvestigatwn 
• The subject area m the first survey was on the penphery of the mam stand Rhizomes 
may have different morphological properties and functiOnal roles m different areas of 
a stand. Certamly It IS known that rhizomes and crowns can grow much larger than 
those observed m thiS survey It would be mterestmg to compare the data from this 
survey with samples from the central part of a stand 
• Whilst as many data as possible were obtamed m the two surveys, each represents only 
a smgle sample site Eqmvalent data from additiOnal sites m similar habitat types are 
highly desirable 
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• As well as an mcrease m the number of sample sJtes, samples from stands m dlffenng 
hab1tat types and environmental condJtwns would allow not only companson w1th data 
from th1s study, but also allow the tools descnbed m thJS report to be used for stands m 
such environments w1th a greater degree of confidence m the1r pred1ctwns As reported 
m Cam [13] for Solzdago altzsszma, different sample s1tes exh1b1t a w1de vanatwn m the 
clonal growth parameters Similarly, F Japomca JS hkely to exh1b1t such behavwur, 
suggestmg that data from different hab1tat types m1ght contrast s1gmficantly w1th those 
from th1s study An Jllustratwn of the effects of d1fferent environmental condJtwns may 
be found on dner sJtcs, m wh1ch F Japomca IS known to produce shorter stems and 
smaller leaves, whilst m shady areas Jt tends to be more leafy and compact [6] It JS 
poss1ble that the rh1zome network IS also affected by such cond1twns 
• The manner m wh1ch rh1zomes appear to extend at the apex, form nodes and exh1b1t 
no further extension behmd the apex requires a detmled, targeted study m order to 
confirm th1s assertwn 
• The posSible relatwnsh1p between the age, d1ameter and number of concentnc rings 
exhibited m rhizome cross-sectwns would be an extremely useful way to age stands m 
the field Th1s IS of mterest to a w1de vanety of part1es, but would also be useful for 
the vahdatwn of model pred1ctwns and prov1de an alternative method of measurmg 
spread rates 
• Smce the rhizome growth rate JS such an important parameter m the correlated random 
walk model and m the spread rate of rhizome networks m the field, a more extensive 
study of th1s property IS h1ghly desirable 
• Eqmvalent field data from both closely-related specJes and ent1rely different ones ex-
hibJtmg Similar properties for F Japomca would present interestmg cases for compar-
Ison and contrast 
• For the npanan model d1scussed m Chapter 4, smtable empmcally-obtamed parameter 
values are not currently avmlable F1eld data on such events as the rate at wh1ch 
fragments of stem and rhizome fall (or are washed) mto a watercourse, the1r transport 
rates, typ1cal d1stances they may travel and the rate at wh1ch they are washed up agam 
would all md the correct parametensatwn of th1s model, at least for spec1fic s1tes 
• As discussed m Sectwn 2 2 3, further data on the relatwnsh1p between pnmary segment 
lengths and the higher branchmg orders JS reqmred to confirm the apparent relatwnsh1p 
between branchmg order and segment length 
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Opportumt1es for further development of the sJmulatwns as tools and of the underlymg 
models are also w1de m scope 
• In the correlated random walk model the number of rh1zomes generated by newly-
formed crowns could be drawn from an empmcally-determmed probability d!Stnbutwn 
each time Th1s IS not mcluded m the model at present due to msuffic1ent data 
• Also m the correlated random walk model 1t IS poss1ble to add vanable growth rates 
for the rhiZome extenswn Th1s could be dnven by couplmg 1t w1th the influence of 
environmental and seasonal factors as mentwned above 
• The s1mulatwn of the correlated random walk model could be extended to automati-
cally prov1de estimates of subterranean bwmass, g1ven the relevant field data 
• Mmor mod1ficatwns to the correlated random walk programme code would allow 1t to 
account for the topology of the local environment, such as hills and slopes, by utJlismg 
a spatially dependent hmm 
• Due to the lim1tatwns 1mposed by avmlable computmg resources, deta1led mvestigatwn 
of the effects of the known parameter values on simulatiOn output for the correlated 
random walk model had to be foregone Prelimmary observatwns suggest that there 
may be some mteresting relatwnsh1ps between these parameter values and the morphol-
ogy of Simulated stands Parameter surveys akm to those undertaken on the unknown 
parameters may, therefore, y1eld results of equal mterest It 1s poss1ble that some of 
these relatwnsh1ps may be explmtable m the management of F. Japonzca 
• It IS thought that ap1cal dommance IS the mam regulatory mechamsm for rhiZome 
branchmg and shoot formatwn (and, hence, the generatwn of crowns) The add1t10n 
of hormonal control of these events m the correlated random walk model, replacmg the 
phenomenolog1cal branchmg tngger lengths and probability of crown generatwn, would 
mcrease the bwlog1cal accuracy of the model Th1s would also reqmre the collectiOn of 
applicable field data 
• Applymg the work m th1s report on a larger scale (for example that of a town or county) 
may reqmre a fresh approach to the modelling In particular, long d1stance dispersal 
events may become much more Important at such scales Long d1stance dispersal 
mechamsms mclude the transport of rhizome/stem fragments along watercourses (as 
discussed m Chapter 4), but more often past long-d1stance dispersal events have been 
linked to human actiVIty such as fly-t1ppmg, careless management, disturbance by 
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vehicles along roads and rmlways, the transport sml contammated with F Japomca 
rhizome and even direct sales from garden centres Clearly such events may exhibit a 
large amount of stochasticity m their frequency and magmtude, somethmg that larger-
scale models Will need to address 
Additionally, as discussed m Section 3 6, short-range dispersal by disturbance also 
seems to be an important mechamsm for mcreasmg the spread rate of the plant The 
mcluswn of stochastlc short-range fragment dispersal m the models would also make 
an interestmg advancement to this study 
• At present the npanan model assumes that the watercourse is umformly hkely to 
deposit floatmg plant fragments at every point downstream along the bank and models 
two-dimenswnal diffuswn and mixmg on the surface of the water by Simple wash-
out and return functwns. However, in the field watercourses may have particular 
geographical features or flows that result m segments of the bank bemg more (or less) 
susceptible to fragments bemg washed up More detmled modellmg of the flow may 
identify such sectwns of the bank 
• Given the relevant data, it would be extremely mterestmg to model the effects of feed-
back from environmental conditions, mcludmg substrate properties, hght avmlabihty, 
competltwn, altitude and chmate Seasonal fluctuatwns also play a maJor role m the 
plant's hfe history 
• Incorporation of the apphcatwn of vanous management techniques mto the models 
represents perhaps the most practiCally useful area for further development. In par-
ticular, long-term herbicide treatments are a popular method of controlling the plant 
The effects of such treatments on the development of the rhizome networks could be 
used to predict the future costs of management via herbiCide Another, very different, 
management techmque currently bemg considered is the use of a monophagous preda-
tor m a bwcontrol programme A study on the possible impact of such a programme 
could be achieved by modifymg the correlated random walk model 
• The addition of a more aesthetic and ergonomic graphical user mterface (GUI) for the 
Simulatwns would make any distnbutwn and thud party use of the Matlab code easier 
The work detmled m this report has elucidated many aspects of the mvasive weed F 
Japonzca, from morphological and physwlogical propertieS to rates and patterns of spread 
Much of the resultmg field data was prevwusly unknown and there are also many examples 
which support existing data or present mterestmg compansons and contrasts between, for 
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example, closely related spec1es or d1fferent hab1tats The use of the resultmg field data m 
constructmg the mathematical models has enabled the productwn of s1mulatwn programmes 
that could be extremely useful for application m commercial and conservatiOn settmgs How-
ever, desp1te the wealth of new mformatwn and potential applications for the models, th1s 
study has also generated many new questwns and opportumtles for further work It is there-
fore hoped that 1t will serve both as a reference text and as an mspiration for further research 
mto the rapid spatial spread of F Japonzca that has seen the plant mcreasmgly become a 
persistent and costly problem throughout the BntJsh Isles and the rest of 1ts mtroduced 
range 
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Appendix A 
Consistency of the Numerical 
Solution for the Growth and Spread 
of F. japonica on the Banks of the 
Watercourse 
For the internal pomts m !1, the analys1s below holds w1th w;,J = 0 Let B(x, y, t) = ub(x, y, t) 
be the true solutiOn to the first equatiOn m (4 25) and let T.,1 be the local dlscret1zatwn error 
(i e how well B;,J satiSfies ( 4 27)) Then, 
so that 
B;;_i1 - B;,1 B;,1 _ 1 - 2B;,1 + B;,1+1 
b.t [2 
-(B;,1 + f1W:)(1- B;,1 ), 
B;_1,1 - 2B;,1 + B;+l,J 
h2 
b.t (B;,1 _ 1 - 2B;,1 + B;,J+l + B;_ 1,1 - 2B;,1 + B;+l,J) 
[2 h2 
+b.t(B;,J + f1w;)(1- B;) + b.tT,~1 + B;,J 
(A 1) 
(A 2) 
Assuming that the true solutwn B 1s known at all pomts up to and mcludmg t1me-step t, 
b;~ 1 represents a local approx1matwn to B;,j1 where 
b'+l = b.t ( B; ;-1 - 2B;,1 + B;,J+l + n;_1,1 - 2B;,1 + B;+l,J) 
•,J [2 h2 (A 3) 
+ b.t( B;,1 + J.lw;) ( 1 - B;,1 ) + B;,1 
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Subtractmg (A 3) from (A 2) yields 
11lustratmg that T,~1 IS a measure of the local d1scret1zatwn error for a smgle apphcatwn 
of the fimte d1fference scheme The order of the local d1scretJzatwn error IS determmed by 
wntmg (A 1) m terms of Taylor senes, so that by Taylor's theorem 
0 Bt t:;.t2 02 Bt 
Bt+1 = B 1 + 6.t~ + ---'-'1 + 0(6.t3) 
t,} t,J 8t 21 [)t2 ' 
g1vmg 
0 Bt t:;.t2 02 Bt 
B 1+1 - B 1 = t:;.t~ + ---'-'1 + 0(6.t3) 
,,J ,,J at 21 8t2 
Taylor's theorem also y1elds 
8 Bt F [)2 Bt [3 [)3 Bt 
B1 -I~+ ---'-'1 - ---'-'1 + 0(14 ) 
''
1 ox 21 8x2 31 8x3 ' 
0 Bt 12 02 Bt 13 03 Bt B1 +I~+ ---'-'1 + ---'-'1 + 0(14 ) 
''
1 ox 2! 8x2 3! 8x3 ' 
aBt h2 02 Bt h3 03 Bt 
B 1 + h-'-1 + ---'-'1 + ---'-'1 + O(h4 ) 
t,J ay 2 I [)y2 3 I [)y3 ' 
aBt h2 02 Bt h3 [)3 Bt 
B 1 - h~ + ---'-'1 - ---'-1 + O(h4 ) 
,,J ay 21 ay2 31 ay3 
Thus, 
t t t 2 °2 B!,J 14 [)4 B!,J 6 
B,,J-1 - 2B,,J + B,,J+l = I 8x2 + 12 8x4 + 0(1 ) 
and 
so that 
However, 
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meanmg 
The truncatwn error 'P,1 IS thus 
wh1ch is first-order m t1me and second-order m space. Clearly, T,~1 -t 0 as !:J.t, l, h -t 0 
Thus, the difference equatwn ( 4 27) IS consistent w1th ( 4 25) 
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